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SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE
Special Studies: Asia, 1998–2002 Supplement compiles a large collection of

documents on financial, economic, social, environmental, political, foreign policy, and
military developments in the countries of East, South, and Southeast Asia.

The collection includes a variety of document types and sources:

U.S. government reports issued by the Department of Agriculture, Department
of Commerce, Department of State, Department of Defense, Drug
Enforcement Administration, Federal Reserve, Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative, U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID), U.S.
International Trade Commission (USITC), and other agencies.

analyses by the Asian Development Bank, the World Bank, the World Health
Organization, and other international nongovernmental organizations.

university research studies by entities such as Harvard University and the
Center for Institutional Reform and the Informal Sector (IRIS) at the University
of Maryland.

reports by private research or consulting organizations such as Helen Keller
International, International City/County Management Association, International
Fertilizer Development Center, International Food Policy Research Institute,
International Foundation for Election Systems, National Democratic Institute
for International Affairs, Partnerships for Health Reform, U.S. Institute of
Peace, the Japan Economic Institute, and the U.S.-Japan Technology
Management Center.

monographs and theses submitted to or published by military colleges or
research units such as Air Command and Staff College, Air War College,
National War College, Institute for National Strategic Studies, National
Defense University, Strategic Studies Institute at the Army War College,
Naval Postgraduate School, Naval War College, and Foreign Military Studies
Office.

reports by foreign government agencies or research organizations such as
the Philippines Department of Environment and Natural Resources; the
Partnership for Economic Growth in Jakarta, Indonesia; the SMERU
Research Institute, also in Jakarta; and the National Institute of Population,
Research, and Training in Dhaka, Bangladesh.

The following sections summarize issues and topics covered by the documents in
this collection.
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Financial Crisis
The monetary crisis that struck East and Southeast Asia during 1997–98

adversely affected the economies of most of the countries in the region, with the
notable exception of China. Banks failed, stock markets crashed, foreign trade flows
decreased, sovereign debt was downgraded, and national income and output shrank.
As many collection documents show, however, the severity of the crisis varied
substantially from country to country.

Collection document authors advance a number of theories to explain the causes
of the crisis. These include “crony capitalism,” government and corporate policies
that encouraged imprudent lending and excessive risk-taking, lack of transparency in
financial systems, inadequate financial supervision, insufficient international liquidity,
bursting real estate “bubbles,” poorly designed international rescue programs, and
herding behavior and panic among investors.

The collection also provides information on the effects of the crisis on Russia and
China, the viewed partial failure of Japan to help its neighbors pull out of the crisis,
and the response of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Other reports cover the
reasons that China weathered the crisis relatively well, the unusual length of the
crisis in Japan, the effects of the crisis on the competitiveness of small and medium-
sized firms, and the impact of the crisis on the credibility and effectiveness of Asian
governments, including their military establishments.

Economic Development
Although the 1997–98 financial crisis and its aftermath receive the heaviest

coverage in this collection, substantial sets of material also cover other important
economic topics and issues. Various authors examine, for example, the economic
development patterns of specific countries, with one interesting report comparing the
growth of Australia and California from the nineteenth century to the present (Reel 3,
Frame 0075). A set of reports describes the economic policies and trade practices of
individual countries. A large number of documents deal with agricultural development,
including major topics such as government policies, marketing, trade, investment,
research and technology, international aid projects, and water use and conservation.

Another group of reports documents the commercial conditions in each country,
with detailed discussions of the overall economic situation, economic policies,
commercial laws including trade and marketing regulations, investment climate, and
leading sectors for U.S. and other countries’ exports. These reports also include
interesting discussions of country business customs. In many cases, these
practices are quite different from those to which a U.S. businessperson may be
accustomed. Several authors examine China’s implementation of the commitments it
made upon its accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO). Other documents
cover India’s transformation to a market economy, the Chinese stock market, the
operation of microfinance institutions providing credit to poor persons and small
businesses, the privatization of government-controlled industries, U.S.-Japan
business relations, regulatory reform in Japan, nanotechnology, and trade barriers
and agreements, including the effects of proposed bilateral pacts between the United
States and Taiwan and between the United States and South Korea.

Many governments and international nongovernmental agencies provided aid to
Asian countries during the 1998–2002 period. One of the leading donor agencies was
the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). The collection includes a
large number of documents by USAID and its partnering contractors on agency
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programs in diverse economic, social, political, and environmental areas. Specific
project areas include disaster relief, humanitarian aid to refugees, projects to expand
citizen participation in government and elections, pollution control, flood control,
rehabilitation of postconflict societies such as East Timor, and aid to countries
undergoing transitions to democracy and market economies. Although USAID is the
subject of regular questions about its usefulness, many or most of the agency’s
country projects seem to have achieved their aims, at least in part. One report
evaluates, for example, USAID recovery programs in East Timor after the violence
that erupted following the UN-administered popular vote for independence from
Indonesia (Reel 8, Frame 0890). The contractor notes that although the UN and other
international donor organizations arrived quickly, they lacked the kind of rapid
response mechanisms for postconflict recovery the country needed. The contractor
observes that USAID assistance, in the form of community infrastructure,
humanitarian, employment, and other projects, was delivered rapidly and in
substantial amounts.

Social Development
The collection includes documents covering a broad range of social issues,

including the rapid urbanization of societies and its consequences, the allocation of
land (especially in China), the multiplicity of problems caused by drug abuse and
trafficking, national and international efforts to interdict drug trafficking and combat
drug abuse, labor and employment issues in rural areas and urban slums, and the
effects of and responses to natural disasters.

A number of reports examine the entrenched poverty in rural areas and cities, as
well as attempts by governments and nongovernmental organizations to implement
programs to increase incomes. Several authors note the striking finding that when
countries attempt to make the transition to market economies, the measures they
employ, such as privatization of government monopolies and liberalization of trade
arrangements, do reduce the number of persons living in absolute poverty, but the
inequality of incomes between richer and poorer populations often increases,
especially in the years immediately following the introduction of the transitional
reforms. A key concern in countries like China and Thailand is finding ways to
percolate the increasing overall prosperity of the countries down to the poorer
population groups.

Women’s rights and opportunities receive significant treatment in a number of
reports. The human rights assessments provided for most countries include detailed
examinations of abuses of women and children, as well as serious efforts to curb the
mistreatment. The assessments include discussions of the trafficking of women, as
well as (in some cases) men. In one in-depth investigative report (Reel 4, Frame
0315), the author examines the trafficking of Bangladeshi women for money, sex, or
involuntary servitude in other countries. The author describes the various channels
by which women were effectively tricked into bondage. The author includes a
number of case studies of the experiences of individual women.

A social topic that receives very substantial coverage is public health. Authors
examine the surveillance and treatment of infectious diseases, the spread of HIV/
AIDS, the prevention of mother-to-child transmission of the disease, family planning
and education programs, immunization programs, detection and treatment of
nutrition-related disorders such as anemia and rickets, maternal undernutrition and
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nutrition programs, child nutrition problems and programs, national nutrition
assessments, and rural health facilities and services.

Environmental Affairs
Partly because of the rush to develop their industrial capacities and modernize

their agricultural sectors, many Asian countries experienced severe environmental
problems during the period covered by this collection.

A number of documents assess the natural endowments of specific countries, as
well as the unsustainable use of resources or other threats to resource conservation.
Authors review strategies that countries or companies use, or could use, to
conserve their resources and protect their air and water at the same time that they
pursue sustainable development. Of special interest are documents that examine the
use or misuse of marine resources in nations such as Cambodia and the Philippines.
One document (Reel 9, Frame 0914) presents a case study of the 1997 Indonesian
forest fire that blanketed not only Indonesia but also much of Southeast Asia in smog
and smoke for months. The document illustrates how an environmental disaster can
affect international relations.

Political Conditions
This collection includes a large number of documents on Asian countries’

governments, politics, citizen participation, and human rights practices. Commercial
guides for each country describe not only current economic and trade developments
but also political conditions, government policies, and the impacts of both on trade.
Human rights assessments, provided for most countries, contain informative
discussions of governmental structure, the domestic political environment, political
party activity, and citizen participation in government. The assessments also include
detailed information on countries’ conformance to or violations of international
standards for civil liberties in matters such as arrest and detention, disappearances,
due process of law, torture, freedom of speech and assembly, freedom of religion,
free elections, treatment of indigenous peoples and ethnic minorities, workers’ rights,
abuses of women and children, and trafficking in persons. The reports for Burma and
North Korea are particularly graphic.

The collection also includes reports on elections, anticorruption programs,
Chinese repression of Tibetan Buddhists and nationalists, Chinese community
politics, bureaucratic infighting involved in U.S. arms sales to Indonesia, civilian
control of militaries, civic education in Nepal, and the roles of civil societies and
international aid organizations in helping countries make the transition to democracy.

Foreign Relations and Defense
Although the majority of Asian countries experienced relatively peaceful relations

during the period 1998–2002, tensions or outright conflict persisted in several areas.
The long-standing dispute between India and Pakistan, in large part over Kashmir,
flared up most recently in 1999. Other Asian countries, as well as the United States
and the rest of the world, were deeply concerned about the nuclear weapons
development programs of both India and Pakistan. Several authors examine and
evaluate diplomatic and military strategies by which the United States might help
ease tensions in the area and move the countries not only toward peaceful
settlement of the Kashmir question but also toward secure control of nuclear
weapons arsenals and their eventual dismantling.
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A number of documents present lively arguments on key Korean issues: whether
the North and South are likely to reunify, which obstacles stand in the way of
reunification, whether an indefinite continuation of the status quo might actually
ensure stronger regional stability than would reunification, and the likely positive and
negative consequences of reunification. Some authors debate the degree to which
North Korea has implemented the 1994 Agreed Framework, under which the country
promised to dismantle nuclear weapons and allow international inspections; whether
the United States, South Korea, and Japan should construct nuclear reactors in the
North as their part of the Agreed Framework; and whether the United States should
maintain a strong military presence in South Korea. In addition, some papers discuss
the “strategic deception” that, it is argued, North Korea uses in dealing with the
United States and its allies, since it possibly is pursuing clandestine nuclear
weapons development at the same time that it appears to be cooperating in
dismantling its overt weapons program.

Several documents examine the human rights abuses committed by Indonesian
forces and their allied militias in East Timor, actions taken by UN and Australian
military units to remove the Indonesian forces, and relief and recovery efforts
undertaken by international and U.S. agencies.

Many authors in this collection attempt to identify the strategic posture of China, a
country whose emphasis on official secrecy poses many challenges to the scholar.
With the usual caveats that the country guards its diplomatic and security-related
intentions zealously, U.S. and other writers address a number of key questions,
including the following: What influence do China’s cultural precepts, such as
Confucianism, have on its strategic orientation? How does China view its new role
as a great power in both Asian and world affairs? What interventions is China likely
to undertake in the regional disputes involving the South China Sea? Will China
launch a military campaign to capture Taiwan, and under what conditions? How does
China plan to cooperate with, compete with, or contain the United States? In what
ways is China attempting to modernize its military, and to what degree is it
succeeding? How will China react to the United States’ proposed development of a
theater missile defense system in Asia?

Some of the more interesting conclusions are that China views the United States
as bent on hegemony in Asia as well as the rest of the world; that a “perceptual gap”
between the United States and China could produce dangerous miscalculations by
either side; and that China has a “dualistic” strategic culture, consisting of a
dialectical mixture of a Confucian world view that is conflict averse and defensive,
and a realpolitik view that favors offensive military solutions. One author (Reel 6,
Frame 0432) argues that the Chinese are focusing their military modernization efforts
in seven high-technology areas: space, lasers, automation, biotechnology,
information systems, energy, and new materials. The author also believes that the
Chinese military is “obsessed” with establishing dominance in information warfare.
Another author believes that China is encouraging other developing countries to
oppose U.S. interests in ways that will force the United States to “spend national
wealth containing low-level threats to its national interest” (Reel 7, Frame 0150).

With respect to Taiwan, collection authors seem to agree that while it is impossible
to guess with certainty China’s intentions vis-à-vis the island (a unanimous
conclusion), it is nevertheless clear that the People’s Republic is continuously
evaluating the potential costs and rewards of a military operation.
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Finally, a particularly interesting report presents the results of a survey of Chinese
youth and young adults (Reel 5, Frame 0687). Although the survey focused primarily
on contraceptive use, it yielded illuminating responses on the views of young people
on dating, marriage, family planning, ideal partners, careers, and making money. To a
large degree, the responses sound like those one would expect to find in a similar
survey of young people in the United States.
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ISSUING AGENCIES AND
ORGANIZATIONS

Following are brief descriptions of federal government agencies, educational
institutions, nongovernmental think tanks, and consulting corporations that issued
papers included in this publication.

Academy for Educational Development
Founded in 1961, the Academy for Educational Development (AED) is an

independent, nonprofit organization committed to solving critical social problems and
building the capacity of individuals, communities, and institutions to become more
self-sufficient. AED works in all the major areas of human development but focuses
on improving education, health, and economic opportunities for the least advantaged
in the United States and developing countries throughout the world.

Agency for International Development, U.S.
Established in 1961 by President John F. Kennedy, the U.S. Agency for

International Development (USAID) is the independent government agency that
provides economic development and humanitarian assistance to advance U.S.
economic and political interests overseas.

Air Command and Staff College, Air University
The Air Command and Staff College prepares its graduates for careers involving

aerospace operations. The school dates back to 1931 when it was formed as the Air
Corps Tactical School; it was renamed in 1954. Students at the college take a ten-
month curriculum that focuses on aerospace history and operations and an
understanding of the core values of the U.S. Air Force.

Air University
Established in 1946, Air University offers courses on air and space power to both

enlisted personnel and air force officers. Schools within Air University include the Air
War College; Air Command and Staff College; School for Advanced Air and Space
Studies; College of Aerospace Doctrine, Research, and Education; and Community
College of the Air Forces. Air University students and faculty conduct research on
air and space power, as well as on education, leadership, and management. Air
University is located at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama.

Air War College
The mission of the Air War College is to educate senior officers to lead at the

strategic level in the employment of air and space forces, including joint operations,
in support of national security.
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ARD-BIOFOR IQC Consortium
ARD-BIOFOR IQC Consortium is an environmental research firm performing

contract work to organizations, such as the U.S. Agency for International
Development, in areas including biodiversity, renewable resources, and sustainable
development strategies.

Asian Development Bank
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) is a multilateral development finance

institution dedicated to reducing poverty in Asia and the Pacific region. ADB
continues to carry out activities to promote economic growth, develop human
resources, improve the status of women, and protect the environment, but these
strategic development objectives now serve its poverty reduction agenda. Its other
key development objectives, such as law and policy reform, regional cooperation,
private-sector development, and social development, also contribute significantly to
this main goal.

Bureau of International Labor Affairs, U.S. Department of Labor
The Bureau of International Labor Affairs carries out the international

responsibilities of the U.S. Department of Labor. Under the direction of the deputy
undersecretary for international affairs, the bureau assists in formulating international
economic, trade, and immigration policies affecting American workers.

Center for Institutional Reform and the Informal Sector, University of Maryland
The Center for Institutional Reform and the Informal Sector (IRIS), in the

Department of Economics at the University of Maryland, is an internationally
recognized source of research and advisory expertise for addressing economic
growth and governance issues in transition and developing countries. It has
published research in more than 300 working papers and country reports and 15
books, has carried out over 190 advisory projects in more than 70 countries, and has
disseminated ideas via more than 300 conferences and workshops on a myriad of
topics, ranging from anticorruption reform to capital markets development. IRIS
maintains project offices around the world, including the countries of the former
Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, the Balkans, Africa, and Asia.

Checchi & Company Consulting, Inc.
Checchi and Company has specialized in international development since its

founding in 1951. The company has advised governments, international
organizations, and the private sector in 140 countries. Checchi provides technical
assistance, management consulting, and research services for all phases of a
project cycle, including needs assessment, project design, project execution, and
performance evaluation. The company’s approach emphasizes sustainable
development of institutions and human resources. The company’s experience spans
all facets of development, from modernizing the agricultural sector and establishing
credit institutions to promoting tourism and removing legal impediments to the growth
of market economies.

Child Health Research Project
To help achieve USAID’s strategic objectives to reduce childhood mortality and

morbidity, the Child Health Research Project (CHR) conducts applied research on
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diarrheal and respiratory diseases, malaria, measles, and malnutrition. CHR
identifies and evaluates new technologies for improving case management and
prevention of these illnesses, including methods of managing child health programs.
CHR seeks to strengthen the problem-solving capacity of developing country
institutions and to guide improvements in national health policies and the practices of
health professionals.

Coastal Resource Management Project
The Coastal Resource Management Project, a joint effort of the Philippines

government’s Department of Environment and Natural Resources and USAID,
conducts research on coastal and marine resources and implements programs to
protect them. Projects deal with a variety of important issues, including resource
use, depletion, conservation, and valuation, as well as strategies for their sustainable
management.

Department of Agriculture, U.S.
The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) provides leadership on food,

agriculture, natural resources, and related issues based on sound public policy, the
best available science, and efficient management. USDA has created a strategic
plan to implement its vision. The framework of this plan depends on these key
activities: expanding markets for agricultural products and supporting international
economic development; further developing alternative markets for agricultural
products and activities; providing financing needed to help expand job opportunities
and improve housing, utilities, and infrastructure in rural America; enhancing food
safety by taking steps to reduce the prevalence of foodborne hazards from farm to
table; improving nutrition and health by providing food assistance and nutrition
education and promotion; and managing and protecting America’s public and private
lands while working cooperatively with other levels of government and the private
sector.

Department of Commerce, U.S.
The U.S. Department of Commerce promotes job creation, economic growth,

sustainable development, and improved living standards. Working in partnership with
business, universities, communities, and workers, the Commerce Department builds
and promotes U.S. competitiveness in the global marketplace by strengthening and
safeguarding the nation’s economic infrastructure, keeping America competitive with
science and technology, and providing effective management and stewardship of the
nation’s resources and assets.

Department of Labor, U.S.
The purpose of the U.S. Department of Labor is to prepare the U.S. workforce for

new and better jobs and to ensure the adequacy of America’s workplaces. It is
responsible for the administration and enforcement of over 180 federal statutes.
These legislative mandates and the regulations produced to implement them cover a
wide variety of workplace activities for nearly ten million employers and well over one
hundred million workers. These activities include protecting workers’ wages, health
and safety, employment, and pension rights; promoting equal employment
opportunity; administering job training, unemployment insurance, and workers’
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compensation programs; strengthening free collective bargaining; and collecting,
analyzing, and publishing labor and economic statistics.

Department of State, U.S.
Within the executive branch, the U.S. Department of State is the lead U.S. foreign

affairs agency, and the secretary of state is the president’s principal foreign policy
adviser. The department advances U.S. objectives and worldview through its
primary role in developing and implementing the president’s foreign policy. The
department also supports the foreign affairs activities of other U.S. government
entities including the Commerce Department and USAID. It also provides an array of
important services to U.S. citizens and to foreigners seeking to visit or immigrate to
the United States.

Department of Transportation, U.S.
The mission of the U.S. Department of Transportation is to ensure a fast, safe,

efficient, accessible, and convenient transportation system that meets vital national
interests and enhances the quality of life of the American people.

Development Alternatives, Inc.
Development Alternatives, Inc. (DAI) is a U.S. consulting firm providing technical

assistance to business and government programs, projects, and institutions
worldwide. The economic development solutions that DAI provides cover a broad
range of areas, including economic policy reform, financial advisory services,
enterprise development, public sector management, environment and natural
resources, agricultural policy, agribusiness, and bank and business training and
advisory services.

Drug Enforcement Administration
The mission of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) is to enforce the

controlled substances laws and regulations of the United States and bring to the
criminal and civil justice system those organizations and individuals involved in the
growing, manufacture, or distribution of controlled substances appearing in or
destined for illicit traffic in the United States. In addition, DEA recommends and
supports nonenforcement programs aimed at reducing the availability of illicit
controlled substances on the domestic and international markets. In carrying out its
mission, the agency coordinates and cooperates with federal, state, and local
agencies, as well as with foreign governments and international organizations.

Family Health International
Formed in 1971, Family Health International (FHI) is among the largest and most

established nonprofit organizations active in international public health. Its mission is
to improve lives worldwide through research, education, and services in family
health. FHI manages research and field activities in more than seventy countries to
meet the public health needs of some of the world’s most vulnerable people. The
organization works with a wide variety of partners including governmental and
nongovernmental organizations, research institutions, community groups, and the
private sector. FHI helps countries and communities to prevent the spread of HIV/
AIDS and sexually transmitted infections and to care for those affected by them. FHI
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also works to improve people’s access to quality reproductive health services and to
improve the health of women and children.

Federal Reserve System
Also known as “the Fed,” the Federal Reserve System is an independent

governmental entity created by Congress in 1913 to serve as the central bank of the
United States. Originally formed to provide economic stability following a period of
economic panics and depressions, the Fed now also aims to maintain a low
unemployment rate, stable prices, and consistent economic growth.

The Federal Reserve System consists of a central governmental agency called
the Board of Governors or Federal Reserve Board, and twelve regional Reserve
Banks (Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, Kansas City, Minneapolis, New
York, Philadelphia, Richmond, St. Louis, and San Francisco).

The Fed is responsible for formulating and executing monetary policy, supervising
and regulating depository institutions, providing an elastic currency, assisting the
federal government’s financing operations, and serving as the banker for the U.S.
government. In so doing, the Federal Reserve System conducts research into all
matters of monetary policy. Additionally, it has important roles in operating the
nation’s payments systems, protecting consumers’ rights in their dealings with
banks, and promoting community development and reinvestment.

Foreign Military Studies Office
The Foreign Military Studies Office, located at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, was

founded in 1986 and publishes studies from unclassified sources about foreign
armed forces. It also conducts research on civil-military and transnational security
issues, such as peacekeeping operations, terrorism, and drug trafficking.

Harvard University
Harvard University, which celebrated its 350th anniversary in 1986, is the oldest

institution of higher learning in the United States. Founded sixteen years after the
arrival of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, the university has grown from nine students with
a single master to an enrollment of more than 18,000 degree candidates, including
undergraduates and students in ten principal academic units.

Helen Keller International
Founded in 1915, Helen Keller International (HKI) is among the oldest international

nonprofit organizations devoted to fighting and treating preventable blindness and
malnutrition. HKI is headquartered in New York City and has programs in twenty-six
countries around the world. HKI provides scientific and technical assistance as well
as data to governments and international, regional, national, and local organizations
around the world. The goal of all HKI programs is to reduce the suffering of those
without access to needed health or vision care and, ultimately, to help lift people from
poverty.

Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations
The Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER) is

an autonomous nonprofit research organization engaged in policy-oriented research.
ICRIER was established on August 18, 1981, with the objective of promoting
research on issues that are central to India’s international position and its economic
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exposure to the rest of the world. The process of integration with the world economy
in terms of trade, technology, and capital flows is gaining momentum. ICRIER
provides dispassionate analysis of these trends and their implications for India. Over
time, research at ICRIER has also focused on domestic economic issues as the line
between domestic and international issues is getting blurred under the impact of
globalization.

Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense University
The Institute for National Strategic Studies was established in 1984 by the

secretary of defense to provide a central institute for the analysis of national security
and defense policy issues. The mission of the institute includes providing analysis to
the highest levels of the Defense Department and to other U.S. government agencies
involved in the formulation of U.S. national security and defense policy. The institute
also supports the education programs of the National Defense University, and it is
involved in outreach activities, including offering conferences and publications about
national security and defense policy issues.

International City/County Management Association
The International City/County Management Association (ICCMA) is the

professional and educational organization representing appointed managers and
administrators in local governments throughout the world. Prior to May 1991, the
association was known as the International City Management Association. ICCMA
sponsors, develops, and implements a number of programs that provide local
government managers and administrators with expertise on a variety of topic areas,
such as environmental protection, transportation, disaster planning, municipal
service delivery, public health, and business relations.

International Fertilizer Development Center
The mission of the International Fertilizer Development Center (IFDC) is to

increase agricultural productivity in a sustainable manner through the development
and transfer of effective, environmentally sound plant nutrient technology and
agricultural marketing expertise. IFDC’s projects run the gamut from agribusiness, to
engineering and technology, to management information systems, to nutrient
management, and to policy reform and market development. IFDC provides practical,
unbiased solutions to the challenges confronting the decision makers of the world’s
public and private agricultural sectors in the most cost-effective and efficient manner.
The center has conducted technology transfer activities in more than 120 countries.

International Finance Corporation
The International Finance Corporation (IFC) promotes sustainable private sector

investment in developing countries as a way to reduce poverty and improve people’s
lives. IFC is a member of the World Bank Group and is headquartered in
Washington, D.C. It shares the primary objective of all World Bank Group
institutions: to improve the quality of the lives of people in its developing member
countries. IFC is the largest multilateral source of loan and equity financing for
private sector projects in the developing world. IFC promotes sustainable private
sector development primarily by financing private sector projects located in the
developing world. IFC also provides advice and technical assistance to businesses
and governments.
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International Food Policy Research Institute
The mission of the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), located in

Washington, D.C., is to identify and analyze policies for meeting the food needs of
the developing world in a sustainable way. Research at IFPRI concentrates on
economic growth and poverty alleviation in low-income countries, improvement of the
well-being of poor people, and sound management of the natural resource base that
supports agriculture. IFPRI seeks to make its research results available to all those
in a position to use them and to strengthen institutions in developing countries that
conduct research relevant to its mandate.

International Foundation for Election Systems
The International Foundation for Election Systems (IFES) is an international,

nonprofit organization that supports the building of democratic societies. One of the
world’s leading democracy and governance assistance organizations, IFES provides
targeted technical assistance to strengthen transitional democracies. Founded in
1987 as a nonpartisan, nonprofit organization, IFES has developed and implemented
comprehensive, collaborative democracy solutions in more than one hundred
countries. IFES staff members provide expertise in diverse areas including rule of
law, civil society, good governance, election administration, applied research, human
rights, gender issues, and public information technology.

Japan Economic Institute
The Japan Economic Institute of America (JEI) was a nonprofit research

organization supported by Japan’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs. JEI was widely
recognized in both the United States and Japan as an authoritative source for current
information on the Japanese economy, Japanese politics, Japanese foreign policy,
and U.S.-Japan relations. Founded in 1957 as the United States–Japan Trade
Council, JEI was dedicated to promoting better understanding of U.S.-Japan issues.
In addition to its publication services, JEI sponsored seminars and informal talks
featuring U.S. and Japanese government, business, and academic leaders. JEI
phased out its operations during fiscal year 2001.

The Mitchell Group, Inc.
The Mitchell Group, Inc. (TMG) is a development management consulting firm for

U.S. government agencies, nonprofit organizations, and private firms involved in
development in Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Caribbean, Eastern Europe, and the
Newly Independent States. TMG has worked extensively in partnership with USAID
on several projects and programs in areas such as education, health, natural
resource management, and the environment. Functional areas of expertise include
strategic planning, performance measurement, monitoring and evaluation, contract
and financial management, and management information systems.

National Defense University
The mission of the National Defense University (NDU) is to ensure excellence in

professional military education and research in the essential elements of national
security. The NDU consists of the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, the
National War College, and the Armed Forces Staff College. The curricula emphasize
the development and implementation of national security strategy and military
strategy, mobilization, acquisition, management of resources, information and
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information technology for national security, and planning for joint and combined
operations. In addition to mission-specific education, the colleges emphasize
developing executive skills and improving competencies. The NDU faculty and
students conduct short-range and long-range studies of national security policy,
military strategy, the allocation and management of resources for national security,
and civil-military affairs.

National Democratic Institute for International Affairs
Based in Washington, D.C., the National Democratic Institute for International

Affairs (NDI) is a nonprofit organization dedicated to strengthening and expanding
democracy throughout the world. NDI works to build civic and political organizations,
promote citizen participation in government, and ensure that elections are conducted
in a fair and open manner. NDI has field offices in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin
America, and the Middle East.

National Institute of Population Research and Training, Bangladesh
The National Institute of Population Research and Training (NIPORT) of

Bangladesh was originally established as the National Institute of Population Training
(NIPOT) in July 1977 for imparting management training to the managers of the
national family planning program. With the growing needs for demographic, social,
biomedical, and evaluative research on training and operational problems of the
programmed, a Research Unit was added to NIPOT in 1979 and the expanded
institute was renamed as NIPORT. The overall goal of the maternal and child health
and family planning program in Bangladesh is to improve family welfare by birth
spacing and by better health status, particularly of mothers and children. The role of
NIPORT is to enhance the coverage and quality of health and family welfare
services through providing training to service providers and undertaking appropriate
research.

National Science Foundation
The National Science Foundation (NSF) is an independent agency of the U.S.

government, consisting of the National Science Board of twenty-four part-time
members and a director (who also serves as ex officio National Science Board
member), each appointed by the president with the advice and consent of the U.S.
Senate. Other senior officials include a deputy director, who is appointed by the
president with the advice and consent of the U.S. Senate, and eight assistant
directors. The NSF’s mission is to promote the progress of science; to advance the
national health, prosperity, and welfare; and to secure the national defense. The NSF
initiates and supports, through grants and contracts, scientific and engineering
research and programs to strengthen scientific and engineering research potential. It
also supports education programs at all levels and appraises the impact of research
upon industrial development and the general welfare.

Naval Postgraduate School
The Naval Postgraduate School, located in Monterey, California, is an academic

institution with an emphasis on study and research programs relevant to the navy’s
interests, as well as to the interests of the other arms of the Department of Defense.
Students come from all service branches of the U.S. defense community, as well as
from the Coast Guard, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and
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the services of more than twenty-five allied nations. The school provides more than
forty programs of study, ranging from the traditional engineering and physical
sciences to the rapidly evolving space science programs. The faculty, the majority of
whom are civilians, are drawn from a broad range of educational institutions.

Naval War College
The mission of the Naval War College is to enhance the professional capabilities

of its students to make sound decisions in command, staff, and management
positions in naval, joint, and combined environments; to provide a sound
understanding of military strategy and operational art; to instill joint attitudes and
perspectives; and to serve as a center for research and war gaming that will develop
advanced strategic, war-fighting, and campaign concepts for future employment of
maritime, joint, and combined forces.

Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
Congress created the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) in the

Trade Expansion Act of 1962, and President John F. Kennedy established the office
in Executive Order 11075 on January 15, 1963. Initially named the Office of the
Special Trade Representative, this agency was authorized to negotiate all trade
agreement programs under the Tariff Act of 1930 and the Trade Expansion Act of
1962.

As part of the Trade Act of 1974, Congress established the office as a cabinet-
level agency within the Executive Office of the President and gave it other powers
and responsibilities for coordinating trade policy. In 1980, the office was renamed the
USTR. President Jimmy Carter’s Executive Order 12188 of January 4, 1980,
authorized the USTR to set and administer overall trade policy. The USTR was also
designated as the nation’s chief trade negotiator and as the representative of the
United States in the major international trade organizations.

Partners for Development
Partners for Development (PFD) works to improve the standard of living and build

the skills of underserved populations in developing countries, with programs
currently in Cambodia, Nigeria, and Bosnia & Herzegovina. PFD’s programs strive to
meet the basic human needs of vulnerable populations through community-driven
work in health, agriculture, water and sanitation, veterinary health, and credit.
Partners for Development gives the fullest priority to the role of partnerships
throughout every aspect of its work. This includes work with community
organizations, citizen and faith-based groups, village councils, local
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and national, local, and municipal
authorities. PFD’s partnerships also include working with and harnessing the
resources of bilateral and multilateral donors, international NGOs, academic
institutions, and the private sector. Throughout all phases of program design and
implementation, PFD ensures that communities themselves are substantively
involved. Partners for Development often employs the Participatory Rural Appraisal
methodology in community development, ensuring that community residents set
priorities and develop a community action plan to address problems. This approach
increases local ownership of programs and ensures that programs are targeted and
appropriate for local needs. This, in turn, increases program sustainability.
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Partnership for Economic Growth
The Partnership for Economic Growth (PEG) project provides policy-relevant,

qualitative, and quantitative analysis and policy recommendations to facilitate the
sound development of Indonesia’s economic reform agenda in the wake of the Asian
financial crisis. PEG technical assistance supports the areas of domestic trade,
international trade, investment, and industrial development for the Ministry of Industry
and Trade. Technical assistance under the activity also supports the Ministry of
Communications in reform of the regulatory environment. Assistance also supports
improvement in domestic competition, macroeconomic policies, exchange rate
policy, labor policy, and specific crisis-oriented assistance for the National
Development Planning Board. PEG is funded and implemented by USAID.

Partnerships for Health Reform
Partnerships for Health Reform (PHR), a global USAID-funded project, aims to

support health sector reform and advance knowledge about health problems in Latin
America, Asia, Africa, the Middle East, and Eastern Europe. PHR aims to strengthen
the performance of health systems in delivering priority services that address child,
maternal, and reproductive health; HIV/AIDS; and other infectious diseases. PHR
works across the full range of health systems strengthening areas including policy,
financing, quality of care, and information systems.

Population Council, Bangladesh
The Population Council has been working in Bangladesh for over thirty years,

providing research and technical assistance to the Ministry of Health and Family
Welfare and nongovernmental organizations to improve the quality of family planning
and reproductive health care services. The council established its Dhaka office in
1990. Council staff members have extensive experience in public health, family
planning, program management, organizational development, and information
dissemination.

Population, Health and Nutrition Information Project
The Population, Health and Nutrition Information Project (PHNIP) is a five-year

program of USAID’s Bureau for Global Health. Jorge Scientific Corporation, with the
Futures Group International and John Snow, Inc., manages PHNIP. Through highly
diversified and effective services, PHNIP provides the Bureau for Global Health and
other USAID offices with tools to measure program performance and educate a
variety of audiences on national, regional, and global trends and their implications for
USAID programs.

PricewaterhouseCoopers
PricewaterhouseCoopers is a network of separate and independent firms, each of

which is a member of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited. The network
supports initiatives to enable the audit profession to become more integrated,
including ongoing moves toward convergence in global regulation and reporting
standards and toward setting limitations on liability.

RTI International
Located in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, RTI International is a nonprofit

corporation focusing on scientific research and technological development. Major
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topics covered by RTI research include health care services, environmental
resources, technology, economic development, education, and international
development, including public health, financial institutions, and urban development.

SMERU Research Institute
SMERU is an independent institution for research and policy studies that provides

accurate and timely information and objective analysis on socioeconomic and
poverty issues that are considered most urgent and relevant for the people of
Indonesia. With the challenges facing Indonesian society in poverty reduction, social
welfare, transition toward democratization, and decentralization, there continues to
be a pressing need for independent studies of the kind that SMERU has been
providing.

Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College
The Strategic Studies Institute (SSI) traces its origin to the establishment in 1947

of the Advanced Studies Group by General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower, then
chief of staff. The initial mission of this group was to develop concepts of national
security in light of the revolution in warfare brought about by the onset of the atomic
age. The group was elevated to the joint level with the creation of the Department of
Defense.

When the Army War College was reestablished in 1950, an Advanced Studies
Group was chartered to consider strategy and land power. The group evolved into
the Advanced Studies and Doctrine Division within the faculty of the college. As part
of an army-wide reorganization in 1962, the division became the U.S. Army Combat
Developments Command Institute of Advanced Studies, addressing strategic
questions as well as those of organizing, equipping, and preparing the army to fight.
The mission became exclusively strategic in 1971, and the institute received its
present name. Another army reorganization in 1973 brought both the U.S. Army War
College and SSI under the deputy chief of staff for operations and plans, and SSI
became a War College department. SSI continues to provide an analytical capability
within the army to address strategic and other issues to support army participation in
national security policy formulation.

Summa Foundation
The Summa Foundation provides financing and technical assistance to the private

and commercial health sector in developing countries. The foundation’s goal is to
strengthen and expand the role of the private sector in the delivery of affordable
health services and products. The foundation considers proposals for a broad range
of health projects but focuses on maternal and child health, including reproductive
health and family planning.

Transparency International
Transparency International (TI) is the leading international nongovernmental

organization devoted to combating corruption. Through its International Secretariat in
Berlin and its more than eighty-five independent national chapters around the world,
TI works at both the international and national level to curb the supply and demand of
corrupt practices. In the international arena, TI raises awareness about the damaging
effects of corruption, advocates policy reform, works toward the implementation of
multilateral conventions, and subsequently monitors compliance by governments,
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corporations, and banks. At the national level, TI’s chapters work to increase levels
of accountability and transparency in their respective countries, monitoring the
performance of key institutions and pressing for necessary reforms in a nonpartisan
manner.

UNAIDS/WHO Working Group on Global HIV/AIDS and STI Surveillance
UNAIDS, the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS, is the main advocate

for accelerated, comprehensive, and coordinated global action on the epidemic. The
mission of UNAIDS is to lead, strengthen, and support an expanded response to HIV
and AIDS that includes preventing transmission of HIV, providing care and support to
those already living with the virus, reducing the vulnerability of individuals and
communities to HIV, and alleviating the impact of the epidemic. The UNAIDS/WHO
Working Group on Global HIV/AIDS and STI [sexually transmitted infections]
Surveillance, initiated in November 1996, is the mechanism for UNAIDS and the
World Health Organization (WHO) to improve the quality of data needed for informed
decision making and planning at national, regional, and global levels.

United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights
The mission of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human

Rights (OHCHR) is to protect and promote human rights for all. OHCHR is guided in
its work by the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and subsequent human rights instruments, and the 1993 Vienna Declaration
and Programme of Action. OHCHR aims to ensure the practical implementation of
universally recognized human rights norms. The High Commissioner for Human
Rights is the official with principal responsibility for United Nations human rights
activities. OHCHR is committed to working with other parts of the United Nations to
integrate human rights standards throughout the work of the organization. OHCHR
engages in dialogue with governments on human rights issues with a view to
enhancing national capacities in the field of human rights and toward improved
respect for human rights. The office provides advisory services and technical
assistance when requested and encourages governments to pursue the
development of effective national institutions and procedures for the protection for
human rights.

United States Institute of Peace
The United States Institute of Peace is an independent, nonpartisan federal

institution created and funded by Congress to strengthen the nation’s capacity to
promote the peaceful resolution of international conflict. Free from political pressures,
the institute is able to assist the executive branch, Congress, and others with
nonpartisan research, analysis, and information. Established in 1984, the institute
meets its congressional mandate through an array of programs, including grants,
fellowships, conferences and workshops, library services, publications, and other
educational activities. The institute’s board of directors is appointed by the president
of the United States and confirmed by the Senate.

University of Maryland
The University of Maryland is a public research university and the original 1862

land-grant institution in Maryland. It is one of only sixty-one members of the
Association of American Universities. In keeping with the legislative mandates of
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1988 and 1999, the University of Maryland is committed to achieving excellence as
the state’s primary center of research and graduate education and the institution of
choice for undergraduate students of exceptional ability and promise.

U.S. Army War College
The mission of the U.S. Army War College (USAWC) is to prepare selected

military, civilian, and international leaders to assume strategic responsibilities in
military and national security organizations; to educate students about the
employment of the U.S. Army as part of a unified, joint, or multinational force in
support of the national military strategy; to research operational and strategic issues;
and to conduct outreach programs that benefit the USAWC, the U.S. Army, and the
nation.

U.S.-Asia Technology Management Center
The U.S.-Asia Technology Management Center (USATMC), formerly the U.S.-

Japan Technology Management Center, is an education and research center located
within the Stanford University School of Engineering. USATMC studies Japanese
advanced technology, focusing on both research trends and technology
management practices. The center has produced analyses of Japanese research as
well as industry trends in cutting-edge fields such as optoelectronics, flat panel
displays, nanotechnologies, and system-on-chip integration. In addition, USATMC
seminars and conferences have become popular venues in which U.S. industry and
laboratory researchers and technology managers come together with Stanford
University experts to examine Japanese and East Asian high technology
developments.

U.S. International Trade Commission
The United States International Trade Commission (USITC) is an independent,

quasijudicial federal agency that provides objective trade expertise to both the
legislative and executive branches of government, determines the impact of imports
on U.S. industries, and directs actions against certain unfair trade practices, such as
patent, trademark, and copyright infringement. USITC analysts and economists
investigate and publish reports on U.S. industries and the global trends that affect
them. The agency updates and publishes the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States.

Weidemann Associates, Inc.
Weidemann Associates, Inc., is a leading international firm working in

microenterprise development, economic development, information technologies, and
agricultural, agribusiness, and rural development in the United States and developing
countries. The firm has worked on projects from Latin America and the Caribbean, to
Eastern Europe and the New Independent States, to Africa, Asia, and the Near East.

Wirthlin Worldwide
Wirthlin Worldwide was a strategic research and consulting firm providing public

relations services to clients in crisis management and other areas. The firm has been
merged into Harris Interactive.
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World Bank
The World Bank is an international development assistance agency. Its chief role

is to provide loans to developing nations in order to promote economic development
in those countries. A key focus of the bank is to provide financial assistance for
health programs and education programs. The bank attempts to provide assistance
that will allow the recipient nations to develop institutions and quality government
programs to help reduce poverty. Also central to the bank’s mission is promoting and
supporting the development of private business enterprises.

World Health Organization
The World Health Organization (WHO), located in Geneva, Switzerland, is a

special agency of the United Nations. Its primary mission is to study international
public health and to try to help all peoples of the world attain the highest possible
level of health. WHO studies all aspects of public health and, in recent years, has
undertaken studies of the possible health effects of biological and chemical weapons.

World Vision International
World Vision International is a Christian relief and development organization

working for the well-being of all people, especially children. Through emergency
relief, education, health care, economic development, and promotion of justice, World
Vision helps communities help themselves. Established in 1950 to care for orphans
in Asia, World Vision has grown to embrace the larger issues of community
development and advocacy for the poor in its mission to help children and their
families build sustainable futures. Working on six continents, World Vision is one of
the world’s largest Christian relief and development organizations.
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SOURCE NOTE

This microfilm collection includes materials on Asia, filmed from selected holdings
of a variety of U.S. government departments, agencies, and commissions; federal
government contractors; U.S. military educational institutions and organizations;
university research centers; and “think tanks” that provided research commentary
and analyses under contract to the federal government.

EDITORIAL NOTE

The Asia: Special Studies, 1998–2002 Supplement consists of research studies
that became available, either through declassification or public dissemination, during
the period 1998–2002 from the sources listed above. In addition, LexisNexis has
included a small number of studies from international research sources. LexisNexis
has microfilmed these reports in their entirety.
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ABBREVIATIONS

The following abbreviations are used three or more times in this guide.

AFB Air Force Base

ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations

HIV/AIDS Human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome

PLA People’s Liberation Army

UN United Nations

UNAIDS Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS

USAID U.S. Agency for International Development

USITC U.S. International Trade Commission

WHO World Health Organization

WTO World Trade Organization
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REEL INDEX 
 

The following index is a guide to the documents in this microfilm edition. The four-digit 
number on the far left is the frame at which a particular document begins. This is followed by the 
document title, the originating institution and author, the date of the document, and the number 
of pages. A brief abstract follows.

 

Reel 1 
Frame No. 

Asia 
0001 Beyond the Asian Financial Crises: Challenges and Opportunities for U.S. 

Leadership. 
United States Institute of Peace, Washington, D.C. April 1998. 23pp.  
The United States Institute of Peace examines the causes of the financial crisis affecting 
several countries in Asia and identifies actions that the countries must take to restore 
economic growth. The authors argue that the crisis is a result of poor corporate 
management, “crony capitalism,” and the lack of transparency in financial and regulatory 
institutions. The authors assert that the United States must promote economic reforms in 
individual countries without provoking nationalist backlash. 

0024 Regional Asia Sustainable Urbanization Network. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Akhtar Badshah. June 
1998. 16pp. 
The author of this report describes a USAID-supported program to link leaders from 
business, government, civil organizations, academia, and the media in Asian countries in 
a partnership to address problems of large Asian cities, such as insufficient housing, 
inadequate transportation systems, crime, unemployment, unreliable public services, 
and air pollution. The author reviews efforts to recruit leaders in individual countries, as 
well as a regional conference of the leaders. 

0040 Asia’s Financial Crisis: Lessons and Policy Responses. 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Gloria Pasadilla and Eli Remolona. July 
1998. 32pp. 
The authors of this working paper believe that fundamental weaknesses in Asian 
financial systems that had been masked by rapid economic growth largely caused the 
1997 Asian financial crisis. The authors argue that the crisis resulted directly from 
government and corporate policies that encouraged risky lending and excessive risk-
taking, partly by shielding financial institutions from the full cost of business failures. 

0072 The Asian Liquidity Crisis. 
Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Ga. Roberto Chang and Andres Velasco. July 1998. 
60pp. 
The authors of this working paper argue that the 1997–98 Asian financial crisis primarily 
resulted from the countries’ international illiquidity, which the authors define as the 
condition in which a country’s short-term obligations in foreign currency exceed the 
amount of foreign currency it can access on short notice. The authors attribute illiquidity 
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to financial liberalization, the shortened maturities of foreign debt, and the currency 
denomination of assets versus liabilities. 

0132 Thoughts on the Origins of the Asia Crisis: Impulses and Propagation 
Mechanisms. 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Reuven Glick. September 1998. 34pp. 
The author of this working paper examines the causes of the 1997–98 Asian financial 
crisis. The author argues that the crisis was largely caused by a cumulative series of 
financial sector weaknesses, including imprudent lending practices, excessive risk-
taking, and inadequate financial supervision and regulation. Certain factors including 
excessive leverage, collateralized lending, and competitive devaluations then caused the 
crisis to last longer than experts had expected. 

0166 Contagion Effects During the Asian Financial Crisis: Some Evidence from Stock 
Price Data. 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Jose Antonio R. Tan III. September 1998. 
47pp. 
The author of this working paper analyzes spillover effects in the Asian financial crisis by 
estimating the impact of stock price movements in the crisis-affected countries on those 
of other Asian countries, as well as co-movements of stock prices before and after the 
crisis. The author finds that the results confirm that spillover occurred. 

0213 Pacific Security Today: Overcoming the Hurdles. 
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. March 4, 1999. 23pp. 
The Strategic Studies Institute summarizes conclusions of a conference on the current 
climate for regional security in the Asia-Pacific region, as well as prospects for the 
coming decades. The conference devoted special emphasis to several factors, including 
the interdependence of political, economic, and military affairs; the intentions and likely 
influence of the People’s Republic of China; and the most effective policy roles for the 
United States. 

0236 What Triggers Market Jitters: A Chronicle of the Asian Crisis. 
Federal Reserve Board, Washington, D.C. April 1999. 41pp. 
The Federal Reserve Board explores the reasons why “excess volatility,” or large daily 
changes in stock prices not justified by changes in market fundamentals, occurred 
frequently during the 1997–98 Asian financial crisis. The authors argue that news 
triggers market moves, with news about agreements with international organizations and 
credit rating agencies having special weight. The authors also conclude that investors 
overreact to bad news with herding behavior. The authors include a concise chronology 
of the crisis. 

0277 The Future U.S. Military Presence in Asia: Landpower and the Geostrategy of 
American Commitment. 
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Robert H. Scales Jr. and Larry 
M. Wortzel. April 6, 1999. 31pp. 
The authors of this paper compare and evaluate alternative future strategies that the 
United States might adopt toward ensuring security in the Asia-Pacific region. Basing 
their analyses on conversations with military strategists from eight East and Southeast 
Asian countries, the authors report that a consensus of opinion exists that the United 
States should maintain its forward-stationed military presence in the region, even in the 
event that North and South Korea reconcile. The authors note that most Asian 
governments “know that an American presence does not mean an occupying force 
since, if asked, the United States leaves.” 
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0308 The Asia-Pacific in the U.S. National Security Calculus for a New Millennium. 
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Andrew Scobell and Larry M. 
Wortzel. March 2000. 43pp. 
The authors of this paper examine factors affecting future U.S. security strategy for the 
Asia-Pacific region. After reviewing political and military conditions, including interstate 
disputes, in the region, the authors argue that the United States should focus its military 
and diplomatic resources on “pivotal” countries—especially Korea—whose security and 
stability has the greatest strategic importance for Asia. The authors also recommend a 
cautious, initially modest attempt at rapprochement with North Korea through measures 
such as cultural and athletic exchanges. 

0351 Drug Use and HIV Vulnerability: Policy Research Study in Asia. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. October 2000. 247pp.  
The UN Task Force on Drug Use and HIV Vulnerability examines national laws and 
policies in selected Asian countries that serve either to facilitate or hinder public efforts 
designed to reduce HIV/AIDS vulnerability among drug users and their sexual partners. 
The task force presents separate country studies for China, India, Malaysia, Myanmar, 
Nepal, Thailand, and Vietnam. Each country study covers most or all of the following 
topics: drug use patterns and epidemiology; HIV/AIDS incidence, epidemiology, and 
prevention; national drug abuse, prevention, and treatment policies including laws, 
criminal punishment, information and education plans, needle exchange, and drug 
substitution and other medical approaches; and assistance by international 
nongovernmental organizations, including UN agencies. The task force notes financial, 
political, or other factors that constrain the operations and effectiveness of the 
government and nongovernmental organization programs. 

0600 Asia & the Pacific. U.S. Strategic Traditions and Regional Realities. 
U.S. Naval War College, Newport, R.I. Paul D. Taylor. 2001. 135pp. 
The Naval War College compiles papers and roundtable remarks presented at a 
conference that examined U.S. strategic interests in the Asia-Pacific region, in light of 
political, economic, and military issues there. Among the issues discussed are the 
strategic traditions of the four U.S. military branches with regard to Asia, in light of their 
experiences there over the past fifty years; the emergence of China and India as great 
powers; the shifting balance of power between Asia and the United States; Japan’s 
inability to provide leadership in Asia commensurate with its economic power; U.S. 
access to Asian markets, especially China; and a growing military rivalry among Asian 
powers driven by unresolved intraregional disputes, the suspicion of some states that 
neighbors are fomenting discontent among dissatisfied ethnic groups, and 
disagreements regarding regional leadership.  

0735 Center for Pacific Basin Monetary and Economic Studies 2001 Annual Report. 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. [2002.] 34pp. 
The Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco’s Center for Pacific Basin Studies 
describes the research activities of its staff and visiting scholars during 2001, covering 
areas such as the impact of financial development on economic growth, the 
determinants of financial sector liberalization, financial market problems in Japan, Asian 
countries’ monetary policy, and inflation targeting in emerging economies. 
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0769 Green Ideas Sleep Furiously: An Analysis of Agricultural Trends in Asia and the 
Near East During the 1990s. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Brook Johnson. 
January 11, 2001. 96pp. 
The author of this report reviews trends in agriculture in Asia, the Middle East, and North 
Africa during the 1990s. The author provides analysis with supporting summary statistics 
on the following topics: agricultural production by major commodity; factors affecting 
production, including fertilizers, water, and pesticides; research and education; 
environmental impacts; child nutrition; public and private investment; policies; trade; land 
tenure; and international aid, including USAID assistance.  

0865 International Economic Review. 
U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. January/February 2001. 26pp.  
The USITC discusses several topics: the impact of preferential trade agreements on 
global trade, Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) discussions on the 
formation of an Asian free trade area, U.S. trade developments, and summary world 
trade trends. The USITC includes supporting statistical data. 

0891 Asian Finance and the Role of Bankruptcy. 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Thomas F. Cargill and Elliott Parker. 
February 2001. 25pp. 
The authors of this paper examine a key difference between Asian state-directed 
financial regimes and Western market-directed regimes: the degree to which bankruptcy 
risk plays a role in the allocation of capital. Noting that a key objective in the bank-firm 
relationship in Asian financial systems is to limit risk and minimize bankruptcy, the 
authors use an econometric model to investigate the effects of limiting bankruptcy based 
on such bank-firm relationships. The authors conclude that a system to provide for 
orderly bankruptcy should be given high priority in the financial liberalization process. 

0916 The U.S. Army and the Asia-Pacific. 
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Andrew Scobell. April 2001. 
52pp. 
The author of this paper identifies U.S. strategic interests in the Asia-Pacific region, 
especially the maintenance of peace and stability, as well as the principal threats to 
those interests over the next quarter century. The author advocates the appropriate 
contributions of the U.S. Army in deterring war, responding to small-scale conflicts, and 
shaping the regional security environment. The author provides separate discussions of 
Korea, China and Taiwan, India and Pakistan, and other “powder-keg” areas. 

0968 International Economic Review. 
U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. September/October 2001. 
40pp.  
The USITC examines factors affecting the recent surge of foreign direct investment in 
Japan, the causes of the growing U.S. trade deficit with China, and the theory that 
developing country specialization in primary commodities such as agricultural and 
mineral products impedes the economic growth of these countries. The theory suggests 
that by becoming dependent upon primary commodity trade, in which they enjoy 
comparative advantage, developing countries are vulnerable to the vicissitudes of world 
price swings for these commodities.  
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Reel 2 
Asia cont. 

0001 Private Investment in Agricultural Research and International Technology Transfer 
in Asia.  
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. Carl E. Pray and Keith Fuglie. 
November 2001. 163pp. 
The authors of this report assess recent trends in privately funded agricultural research 
and development and technology transfer in Asia, including factors constraining or 
facilitating research funding growth, the impacts of research on agricultural productivity 
and farm income distribution, and policy options for increasing incentives for private 
research. The authors present case studies for seven countries: India, Pakistan, 
Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, and China. The authors also provide 
information on the ownership structure, including mergers and acquisitions, of large 
agribusiness corporations. The authors conclude that at current rates of investment, 
privately funded research, predominantly by national or multinational agribusiness firms, 
will not be sufficient to satisfy the rapid growth in demand for food and agricultural 
products.  

0164 Health of Children Living in Urban Slums in Asia and the Near East: Review of 
Existing Literature and Data. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Sarah Fry, Bill Cousins, 
and Ken Olivola. May 2002. 103pp. 
The authors of this report investigate health conditions and mortality and their 
determinants among children living in slums and shantytowns in Asia and the Near East, 
with case studies of three major urban areas: Ahmedabad, India; Manila, Philippines; 
and Cairo, Egypt. The authors first present a comparative analysis of mortality, 
morbidity, and malnutrition rates among urban, urban poor, and rural populations in 
India, Philippines, and Egypt. The authors then examine the living conditions and 
environmental health conditions of the urban poor in the study areas and present 
information on the health status of small children living in the slums in the areas, as well 
as the correlates of disease and premature death. The authors conclude with an 
overview of international aid organizations with programs in urban slums, including the 
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the World Bank, and the UN Development 
Program. 

0268 Management Assessment of Urban Programs for Bureau for Asia and the Near 
East. 
RTI International, Research Triangle Park, N.C. June 2002. 207pp. 
A USAID contractor assesses various aspects of USAID programs affecting large urban 
areas in Asia and the Middle East. The contractor reviews the extent and the effects of 
the rapidly increasing urbanization in the regions. The contractor then examines USAID 
programs, including key issues relating to management responsibility and staffing. The 
contractor also provides regional population projections to 2030 and includes a series of 
country profiles with USAID program management assessments. 

0475 Prevention of Mother-to-Child Transmission of HIV in Asia: Practical Guidance for 
Programs. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Elizabeth A. Preble and 
Ellen G. Piwoz. June 2002. 82pp. 
The authors of this report survey the current extent and impacts of the HIV/AIDS 
epidemic in Asia, with emphasis on the increasing spread of the disease from mothers to 
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infants and children. The authors describe and evaluate experience in Asia and 
elsewhere with five core interventions to prevent mother-to-child transmission: 
comprehensive maternal and child health services, voluntary counseling and testing, 
antiretroviral prophylaxis, counseling and support for safe infant feeding, and optimal 
obstetric practices. 

0557 Asia—Disaster Preparedness Programs. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. July 23, 2002. 3pp. 
USAID presents information on the activities, partnering organizations, status, and 
funding of agency disaster preparedness programs in Asia. 

East Asia 
0560 The United States Security Strategy for the East Asia–Pacific Region.  

U.S. Department of Defense, Washington, D.C. 1998. 69pp. 
The Defense Department outlines the U.S. security strategy for East Asia. The strategy 
includes the following elements: U.S. military continued engagement, continued 
alliances and cooperation with Asian countries, development of China relations, 
expanded cooperation with Russia, facilitation of multilateral and bilateral dialogues in 
the region, promotion of democracy, countering proliferation of weapons of mass 
destruction, and strengthened responses to transnational challenges such as terrorism, 
environmental degradation, emerging infectious diseases, and drug trafficking. 

0629 Asset Bubbles, Domino Effects and “Lifeboats”: Elements of the East Asian 
Crisis. 
Federal Reserve Board, Washington, D.C. Hali J. Edison, Pongsak Luangaram, and 
Marcus Miller. March 1998. 35pp. 
The authors of this paper use econometric analysis to explore the determinants of the 
Asian financial crisis in 1997–98, and particularly whether credit market imperfections 
were primarily responsible for its depth and persistence. The model predicts greatly 
amplified responses to financial shocks, including the bursting of real estate “bubbles” 
and the scramble for liquidity as companies sell land to satisfy their collateral 
requirements, which causes land prices to fall further. The authors suggest policies to 
prevent financial collapse. 

0664 The Onset of the East Asian Financial Crisis. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Steven Radelet and 
Jeffrey Sachs. March 30, 1998. 57pp. 
The authors of this paper examine the role of financial panic in the 1997–98 Asian 
financial crisis. The authors argue that although Asian countries suffered from economic 
imbalances and weak fundamentals, these imbalances were not severe enough to 
warrant a financial crisis of the magnitude that occurred. The authors contend that a 
combination of panic by the international investment community, combined with policy 
mistakes by Asian governments and poorly designed international rescue programs, 
turned the withdrawal of foreign capital into a full-fledged financial panic. 

0721 Was There a Boom in Money and Credit Prior to East Asia’s Recent Currency 
Crisis? 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Ramon Moreno. September 1998. 20pp. 
The author of this paper analyzes causes of the 1997–98 Asian financial crisis. The 
author focuses on the following questions: (1) was there a money and credit boom in 
East Asia in the period leading up to the crisis and (2) were money and credit conditions 
unusually expansionary compared to the historical average and previous episodes of 
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sharp currency depreciation? The author concludes that the 1997–98 crisis differs from 
Asia’s past experience in such fundamental ways that the sharp depreciations could not 
have been predicted from economic indicators. 

0741 U.S. Security Strategy for the East Asia–Pacific Region. 
U.S. Department of Defense, Washington, D.C. November 23, 1998. 40pp. 
The Defense Department outlines the U.S. security strategy for East Asia. The strategy 
includes the following elements: U.S. military continued engagement, continued 
alliances and cooperation with Asian countries, development of China relations, 
expanded cooperation with Russia, facilitation of multilateral and bilateral dialogues in 
the region, promotion of democracy, countering proliferation of weapons of mass 
destruction, and strengthened responses to transnational challenges such as terrorism, 
environmental degradation, emerging infectious diseases, and drug trafficking. 

0781 East Asia in Crisis: The Security Implications of the Collapse of Economic 
Institutions. 
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 
Stephen J. Blank. February 5, 1999. 39pp. 
The author of this paper describes viewpoints presented at a conference of academic, 
business, government, and military experts on the effects to date as well as potential 
impacts of the 1997–98 Asian financial crisis. Attendees expressed concerns, among 
other things, about the political effects on Indonesia, the economic effects on Russia and 
China, the ability or inability of Japan to help its neighbors pull out of the crisis, and the 
reactions of the International Monetary Fund. 

0822 Is Money Still Useful for Policy in East Asia? 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Ramon Moreno and Reuven Glick. 
November 2001. 24pp. 
The authors of this paper discuss factors influencing the relationship between money 
and inflation in the 1990s and then assess the application of this relationship to East 
Asian countries. Focusing on the ability of money supply growth to predict inflation, the 
authors find that money velocity, and the relationship between money growth and 
inflation, remained generally stable; but the contribution of money to inflation forecast 
errors fell, reducing its informational value to monetary authorities. 

South Asia 
0845 South Asia: A Strategic Assessment. 

National Defense University, Washington, D.C. Aaron Johnson, John Cryer, and 
Jonathan Aloisi. [1998.] 12pp. 
The authors of this paper examine the implications for U.S. military strategy of the 
hostilities between India and Pakistan over Kashmir, as well as the Indian government’s 
distrust of U.S. intentions toward the two countries. The authors note that Pakistan’s fear 
of the threat to its sovereignty posed by India makes Pakistan much more interested in 
seeking closer relations with the United States. 

0857 South Asia and U.S. National Security Strategy 1998–2008. 
National War College, National Defense University, Washington, D.C. Timothy D. 
Andrews and Blair Hansen. [1998.] 13pp. 
The authors of this paper explore the current status and prospects for settlement of the 
India-Pakistan dispute, as well as the strategic importance to the United States of these 
and other economic, social, and political developments in South Asian countries.  
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0870 Preventing Catastrophe: U.S. Policy Options for the Management of Nuclear 
Weapons in South Asia. 
U.S. Department of Defense, Washington, D.C. Martin J. Wojtysiak. March 2001. 46pp. 
The author of this paper assesses the risks to the United States and the rest of the world 
posed by the potential nuclear confrontation between India and Pakistan and examines 
strategies by which the United States can lessen the animus between the two countries 
and control the risk of nuclear conflict. The author advocates the establishment of a 
regional nonproliferation regime between India and Pakistan with U.S. participation in a 
mediating role. 

0916 Managing Proliferation in South Asia: A Case for Assistance to Unsafe Nuclear 
Arsenals. 
Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Robert E. Rehbein. April 2001. 35pp. 
The author of this paper examines the dangers posed by the nuclear arsenals of India 
and Pakistan, as well as arguments that the countries’ nuclear programs have forced 
India and Pakistan to adopt a more cautious, less bellicose, approach toward each 
other. The author suggests that a reasonable strategy to help control proliferation and 
reduce the chances of an “inadvertent” nuclear exchange is for the United States to 
transfer nuclear weapons command and control systems to the two countries. 

0951 South Asia Initiative: Proceedings of the First Consultative Meeting of the Indian 
Members of PAANSA. 
International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington, D.C., and Indian Council for 
Research on International Economic Relations, New Delhi, India. January 17, 2002. 
26pp. 
The International Food Policy Research Institute and the Indian Council for Research on 
International Economic Relations present results of a meeting of the Policy Analysis and 
Advisory Network for South Asia (PAANSA). The institute and council reviewed major 
issues at the meeting, including South Asian agricultural diversification, food security, 
trade liberalization, and price volatility. 

Southeast Asia 
0977 Southeast Asia, Pillars for Prosperity and Peace. 

National War College, National Defense University, Washington, D.C. Steven A. 
Hildreth, Paul Monger, and Gary W. Snyder. [1998.] 12pp. 
The authors of this paper review U.S. strategic objectives in Southeast Asia, including 
the curtailment of the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, support for a 
Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapons Free Zone, support for the ASEAN Regional Forum, 
and the facilitation of mutually beneficial trade relationships. 

0989 Promoting U.S. National Security Interests in Southeast Asia. 
National War College, National Defense University, Washington, D.C. Jock Conly, Carol 
Van Voorst, and Kim Welliver. February 27, 1998. 11pp. 
The authors of this paper argue that the most important U.S. strategic interest in 
Southeast Asia is economic. The authors note that the region has surpassed South 
America, the Middle East, and the former Soviet bloc in importance as a U.S. trading 
partner. The authors recommend that the United States help the Asian governments 
improve the accountability and transparency of their financial systems. 
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1000 The Economic Crisis and ASEAN States’ Security. 
Strategic Studies Institute, Army War College, Washington, D.C. Sheldon W. Simon. 
October 23, 1998. 31pp. 
The author of this paper analyzes the impact of the 1997–98 Asian financial crisis on the 
security of ASEAN governments, especially their military establishments. The author 
assesses the prospects for defense modernization and arms purchases in the 
constrained economic environment, as well as the climate for cooperative defense 
efforts.  

1031 The Price Dynamics of Southeast Asian Heroin. 
Drug Enforcement Administration, Washington, D.C. February 2001. 8pp. 
The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) analyzes factors affecting the price of 
Southeast Asian heroin and opium on world markets, and provides production and price 
data. The DEA concludes that the lack of fluctuation in the street price of heroin in the 
United States suggests that the supply of heroin on the world market far exceeds 
demand. 

Reel 3 
Southeast Asia cont. 

0001 Improving Neonatal Health in Southeast Asia Region: Report of a Regional 
Consultation, New Delhi, India, 1–5 April 2002. 
World Health Organization, New Delhi, India. September 2002. 69pp. 
The WHO presents results of an international cooperative program that examined the 
patterns and correlates of neonatal mortality in Southeast Asian countries. The program 
participants identified practices that reduce neonatal mortality, including combined 
interventions of an essential newborn protocol and treatment of sepsis, supervised home 
care of low birth rate or premature babies, home management of mild and moderate 
cases of birth asphyxia, tetanus vaccination, and efforts to prevent mother-to-child 
transmission of HIV/AIDS. 

0070 Anatomy of a Southeast Asian Heroin Conspiracy. 
Drug Enforcement Administration, Washington, D.C. August 2002. 5pp. 
The Drug Enforcement Administration analyzes the composition and workings of a 
hypothetical six-person conspiracy formed to smuggle and distribute Southeast Asian 
heroin in the United States. 

Australia 
0075 1999 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: Australia. 

U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 2000. 9pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic policies in Australia, as 
well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters in areas such as import 
regulations, other trade barriers, foreign investments, U.S. intellectual property 
protections, and workers’ rights. 

0084 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Australia. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. 2000. 159pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Australia’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
overall economic situation, principal growth sectors, government policies, infrastructure 
development, state summaries, political conditions, and U.S. relations. The report covers 
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the marketing of U.S. goods and services, including recommended steps and practices, 
leading sectors for exports and investment, trade regulations and customs, investment 
climate, trade and project financing, and business travel. The report also includes 
summary economic and trade statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and Australia 
contacts, market research reports, and major trade show venues and events. 

0243 Australian Growth: A California Perspective. 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Ian W. McLean and Alan M. Taylor. July 
2001. 33pp. 
The authors of this paper examine similarities and differences between the growth 
patterns of Australia and California from the mid-nineteenth century to the present. The 
authors examine factors such as cultural and legal inheritances, economic openness 
and policies, resource-intensiveness of economies, demographic characteristics, labor 
markets, geography and climate, settler economies, distance from trading partners, 
productivity and its sources, technology diffusion, and per capita income growth. 

0276 2001 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: Australia. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. February 2002. 8pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in Australia, as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters in 
areas such as import regulations, other trade barriers, foreign investments, U.S. 
intellectual property protections, and workers’ rights. 

0284 Australia: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 16pp. 
The State Department describes the structure of Australia’s constitutional parliamentary 
democracy government and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of 
international standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, 
disappearances, arbitrary arrest or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, denial 
of fair trial, interference with domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of 
assembly, freedom of religion, freedom of movement, right of free elections, 
governmental attitudes on human rights investigations, abuses of women and children, 
treatment of indigenous peoples, and workers’ rights. 

Bangladesh 
0300 Ensuring Community Participation in MCH-FP Activities in Rural Bangladesh. 

Lessons Learned from a Pilot Project. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Abbas Bhuiya, Ubaidur 
Rob, and Maruf Rabban Quaderi. 1998. 23pp. 
The authors of this report describe and assess a USAID-supported program 
implemented by the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research to improve the 
effectiveness of maternal and child health and family planning programs in Bangladesh. 
The center developed a strategy that increased community awareness of the available 
services and resulted in expanded community participation in the programs. 

0324 Getting Men Involved in Family Planning: Experiences from an Innovative 
Program, Final Report. 
Directorate of Family Planning, National Institute of Population, Research and Training; 
and Population Council, Dhaka, Bangladesh. April 1998. 49pp. 
Two Bangladesh public agencies assess the effectiveness of several innovative 
programs designed to increase male participation in family planning. The agencies note 
that existing family planning services have had a strong female orientation and argue 
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that the programs succeeded because they placed high priorities on the provision of 
information and education programs for men, as well as the creation of a male-friendly 
service delivery system at existing family planning centers.  

0373 Expanded Program on Immunization in Bangladesh: Cost, Cost-Effectiveness, and 
Financing Estimates.  
Partnerships for Health Reform, Bethesda, Md. M. Mahmud Khan and Richard A. Yoder. 
September 1998. 78pp. 
The authors of this report assess a Bangladesh immunization program established in 
1979 to reduce vaccine-preventable morbidity and mortality. The authors find that a 
funding gap has developed that must be closed through increased government funding 
or cost containment, or both. The authors further find that the program has been 
relatively cost-effective in terms of savings to the health care system, as well as in 
comparison to similar programs in other countries. The authors estimate that over one 
million deaths have been prevented since 1987 as a result of the immunizations. 

0451 Synopsis: Vibrio cholerae O139—Detection, Characterization, and Control. 
Child Health Research Project USAID, U.S. Agency for International Development, 
Washington, D.C. October 1998. 6pp. 
USAID reports on the characteristics and epidemiology of a new strain of cholera, 
including its spread to Bangladesh. 

0457 Proceedings of the National Workshop on Food-Based Strategies for Improving 
Nutrition in Bangladesh. 
International Food Policy Research Institute, Dhaka, Bangladesh. Golam Robbani, 
M. Anwar Iqbal, Carlo del Ninno, and Shakuntala Haraksingh Thilsted. January 1999. 
76pp. 
The authors of this report review the conclusions of a conference in which participants 
discussed the progress and outcomes of Bangladesh programs for bettering the 
nutritional status of the population. The authors identify the major issues involved in 
malnutrition and its causes, including insufficient and inefficiently delivered nutrients. The 
issues include diet diversity, food production diversity, nutritional value of available food, 
food production–marketing channels, home gardens, fish production and consumption, 
household food allocation, food fortification, and data availability. 

0533 Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC). Lessons from the BRAC Non-
Formal Primary Education Program. 
Academy for Educational Development, Washington, D.C. Anne T. Sweetser. January 
1999. 53pp. 
The author of this paper examines the workings and impacts of a nonformal elementary 
education program operating independently of government schools in rural areas of 
Bangladesh. The author discusses the impact of the program on school graduates, 
teachers, parents, and villagers. The author notes that the program has had to contend 
with, make accommodations to, and, under certain conditions, overcome the traditional 
rigidity in Bangladeshi social and economic structures. 

0586 1998 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: Bangladesh. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. January 31, 1999. 12pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in Bangladesh, as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters 
in areas such as trade barriers, U.S. intellectual property protections, and workers’ 
rights. 
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0598 Interim Evaluation of Agrobased Industries and Technology Development Project. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Dhaka, Bangladesh. March 2, 1999. 124pp. 
USAID assesses the progress to date of a Bangladesh agricultural development project 
funded by USAID and the government. The goal of the project is to create conditions for 
expanding and strengthening private agribusiness management and employment in 
eight subsectors by helping firms gain access to policy guidance, technology, and credit. 
The subsectors are seed and field crops, fertilizer, agricultural machinery, horticulture, 
agricultural products processing, poultry, fisheries, and livestock. USAID finds that the 
project has achieved significant progress so far, albeit with a number of problems. 
USAID contends, for example, that the project management appears to be overly 
centralized at the headquarters level, as well as that the project has focused too much 
on technology and not enough on assessing market potential of specific products and 
services. 

0722 Implications of the Uruguay Round Agreements for Agriculture and Agribusiness 
Development in Bangladesh. 
International Fertilizer Development Center, Muscle Shoals, Ala. B. L. Bumb, D. I. 
Gregory, A. Rab, and M. Abdullah. 92pp. 
The authors of this report analyze the impacts on Bangladeshi agriculture of the Uruguay 
Round Agreement on Agriculture, conducted under the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT). Under the agreement, developed and certain developing countries 
must reduce tariffs, export subsidies, and domestic support to agriculture; but the least 
developed countries, including Bangladesh, have been exempted from these 
requirements. The authors focus on the following commodity groups: processed cereals, 
edible oils, poultry products, processed dairy products, fruits and vegetables, fertilizers, 
and agricultural machinery. Report annexes include selected provisions from the 
Uruguay Round Agreement. 

0814 Bangladesh: Epidemiological Fact Sheet on HIV/AIDS and Sexually Transmitted 
Infections. 
UNAIDS/WHO Working Group on Global HIV/AIDS and STI Surveillance, Geneva, 
Switzerland. 2000. 12pp. 
This report covers the overall incidence, demographic distribution, and prevalence in 
selected populations of HIV/AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases in Bangladesh, as 
well as public knowledge and behavior concerning the disease.  

0826 E-Commerce in Bangladesh: Status, Potential and Constraints. 
Center for Institutional Reform and the Informal Sector, University of Maryland, College 
Park, Md. Najmul Hossain. January 2000. 47pp. 
The author of this report reviews the present status of electronic commerce in 
Bangladesh, as well as factors affecting its potential business-to-consumer, business-to-
business, and business-to-government applications. The author focuses on government 
and industrial policies and regulatory environments that constrain the development of 
electronic commerce, including specific laws. The author recommends changes that 
would facilitate development, including increasing the stock of skilled information 
technology and telecommunications personnel who could implement electronic 
commerce. 

0873 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Bangladesh. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. 2000. 64pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Bangladesh’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
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overall economic situation, agriculture and industry, infrastructure development, political 
conditions, and U.S. relations. The report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and 
services, including recommended steps and practices, leading sectors for exports and 
investment, trade regulations and customs, investment climate, trade and project 
financing, and business travel. The report also includes summary economic and trade 
statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and Bangladeshi contacts, market research reports, 
and major trade show venues and events. 

0937 Pre-Election Technical Assessment: Republic of Bangladesh. 
International Foundation for Election Systems, Washington, D.C. Linda Edgeworth and 
Daniel Finn. September 2000. 65pp.  
The authors of this report review problems hindering the openness and inclusiveness of 
the election process in Bangladesh. Noting that the country’s political environment is 
“volatile and obstructive,” with the main opposition parties boycotting parliament, the 
authors identify proposals to build a free, fair election system and increase the 
confidence and participation of the public. The proposals cover areas including election 
of women to parliament, reduction of the number of by-elections, strengthening of 
Election Commission independence, reform of parliament, registration of political parties, 
and reform of campaign finance laws. 

1002 High Anemia Prevalence Among Bangladeshi Children in Urban Slums.  
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. September 2000. 4pp. 
Helen Keller International presents information on the extremely high incidence of iron 
deficiency anemia among children living in the slums of Bangladesh metropolitan areas. 

1006 From the Home to the Clinic: The Next Chapter in Bangladesh’s Family Planning 
Success Story: Rural Sites. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Lisa Bates, Md Khairul 
Islam, Sidney Ruth Schuler, and Md Alauddin. November 2000. 64pp. 
The authors of this report review the effectiveness of the Bangladesh government’s 
clinic-based system for contraceptive distribution in rural areas. The authors find that 
clients and communities are responding favorably overall to the new system, which 
replaced door-to-door contraceptive distribution. Both men and women strongly favor 
fertility control, and most women no longer feel socially constrained from leaving the 
home to obtain family planning or other health services. The authors present information 
on client satisfaction with specific aspects of services, as well as problems in payment 
for services. 

Reel 4 
Bangladesh cont. 

0001 Secured Credit for Jobs and Economic Growth. 
University of Maryland, College Park, Md. Allen Welsh. November 2000. 17pp. 
The author of this paper examines the weaknesses of substantive law in Bangladesh 
relating to movable property financing and outlines reforms that might improve the legal 
climate for providing movable property as collateral for commercial credit. The author 
includes a proposed draft law. 
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0018 The 1998 Floods in Bangladesh: Disaster Impacts, Household Coping Strategies, 
and Response. 
International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington, D.C. Carlo del Ninno, Paul A. 
Dorosh, Lisa C. Smith, and Dilip K. Roy. 2001. 134pp. 
The authors of this report examine the impact of the 1998 Bangladesh floods on 
household assets, employment, food availability, and nutrition. The authors find that 
flood-exposed households were largely able to avoid severe losses in food supply and 
nutritional status through a combination of private borrowing and targeted aid by the 
government, private donors, and nongovernmental organizations. The authors describe 
government policy measures taken to encourage private trade, including the allowance 
of private sector rice imports from India, which stabilized markets and largely offset the 
decline in domestic production. The authors draw conclusions about effective response 
to future natural disasters in developing countries. The report includes substantial 
statistical data. 

0152 The Nutritional Surveillance Project in Bangladesh in 1999: Toward the Goals of 
the 1990 World Summit for Children. 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. 2001. 41pp.  
Helen Keller International (HKI) reviews data from the ongoing Nutritional Surveillance 
Project, a joint project of HKI and the government of Bangladesh, in order to assess the 
country’s ten-year progress in meeting the nutrition goals outlined at the 1990 World 
Summit for Children. The goals involve significant reductions in childhood stunting, 
vitamin A deficiency, and anemia, as well as deficiencies in overall food consumption by 
children. 

0193 Progress in Bangladesh Toward the Goals of the 1990 World Summit for Children. 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. April 2001. 4pp. 
Helen Keller International assesses the progress made in rural Bangladesh toward 
meeting four specific nutritional goals for children. The organization suggests that 
vitamin A supplements should continue to be made available to mothers and young 
children. 

0197 Rickets in Bangladeshi Children: A Small Focus or a Widespread Problem? 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. June 2001. 4pp. 
Helen Keller International reports that the high incidence of rickets among children in a 
small area of Bangladesh is not representative of the whole country. Nevertheless, the 
organization did find one other area with an abnormally high incidence of the disease. 

0201 Evaluating National Nutrition Problems in Bangladesh: The Role of the Nutritional 
Surveillance Project. 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. June 2001. 4pp. 
Helen Keller International describes a surveillance program to measure the effectiveness 
of a national program of community-based nutrition services in Bangladesh, including 
supplementary feeding, nutrition education, home gardening, and other services. 

0205 Complementary Feeding in Rural Bangladesh: Family Food for Breast-fed Infants. 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. July 2001. 4pp. 
Helen Keller International reports that the high percentage of underweight infants in 
Bangladesh results primarily from two factors: inadequate complementary feeding and 
infectious diseases. The organization recommends giving infants complementary meals 
of family foods in addition to breast-feeding. 
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0209 Undernutrition in Mothers in Rural Bangladesh: Findings from the NSP Indicate 
“Critical” Food Insecurity. 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. September 2001. 4pp. 
Helen Keller International examines the reasons that large percentages of rural and 
urban Bangladeshi women suffer from malnutrition. The organization finds that the 
typical diet is mostly rice because people cannot afford more nutritious foods, as well as 
that “girls and women often eat last and least in the household due to the persistence of 
cultural practices that favor boys and men.”  

0213 HIV/AIDS in Bangladesh and USAID Involvement. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. September 2001. 4pp. 
USAID summarizes the prevalence and risk factors for HIV/AIDS in Bangladesh. The 
agency covers government prevention and control programs, as well as USAID support 
of nongovernmental organizations that support the government’s HIV/AIDS control 
strategy. 

0217 Urban Family Health Partnership—Annual Report 2000/2001. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Dhaka, Bangladesh. October 2001. 49pp. 
USAID reviews the activities and accomplishments of the Urban Family Health 
Partnership, a USAID-funded program established to provide high-quality family health 
services to the residents of urban communities in Bangladesh, especially among low-
income, vulnerable populations. USAID assesses program performance in functional 
areas such as family planning, nutrition, tuberculosis control, post-abortion care, 
adolescent reproductive health education, and HIV/AIDS. 

0266 When the Decision-Maker is a Woman: Does it Make a Difference for the 
Nutritional Status of Mothers and Children? 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. November 2001. 4pp. 
Helen Keller International finds that the small minority of Bangladeshi households 
headed by women spend more on food and medical care, choose better food, and enjoy 
better nutrition, even though they have lower incomes than male-headed households. 

0270 Urban Poverty in Bangladesh: The Perspective of the Nutritional Surveillance 
Project. 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. January 2002. 4pp. 
Helen Keller International summarizes findings from a long-term study of poor 
households living in urban slums in Bangladesh. The organization notes that households 
in these areas generally need better food security, health services, sanitation, and water 
supply, although conditions vary widely among the study areas. 

0274 Anemia is a Severe Public Health Problem in Pre-school Children and Pregnant 
Women in Rural Bangladesh. 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. March 2002. 4pp. 
Helen Keller International presents information on the extremely high incidence of iron 
deficiency anemia among children and pregnant women in rural areas of Bangladesh. 

0278 Bangladesh: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 37pp. 
The State Department describes the structure of Bangladesh’s parliamentary democracy 
government and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of international 
standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, 
disappearances, arbitrary arrest or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, denial 
of fair trial, interference with domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of 
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assembly, freedom of religion, freedom of movement, right of free elections, 
governmental attitudes on human rights investigations, abuses of women and children, 
treatment of indigenous peoples, workers’ rights, and trafficking of persons, especially 
women. 

0315 Beyond Boundaries. A Critical Look at Women Labour Migration and the 
Trafficking Within. 
USAID, Dhaka, Bangladesh. Therese Blanchet. April 2002. 209pp. 
The author of this paper examines the complex relationships between the international 
migration of women for employment purposes and the trafficking of women for money, 
sex, or involuntary servitude in other countries. Studying Bangladeshi women who 
migrated to the Middle East, India, or other countries, the author catalogues the various 
channels by which women migrated or were trafficked, such as fraudulent sponsorship 
systems, recruiters, or manpower agents. The author describes the exploitation of 
women by husbands or other family members, as well as by their employers in their 
destination countries, and presents detailed glimpses of women working in foreign bars 
and brothels. Throughout the narrative, the author includes a number of case studies, 
many sad or infuriating but all illuminating, of the experiences of individual women. 
Noting that the money they earned and the autonomy they enjoyed influenced women’s 
views as to whether they had been trafficked, the author recommends that Bangladesh’s 
ban on the migration of unskilled women workers be lifted, because it did not prevent 
women from migrating, nor did it protect them from abuse. 

0524 PHNIP Country Health Statistical Report: Bangladesh. 
Population, Health and Nutrition Information Project, U.S. Agency for International 
Development, Washington, D.C. September 2002. 15pp. 
USAID presents statistical data on current health conditions including maternal and child 
health indicators, infectious disease indicators, population dynamics and socioeconomic 
indicators, and health and family planning behavior in Bangladesh.  

0539 Progress Report on USAID-Funded Project Entitled “Combating Corruption 
Through Promoting Integrity in Public Service Delivery System.” 
Transparency International Bangladesh Chapter, Dhaka, Bangladesh. 2002. 20pp. 
A USAID contractor reviews activities and achievements of a program instituted to help 
the government of Bangladesh, with citizen participation, fight corruption in public 
agencies through activities such as national integrity workshops. 

Burma 
0559 Country Commercial Guides FY 1999: Burma. 

U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. 1998. 62pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Burma’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
government, overall economic situation, political conditions, and U.S. relations. The 
report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and services, including trade regulations and 
customs, ban on U.S. investment, trade and project financing, and business travel. The 
report also includes a listing of U.S. and Burma contacts. The department and service 
note the strained relations between the United States and Burma and discourage U.S. 
companies from attempting to establish a presence in the country. 
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0622 Report on Labor Practices in Burma. 
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of International Labor Affairs, Washington, D.C. 
September 1998. 141pp. 
The Bureau of International Labor Affairs describes and evaluates major allegations 
concerning unjust and inequitable labor practices under the ruling military regime in 
Burma. The bureau reviews the following topics: forced labor for various purposes, 
including gas pipeline construction, tourist industry support, and portering for the military; 
forced relocations of villages, and a consequent flow of refugees from Burma; illegality of 
organized labor and collective bargaining; child labor and trafficking; and the absence of 
recognized workers’ rights. The bureau relates these abuses to other conditions such as 
the absence of democratic institutions, serious human rights violations, lack of 
governmental commitment to education, and widespread poverty. 

0763 Myanmar: Epidemiological Fact Sheet on HIV/AIDS and Sexually Transmitted 
Infections. 
UNAIDS/WHO, Geneva, Switzerland. 2000. 12pp. 
This report covers the overall incidence, demographic distribution, and prevalence in 
selected populations of HIV/AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases in Burma, as well 
as public knowledge and behavior concerning the disease.  

0775 HIV/AIDS in Burma and USAID Involvement. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. September 2001. 4pp. 
USAID describes the extent of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Burma, as well as government 
response and international aid efforts. 

0779 Burma: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 28pp. 
The State Department describes the character of Burma’s authoritarian military regime 
and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of international standards for 
human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, disappearances, arbitrary 
arrest or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, denial of fair trial, interference 
with domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of assembly, freedom of 
religion, freedom of movement, right of free elections, governmental attitudes on human 
rights investigations, abuses of women and children, treatment of indigenous peoples 
and ethnic groups, workers’ rights, including forced labor, and trafficking in persons. 

0807 Burma Interim Program Review January 16–February 6, 2002. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. JoEllen Gorg and Tom 
Buck. June 2002. 44pp. 
USAID assesses the activities and results of two agency-funded programs on the 
Burma-Thailand border. The aim of the programs is to provide humanitarian assistance 
to refugees, including food assistance, health care, education, and community 
development. The programs are conducted by two USAID partner organizations, 
International Rescue Committee and World Education/World Learning Consortium. 

Cambodia 
0851 Looking Ferocious: The Ford Administration’s Management of the Mayaguez 

Affair. 
National War College, National Defense University. Washington, D.C. Carol Van Voorst. 
[1998.] 15pp. 
The author of this thesis argues that the U.S. military response to the 1975 seizure of the 
vessel Mayaguez by a Cambodian gunboat raises many questions about the priorities of 
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the Ford administration, in particular the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the National Security 
Council, who decided to land Marines in a Cambodian port, resulting in heavy casualties 
after the Mayaguez crew had been freed by the Cambodians. The author contends that 
officials did not give diplomacy sufficient chance to resolve the crisis and that operation 
planners relied on faulty intelligence. 

0866 Report of the WVF Sponsored Program in Cambodia (VI/C). 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Robert Horvath. June 14, 
1998. 42pp. 
The author of this report evaluates war victim relief and rehabilitation programs in 
Cambodia sponsored by the War Victims Fund (WVF) and Veterans 
International/Cambodia (VI/C). The author finds that certain aspects of the programs 
suffered because implementing organizations and their responsible officials did not 
adequately collaborate with each other, coordinate activities, or establish effective 
command chains. 

0908 Democracy and Human Rights Prepared for: USAID Cambodia. 
Wirthlin Worldwide, Singapore, and U.S. Agency for International Development/ 
Cambodia. July 1998. 128pp. 
A USAID contractor presents the results of a survey of Cambodian adults’ political 
knowledge and attitudes. The contractor asked questions on awareness of or views on 
upcoming elections, offices being voted on, importance of elections, confidence in 
elections, voter registration and election participation procedures, reasons for voting, 
political parties, media use and credibility, voter education, democracy, human rights, 
nongovernmental organizations working for human rights, legal system, real estate 
ownership, and local government officials. 

Reel 5 
Cambodia cont. 

0001 Iron Deficiency in Cambodia—A Threat to the Development of Young Cambodian 
Children and the Country’s Future. 
Helen Keller International, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. October 1999. 4pp. 
Helen Keller International presents information on the prevalence and correlates of iron 
deficiency anemia among children in rural Cambodia. 

0005 Cambodia: Epidemiological Fact Sheet on HIV/AIDS and Sexually Transmitted 
Infections. 
UNAIDS/WHO, Geneva, Switzerland. 2000. 12pp. 
This report covers the overall incidence, demographic distribution, and prevalence in 
selected populations of HIV/AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases in Cambodia, as 
well as public knowledge and behavior concerning the disease. 

0017 Vitamin A Capsule Distribution after the NIDs—Lessons Learned from Cambodia. 
Helen Keller International, Phnom Penh, Cambodia. January 2000. 4pp. 
Helen Keller International examines the reasons for the increasing incidence of vitamin A 
deficiency among children, pregnant women, and mothers in Cambodia, and 
recommends the immediate distribution of high-dose vitamin A capsules. 
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0021 After the Carnage: Women in Postconflict Cambodia. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Krishna Kumar, Hannah 
Baldwin, and Judy Benjamin. February 2000. 37pp.  
The authors of this report present the findings of a USAID study of issues affecting 
women in Cambodia since violent conflict ended in 1993. The authors review the long-
term effects of war and violence on women and families, the changing nature of gender 
relations, the growth and contributions of women’s organizations, and the nature and 
impacts of international assistance by USAID and other donor agencies to women’s 
organizations. 

0058 Monitoring of Activities in Village Model Gardens and Household Gardens. 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. March 2000. 8pp. 
Helen Keller International describes a program in which the organization provides 
technical assistance, training, and some financial support to establish village model 
gardens and home gardens for year-round production and consumption of fruits and 
vegetables. 

0066 Evaluation of the United Cambodian Community Development Foundation 
Vocational Training Program in Kampot, Cambodia. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Margaret Bishop. May 
2000. 33pp. 
The author of this report assesses the performance of a vocational training program 
administered by the United Cambodian Community Development Foundation. The 
program curriculum incorporates business, math, and literacy training to build students’ 
abilities to start and maintain small businesses in an environment where employment 
opportunities are rare. The author notes that the evaluation revealed “a well-designed, 
well-implemented, remarkably successful program.” 

0099 Routine Immunization Outreach is a Good Strategy for Delivering Vitamin A 
Capsules to Cambodian Children. 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. December 2000. 8pp. 
Helen Keller International examines the wide variation in coverage of vitamin A capsule 
distribution in Cambodia and recommends routine distribution of capsules as part of 
visits to villages by health workers delivering immunization services. 

0107 Responsibility Center System Training Program: Government Housing Bank. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Suvimol Jirayungyurn, 
Reuben Jessop, and Arun Hsu. December 2000. 31pp.  
A USAID contractor evaluates the operations and finances of Thailand’s government-
owned home mortgage bank. The contractor argues that as restrictions on the entry of 
foreign banks are lifted, the bank’s bureaucratic organization and operating procedures 
will erode its competitive position. The contractor recommends a restructuring to make 
the bank more efficient and profit based.  

0138 Initial Findings from the 2000 Cambodia National Micronutrient Survey. 
Helen Keller International, New York, N.Y. 2001. 45pp.  
Helen Keller International (HKI) compiles information and key findings from Cambodia’s 
first national survey of micronutrition, which HKI assisted with support from USAID. The 
survey covered the national prevalence of deficiencies in vitamin A and iron (anemia), as 
well as the determinants of deficiences and the effectiveness of the Cambodian 
government’s initiative to integrate the distribution of vitamin A capsules into routine 
immunization services. HKI notes that the causes of deficiences include poverty, general 
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malnutrition, inadequate access to nutrient-rich foods, and limited access to health care 
services. 

0183 Cambodia and HIV/AIDS. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. May 2001. 18pp. 
USAID reviews the prevalence and epidemiological characteristics of HIV/AIDS in 
Cambodia, which has the highest HIV incidence of any Asian country. USAID examines 
factors contributing to the rapid spread of the virus, especially prostitution, as well as the 
impact of the epidemic on children and the Cambodian government’s response. 

0201 Disability Action Council Assessment Report. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Robert Horvath and 
Jeremy Condor. July 2001. 39pp. 
The authors of this report examine the functions and funding of the Disability Action 
Council (DAC), a nongovernmental organization that coordinates the work of 
government and nongovernmental agencies working to assist persons with disabilities in 
Cambodia. The authors identify certain problems in the DAC’s strategic planning and 
funding requests. The authors recommend that the DAC revise its proposal before 
USAID advances more funds. 

0240 Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives (BAAC). 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Arun Hsu, Reuben 
Jessop, and Suvimol Jirayungyurn. October 2001. 25pp. 
The authors of this report present the results of BAAC management seminars conducted 
within a program provided by a USAID contractor, Development Alternatives, Inc. 
Seminar participants identified trends and factors that will affect bank operations, such 
as increasing competition in rural markets and increasing self-sustainability of farmers. 

0265 Veterans International Technical and Medical Rehabilitation Support Services in 
Cambodia. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Mel Stills and Kim 
Dunleavy. October 2001. 59pp.  
The authors of this report evaluate the staff, physical facilities, administration, and 
services of centers operated in Cambodia by Veterans International for persons with 
disabilities. The centers provide rehabilitation and prosthetic and orthotic services for 
patients with disabilities such as amputations and spinal cord injuries. The authors note 
some areas that need improvement, including services for stroke patients, community 
follow-up services, training for physiotherapists, and medical and surgical support 
services at certain centers. 

0324 Cambodia. Environmental Review: Status and Trends in Environmental 
Management and Options for Future Action. 
ARD-BIOFOR IQC Consortium, Burlington, Vt., and U.S. Agency for International 
Development, Washington, D.C. October 2001. 148pp. 
A USAID contractor assesses the status of Cambodia’s environment and renewable 
natural resources and identifies conservation and sustainable development strategies. 
The contractor evaluates the resources with respect to their biodiversity, use for 
subsistence and commercial purposes, governance and management, and relation to 
rural agriculture, poverty, and human rights. The contractor reviews environmental and 
resource management strategies and programs of government and nongovernmental 
agencies and international aid organizations, with a view to identifying promising areas 
and partners for USAID programs. The contractor finds, among other things, that 
Cambodia’s forest, freshwater, and marine resources are being used in unsustainable 
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ways, with land and resource use conflicts between communities and business interests 
often resulting in violence and displacement of rural people. On the other hand, the 
contractor notes, the Cambodian government is undertaking a major effort to improve 
environmental governance at all levels and to put more management authority in the 
hands of communities and local governments. 

0472 First Annual Review, Kean Svay Child Survival (Follow-On) Project (KSCSP 
Phase 2). 
World Vision Cambodia, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, and U.S. Agency for International 
Development, Washington, D.C. January 31, 2002. 91pp. 
A USAID contractor assesses the accomplishments of a project to operate health 
centers to improve child health in rural villages in Cambodia, as well as factors that have 
impeded progress and actions taken to address these factors. The contractor describes 
various concerns raised by participating parents as well as project workers, such as 
relations between staff members and local officials, drug shortages, “party politics,” 
transportation problems, nonpunctual staff members, and parents who do not follow 
instructions. The contractor identifies sixteen key health-related practices through which 
families can improve the health of their children. 

0563 Cambodia: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 16pp. 
The State Department describes the character of Cambodia’s constitutional monarchy 
and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of international standards for 
human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, arbitrary arrest or detention, 
torture and other cruel punishment, right of fair trial, interference with domestic life, 
freedom of speech and press, freedom of assembly, freedom of religion, freedom of 
movement, right of free elections, governmental attitudes on human rights investigations, 
abuses of women and children, treatment of ethnic groups, workers’ rights, including 
forced and child labor, and trafficking in persons.  

0579 Direct Loan to the Reproductive Health Association of Cambodia. 
Summa Foundation, Washington, D.C. May 2002. 21pp. 
The Summa Foundation describes a package of financing and technical assistance to 
the Reproductive Health Association of Cambodia (RHAC), a private, nonprofit provider 
of affordable reproductive and other health services in Cambodia. The package is 
designed to increase RHAC’s long-term sustainability. 

0600 PHNIP Country Health Statistical Report: Cambodia. 
Population, Health and Nutrition Information Project, Washington, D.C. September 2002. 
15pp. 
USAID presents statistical data on current health conditions including maternal and child 
health indicators, infectious disease indicators, population dynamics and socioeconomic 
indicators, and health and family planning behavior in Cambodia.  

0615 Northeast Cambodia Child Survival Program. 
Partners for Development, Silver Spring, Md. Sheryl Keller and Som Sophy. October 
2002. 57pp. 
The authors of this report evaluate the implementation of a USAID-funded program to 
improve the health of children under five in a poor province of northeast Cambodia 
through control of diarrhea, immunization, improved nutrition, and promotion of 
breastfeeding. The primary strategy of the implementing organization is to increase 
caretakers’ case-management abilities and to promote improved health behaviors using 
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a network of village health volunteers. The authors find that the program successfully 
implemented most of the planned activities. 

China 
0672 Why U.S. President William J. Clinton Supported Most Favored Nation Trading 

Status as National Policy Toward China. 
National Defense University, Washington, D.C. Gary W. Snyder. [1998.] 15pp. 
The author of this paper examines the evolution of U.S. trade policy toward China during 
the tenure of the Clinton administration, in light of that country’s human rights practices 
and the possible influence of that country’s alleged improper donations to the 
Democratic National Committee. 

0687 The Effect of Family Planning on Women’s Lives: The Case of the People’s 
Republic of China. 
Family Health International, Research Triangle Park, N.C. Gu Baochang, Xie Zhenming, 
and Karen Hardee. March 1998. 170pp. 
The authors of this report examine the effects of contraceptive use on different 
generations of Chinese women, based on a survey of 1,996 women and 506 men, plus 
focus group discussions with participants representing four groups: older women and 
older men; women and men of reproductive age; unmarried women and men; and 
women entrepreneurs. The authors identify ways in which implementation of the 
contraceptive use program and the government’s one-child policy have affected 
women’s lives, including their relationships with family, their education and employment 
opportunities, and their quality of life. The authors report many interesting conclusions, 
including findings that contraceptive use is practiced almost universally, that its use had 
little impact on marital relationships, that most women undergo quarterly pregnancy tests 
to comply with government requirements, that many older women regret not having used 
contraceptives, that gender roles are changing within households, that son preference is 
strong, and that couples often decide to abort female fetuses. The authors also report 
views of young people on subjects such as dating, marriage, ideal partners, careers, and 
making money. 

0857 Military Modernization in the People’s Republic of China: Implications for the 
United States and the Region. 
Air Command and Staff College, Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. David B. 
Mathews. April 1998. 55pp. 
The author of this thesis examines the implications for Asian regional security as well as 
U.S. interests posed by China’s military force modernization in relation to the country’s 
economic growth. Focusing on the acquisition or domestic production of high-technology 
weapons, the author notes the lack of resources available to Chinese defense industries 
and concludes that economic reforms have actually slowed military modernization efforts 
and hindered indigenous defense production. National leaders shifted resources away 
from military modernization efforts to “keeping the economy hot,” at the same time that 
they did not actively seek advanced technology production methods and equipment from 
other nations until the mid-1990s. 

0912 New Century, Old Thinking: The Dangers of the Perceptual Gap in U.S.-China 
Relations. 
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 
Susan M. Puska. April 10, 1998. 49pp. 
The author of this thesis characterizes U.S.-China relations during the past century and 
a half as following a “boom-bust paradigm.” In this conception, periods of crisis 
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alternated with attempts at building more stable, mutually beneficial relations. The author 
notes, however, that these attempts invariably failed because of misperceptions and 
miscalculations by each side. This “perceptual gap” has widened, in the author’s view, 
since the 1989 Chinese government crackdown on dissenters in Tiananmen Square. 
The author believes that if either country (or both) miscalculates on potentially explosive 
issues, such as Chinese sovereignty over Taiwan, the result could be a long-term U.S.-
China conflict. 

0961 China: Situation and Outlook Series. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. July 1998. 68pp. 
The Department of Agriculture reviews China’s agricultural situation and prospects. The 
department examines the impact of the 1997–98 Asian financial crisis on China’s 
agricultural sector performance, as well as on government agricultural policies. The 
department also provides separate assessments of production, consumption, and trade 
of major crop and livestock commodities.  

1029 Puzzles in the Chinese Stock Market. 
Federal Reserve Board, Washington, D.C. John Fernald and John H. Rogers. August 
1998. 40pp. 
The authors of this paper examine atypical features of the equities market in China, in 
particular the fact that while both Chinese residents and foreigners can own shares with 
the same voting rights and dividends, the shares are substantially cheaper to foreign 
investors. The authors explore the extent to which various company characteristics can 
explain cross-company differences in the relative price paid by foreigners. The authors 
attribute lower expected rates of return by Chinese investors to the limited alternative 
investments available in China. 

Reel 6 
China cont. 

0001 China’s Military Potential. 
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Larry M. Wortzel. October 2, 
1998. 39pp.  
The author of this paper assesses both the ability and the inclination of the People’s 
Republic of China to become a global military power. The author argues that China’s 
leaders believe that if massive resources are devoted to military modernization, at the 
expense of economic development, the country will not be able to sustain its current high 
rate of economic development. The leaders are instead focusing efforts to develop the 
capabilities to project regional force, including the capability to control sea lines. 

0040 Behind the Great Firewall of China: A Look at RMA/IW Theory From 1996–1998. 
Foreign Military Studies Office, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. Timothy L. Thomas. 
November 1998. 24pp. 
The author of this paper examines China’s approach to technology-based military 
strategy and information warfare. The author believes that China is attempting to 
develop a uniquely Chinese approach, one that integrates Chinese military philosophy, 
modern technology applications, and the study of foreign army experience, including that 
of the coalition forces in Operation Desert Storm in Iraq. 
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0064 1998 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: China. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. January 31, 1999. 13pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in China, as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters in 
areas such as import regulations, other trade barriers, foreign investments, U.S. 
intellectual property protections, and workers’ rights. 

0077 Why Has China Survived the Asian Crisis So Well? What Risks Remain? 
Federal Reserve Board, Washington, D.C. John G. Fernald and Oliver D. Babson. 
February 1999. 36pp.  
The authors of this paper identify features of China’s financial system that insulated it 
from the 1997–98 crises in other Asian countries. The authors argue that China has 
maintained relatively strong economic performance in part because market forces do not 
operate fully there, and so the country is not forced to adjust rapidly when institutions are 
in financial jeopardy. Also, capital controls may have kept Chinese institutions from 
borrowing excessively abroad, helping to keep the country’s external position strong. 

0113 The Strategic Implications of Culture: A Historical Analysis of China’s Culture and 
Implications for US Policy. 
Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Kimberly A. Crider. April 1999. 50pp. 
The author of this thesis argues that “culturally established mental frameworks or 
mindsets” will guide the ways in which political and military leaders interpret and plan 
strategic responses to threats to their nations’ security. Applying this theory to China, the 
author concludes that differences in cultural perspectives between China, with its roots 
in collectivism and social stratification, and the United States might cause 
misperceptions and dangerous miscalculations in policy on both sides. In particular, the 
United States must not expect China’s transition to democracy to progress as quickly as 
has its transition to market economics. 

0163 China: Regional Hegemon or Toothless Tiger? 
Air War College, Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Joseph F. Cheney. April 1999. 
52pp. 
The author of this thesis explores the question of whether China seeks regional 
hegemony in East Asia, as well as the degree to which the country is prepared to 
achieve it. The author argues that the Chinese military is still too weak to dominate East 
Asia, especially in light of the U.S. military presence in the region. Nevertheless, the 
author believes, China will still be prone to undertake “risky military adventures” like the 
1996 confrontation in the Taiwan Strait. 

0215 Implications of the Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA) on China’s Military 
Modernization. 
National War College, National Defense University, Washington, D.C. Paul A. Torelli. 
April 29, 1999. 51pp.  
The author of this research paper assesses the progress that China’s People’s 
Liberation Army (PLA) has made toward modernization, covering defense spending, 
doctrine evolution, personnel, ground force modernization, and naval and air force 
modernization. The author also examines the impact of the “Revolution in Military 
Affairs” on the PLA, with discussions of sensor-to-shooter systems, space programs, 
telecommunications technology, and China’s defense and industrial technology base. 
The author concludes that China will not be able to develop a military capability within 
the next ten to twenty years that could challenge the United States or its allies. 
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0266 State Trading & Management of Grain Marketing in China. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. Frederick W. Crook, Suchada 
Langley, Francis C. Tuan, and Hunter Colby. July 1999. 4pp. 
The authors of this article describe the structure and operation of state trading 
enterprises in China’s grain marketing system, with reference to the country’s effort to 
join the World Trade Organization (WTO). 

0270 FY 2000 Country Commercial Guide: China. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. 1999. 140pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
China’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s overall 
economic situation, principal growth sectors, government policies, infrastructure 
development, political conditions, political issues affecting business, and U.S. relations. 
The report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and services, including recommended 
steps and practices, use of local sales agents and representatives, leading sectors for 
exports and investment, trade regulations and barriers, intellectual property protection, 
investment climate, trade and project financing, and business travel. The report also 
includes summary economic and trade statistics and an extensive listing of U.S. and 
China contacts, as well as listings of market research reports and major trade show 
venues and events. 

0410 Assessment of the Economic Effects on the United States of China’s Accession to 
the WTO. 
U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. August 1999. 22pp. 
The USITC assesses the probable impact on U.S. exports and other economic 
indicators of the lowering of tariffs and elimination of nontrade barriers that China has 
promised to implement upon its accession to the WTO. The USITC finds that the 
elimination of nontrade barriers will result in substantial increases in U.S. exports, while 
the lowering of tariffs will cause lesser increases. 

0432 China’s Strategic Modernization: Implications for the United States. 
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Mark A. Stokes. September 
1999. 235pp. 
The author of this research report, a former U.S. military attaché in China, argues that 
while China’s PLA is far from reaching its force modernization goals, U.S. strategic 
planners should not underestimate the PLA’s ability to make breakthroughs in critical 
areas. The author concedes that the PLA’s conventional ground, air, and naval forces 
are “woefully inadequate” and likely will remain so over the short- to mid-term. The 
author contends, however, that focusing on conventional force units and weapons 
ignores PLA programs to modernize space, information, long-range precision strike, and 
other strategic warfare components. The PLA, learning from more advanced militaries 
such as those of the United States and the Soviet Union/Russia, has established a long-
range research and development project to develop these capabilities in order to target 
an enemy’s forward-based command, control, communications, computers, and 
intelligence nodes. The PLA intentionally conceals its growing capabilities, leading 
potential enemies to underestimate them. The author describes specific PLA programs 
to develop advanced ballistic missiles, achieve information dominance, and develop a 
comprehensive air and space defense network. The author presents extremely detailed 
information on specific systems planned or under development. The author also 
identifies the work of key Chinese research academies, institutes, and factories involved 
in strategic modernization, and describes the Chinese defense research and 
development process. A report appendix contains a provocative essay on Qian Xuesen, 
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who returned to China and spearheaded the development of strategic weaponry after 
working as a leading U.S. rocket scientist after World War II. Qian was forced to leave 
the United States after being labeled a security risk during the army-McCarthy hearings 
during the 1950s.  

0667 The Long-Term Boom in China’s Feed Manufacturing Industry. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. Frederick W. Crook, Hsin-Hui Hsu, 
and Michael Lopez. December 1999. 4pp. 
The authors of this article examine the factors responsible for spurring the rapid 
development of China’s animal feed mill sector. The authors focus on the change from 
Communist-controlled communes to market-based production and marketing systems, 
as well as technology acquired from foreign firms in joint ventures. 

0671 The Chinese Armed Forces in the 21st Century. 
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 
Edited by Larry M. Wortzel. December 1999. 356pp. 
The Strategic Studies Institute has compiled a set of papers on the future development 
of military forces in China. The authors focus on the following topics: China’s geographic 
dominance and its determination (or lack thereof) to create a military force by which the 
country can project its will on the rest of Asia; the security relationships developing 
between China’s military and the neighboring states; Japan-China relations; the 
relationship of economic power to military power; the methods by which the PLA 
evaluates itself; the dangers of minimizing China’s war-fighting and defense production 
capabilities; the PLA’s advanced technology acquisition and development priorities; 
U.S.-China military-to-military relations, as well as other shared interests, such as trade 
relations and participation in the UN and other international organizations; and 
Communist Party–PLA relations. The volume also includes two papers on Taiwan. In the 
first, the author argues that the Taiwan military has abandoned its “Bolshevik-inspired 
ideology” and is converting itself from an army loyal to a single political party into the 
defender of a democratic state with a popularly elected government. The second author 
believes that the major challenge for the Taiwan military is to counteract increasing 
pressure by the People’s Republic on the United States to cut off arms sales to Taiwan 
under the auspices of the Taiwan Relations Act. 

Reel 7 
China cont. 

0001 China: Epidemiological Fact Sheet on HIV/AIDS and Sexually Transmitted 
Infections. 
UNAIDS/WHO, Geneva, Switzerland. 2000. 13pp. 
This report covers the overall incidence, demographic distribution, and prevalence in 
selected populations of HIV/AIDS and sexually transmitted diseases in China, as well as 
public knowledge and behavior concerning the disease. 

0014 Asia-Pacific Security: China’s Conditional Multilateralism and Great Power 
Entente. 
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 
Jing-dong Yuan. January 2000. 72pp.  
The author of this paper argues that China is changing from its exclusive reliance on 
bilateral arrangements. The author believes that China now recognizes that multilateral 
engagement is unavoidable and can be instrumental in settling South China Sea 
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territorial disputes without violence, and otherwise in advancing China’s interests. China 
sees itself as a great power and views multilateral security arrangements as a 
counterforce to Asian security alliances in which the United States or other powers 
participate. Nevertheless, the country avoids arrangements that might constrain its 
independence and flexibility.  

0086 1999 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: People’s Republic 
of China. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 2000. 10pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in China, as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters in 
areas such as import regulations, other trade barriers, foreign investments, U.S. 
intellectual property protections, and workers’ rights. 

0096 China: Situation and Outlook Series. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. March 2000. 54pp.  
The Agriculture Department reviews China’s agricultural situation and prospects. The 
department examines overall agricultural conditions, as well as the general economic 
impacts of continuing deflation caused by declining consumer demand, the problems 
posed by grain production surpluses, the switch from soymeal to soybean imports, 
livestock sector problems, cotton marketing trends, and feed manufacturing industry 
growth. The report appendix includes statistical data. 

0150 Chinese Ambition. 
Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Lynn A. Stover. April 2000. 37pp. 
The author of this thesis argues that China’s national strategy and the country’s use of 
instruments of power in the past and present can be used to predict the manner in which 
China will use its power in the future. The author believes that China’s national and 
international relations agenda reflects an aggressive and forceful state policy of 
engagement with most of the world, even as the country opposes what it perceives as 
“hegemonic activity” in South Asia, especially by the United States. Among other tactics, 
the author believes, China is encouraging other third world countries to oppose U.S. 
interests in ways that will force the United States to “spend national wealth containing 
low level threats to its national interest.” 

0187 Does Your Dragon Bite? Theater Missile Defense and a US-China Arms Race. 
Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Rex A. Williams. April 2000. 50pp. 
The author of this thesis attempts to gauge China’s response to the U.S. development of 
a theater missile defense system (TMD). The author proposes six courses of action by 
which the United States can reduce the likelihood of a consequent arms race by the two 
countries: continue to develop TMD aggressively, initially deploy TMD only as U.S. force 
protection, negotiate a TMD treaty with China, negotiate a moratorium on action toward 
Taiwan, publish a protocol on the specific purposes of TMD, and pursue confidence- and 
security-building measures designed to reduce threat perceptions and enhance mutual 
understanding. 

0237 A More Active Neutrality: The Need for a Long Range U.S. Security Strategy in the 
South China Sea. 
Air Command and Staff College, Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. David R. 
Stilwell. April 2000. 55pp. 
The author of this paper reviews U.S. security interests and strategy in the South China 
Sea, with particular reference to the control of the Spratly Islands and other chains. After 
reviewing U.S., Chinese, Filipino, and ASEAN views on the conflicting claims to 
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sovereignty, the author concludes that the United States must play a more active role in 
the area to promote peace, ensure access to commercial shipping upon which its allies 
depend, and ensure safe passage for U.S. military deployments to the region. Steps the 
United States can take include military-to-military exchanges with China, as well as 
publicizing aggressive or other undesirable Chinese activity in the sea. 

0292 Cross-Commodity Analysis of China’s Grain Sector: Sources of Growth and 
Supply Response. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. Hunter Colby, Xinshen Diao, and 
Agapi Somwaru. May 2000. 24pp.  
The authors of this paper use econometric analysis to examine determinants of growth 
in production of rice, wheat, corn, and soybeans in China during the period 1978–97. 
The authors find that productivity growth slowed during the second decade of the period. 
The authors conclude that China’s grain production costs will increase, constraining its 
future competitiveness in world markets. 

0316 Chinese Army Building in the Era of Jiang Zemin. 
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 
Andrew Scobell. August 2000. 50pp. 
The author of this study appraises the development of China’s military establishment 
under the leadership of Jiang Zemin. Arguing that the PLA remains “backward, with 
limited capabilities,” the author contends that the overarching challenge for China is to 
learn how to modernize its military, while at the same time ensuring that the defense 
budget does not undermine the regime by consuming too many resources (which the 
Chinese believe led to the collapse of the Soviet Union). 

0366 China Rising: New Challenges to the U.S. Security Posture. 
Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense University, Washington, D.C. 
Jason D. Ellis and Todd M. Koca. October 2000. 4pp. 
The authors of this report forecast future strategic capabilities of China’s military, with 
emphasis on its buildup of ballistic missile systems. The authors urge the United States 
to proceed with development of missile defense systems as a countermeasure. 

0370 Asian Perspectives on the Challenges of China: Papers from the Asia-Pacific 
Symposium, March 7 and 8, 2000, Cosponsored by the National Defense 
University and U.S. Pacific Command. 
National Defense University, Washington, D.C. 2001. 77pp. 
The National Defense University has compiled papers presented at a symposium that 
explored perceptions of China’s foreign policy intentions held by neighboring countries in 
Asia. The authors examine likely courses of events in China and how these events might 
affect security policies of neighboring countries, including their relations with the United 
States. Among other conclusions, most authors believe that China will not waver in its 
determination to complete its national reunification, which involves restoring Taiwan and 
disputed areas in the South China Sea to Chinese sovereignty. 

0447 From Revolutionary Internationalism to Conservative Nationalism: The Chinese 
Military’s Discourse on National Security and Identity in the Post-Mao Era. 
United States Institute of Peace, Washington, D.C. Nan Li. May 2001. 56pp. 
The author of this report analyzes a profound shift in China’s views on national security 
in the post-Mao era. According to the author, China has changed from having an 
international, class-based, and revolutionary ideology to embracing a national identity: 
“What used to be a revolutionary power that supported ‘liberation’ movements 
throughout the Third World through money, arms, and political action has become a 
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rather conservative giant concerned about its neighbors and borders, as well as about 
geopolitical balance [among the great powers].” In keeping with this conservative 
outlook, Chinese leaders are primarily concerned with preserving the unity and 
sovereignty of the nation in an age of globalization. 

0503 The Politics of Vulnerability: China, Russia and U.S. Missile Defense. 
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. Anthony M. Kurta, Mark R. Lax, Allan S. Netzer, 
and Douglas K. Tucker. May 2001. 94pp.  
The authors of this paper analyze the impacts of deploying both national missile defense 
(NMD) and theater missile defense (TMD) systems on the achievement of U.S. national 
security objectives. The authors argue that while an NMD system would provide the 
United States with “some measure of protection not currently enjoyed,” NMD could harm 
the national interest in other ways. Among these potential harmful effects, the authors 
include the possibility that U.S. NMD deployment could trigger a strategic weapons 
development escalation in China. The authors also conclude that involving Taiwan in an 
integrated national security arrangement employing TMD systems is not in the U.S. 
national interest. The authors recommend that the United States intensify its dialogues 
with both Russia and China on arms development issues. 

0597 Military-to-Military Exchanges with the People’s Liberation Army. 
U.S. Department of Defense, Washington, D.C. June 2001. 7pp. 
The Department of Defense lists military-to-military exchanges between the United 
States and the PLA during the calendar year 2000. The department summarizes issues 
discussed during the exchanges, such as arms proliferation, UN operations in Kosovo, 
U.S. policy toward Korea, and territorial disputes in the South China Sea. 

0604 The Costs of Conflict: The Impact on China of a Future War. 
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 
Edited by Andrew Scobell. October 2001. 227pp. 
The Strategic Studies Institute compiles nine papers presented at a conference that 
explored the questions of whether China would initiate a war to capture Taiwan, as well 
as what costs China would be willing to pay. Topics covered in the papers include 
Chinese perceptions of the costs of a conflict; the economic interdependence of China 
and Taiwan and the extent to which it may deter Chinese aggression; implications of a 
war for China’s economic and political relations with Japan, South Korea, Southeast 
Asia, and Australia; PLA attitudes regarding a war over Taiwan, as well as the PLA’s 
ability to withstand U.S. involvement; Taiwan’s defense strategy; the arms control and 
ballistic missile defense costs of a war; and the ongoing divestiture by the PLA of 
defense companies it controlled. A general theme is that, whatever they decide, Chinese 
strategic thinkers are engaged in a careful cost-benefit analysis regarding a war in the 
Taiwan Strait. 

0831 Grant Assistance (Financed from the Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction) to the 
People’s Republic of China for the Innovations for Participatory Flood Control by 
the Poor Along the Yellow River Project. 
Asian Development Bank, Washington, D.C. November 2001. 18pp. 
The Asian Development Bank describes an environmental conservation and poverty 
reduction project to help poor rural communities in China’s Yellow River basin adopt 
effective and sustainable ways of managing watersheds and land degradation to reduce 
sedimentation of the river, and thus their vulnerability to floods. The project will finance 
activities such as the reforestation of heavily cultivated sloping lands to reduce erosion. 
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0849 China: Agriculture in Transition. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. Hsin-Hui Hsu and Fred Gale. 
November 2001. 75pp.  
The authors of this report assess conditions in Chinese agriculture on the eve of the 
country’s accession to membership in the WTO. The authors discuss government policy 
changes affecting labor, land, and farm credit as the country modernizes its agricultural 
sector. The authors predict various impacts of WTO accession: rising imports of wheat, 
soybeans, vegetable oils, cotton, and rice; falling corn exports; stagnant rural incomes; 
and growing inequalities of income among regions. 

0924 Chinese Information Warfare: A Phantom Menace or Emerging Threat? 
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 
Toshi Yoshihara. November 2001. 49pp. 
The author of this paper reviews recent open literature in China to clarify the objectives 
and technological status of Chinese information warfare. The author believes that 
Chinese discussions on information warfare have focused on the strategy of disrupting 
the information-intensive command and control capabilities of adversaries. The author 
notes that the Chinese have not acquired their intelligence-gathering and information-
manipulating expertise through espionage but rather through their careful scrutiny of 
U.S. information warfare as applied in the Persian Gulf War and the operations in 
Kosovo. 

0973 Growth, Inequality, and Poverty in Rural China: The Role of Public Investments. 
International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington, D.C. Shenggen Fan, Linxiu 
Zhang, and Xiaobo Zhang. 2002. 82pp. 
The authors of this paper use econometric analysis to examine the impact of 
government spending on agricultural production, rural poverty, and income inequalities 
among regions in China. The authors find that investment in agricultural research had 
the largest impact on agricultural production growth, while government spending on 
education had the greatest impact on reducing both rural poverty and income inequality, 
as well as a significant impact on agricultural production growth. The reductions in 
poverty resulted largely from increased opportunities for nonfarm employment. 

Reel 8 
China cont. 

0001 2002 Report to Congress on China’s WTO Compliance. 
U.S. Trade Representative, Washington, D.C. December 2002. 55pp. 
The U.S. Trade Representative reviews China’s compliance with commitments it made 
as a condition of its membership in the WTO. China made legally binding pledges to 
reduce its tariffs, remove nontariff barriers such as quotas, reduce its limitations on 
services trade, lift its barriers on trade in agricultural products, expand foreigners’ trading 
rights, improve its protection of intellectual property rights, and revise the regulatory 
measures and safety standards China applies to imports. The representative concludes 
that China took positive steps to implement many of its WTO commitments during the 
past year, including tariff reductions and changes to trade laws. The representative 
identified agriculture, services trade, and intellectual property as areas where China’s 
efforts to implement changes fell short of expectations. 
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0056 The Rise of China in Asia: Security Implications. 
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 
Edited by Carolyn W. Pumphrey. January 2002. 311pp. 
The Strategic Studies Institute presents a set of conference papers on the implications of 
the rising power of China for U.S. and international security. The conference participants 
explore/examine/analyze a number of important topics and issues: the status of China 
as a great power; the effect that growing Chinese power has on the international balance 
of power; the likelihood of continued rapid economic growth; the impact of the fall of the 
Soviet Union on the intensifying China-Japan rivalry; the degree of correlation between 
increased Chinese economic power and increased threat to regional stability; the 
dangers posed by a possible economic decline; the limited access to reliable information 
on China and the difficulties inherent in trying to infer Chinese intentions; the danger of 
imposing Western perceptual or value frameworks on Asian cultures and leaders; the 
degree to which China has played a constructive and peaceful role in Asia during recent 
decades; Russia-China relations; views of India and Japan on China and vice-versa; the 
impact of China’s aggressive weapons development programs on international 
antiproliferation efforts; China’s relations with and intentions toward Taiwan; China’s role 
in defusing tensions between North and South Korea, as well as China’s policies toward 
South Asia, including Pakistan, India, Burma, and Tibet; China’s claims and tactics in 
territorial disputes over islands in the South China Sea; China’s attempts to reduce the 
global influence or “hegemony” of the United States; and options for U.S. security 
policies toward China, including engagement, missile defense systems, and a 
deliberately “ambiguous” U.S. security commitment to Taiwan. 

0367 2001 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices, China. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. February 2002. 16pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in China, as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters in 
areas such as import regulations, other trade barriers, foreign investments, U.S. 
intellectual property protections, and workers’ rights. 

0383 China (includes Hong Kong and Macau): Country Reports on Human Rights 
Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 80pp.  
The State Department describes the character of China’s authoritarian Communist-
controlled government and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of 
international standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, 
disappearances, arbitrary arrest or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, denial 
of fair trial, interference with domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of 
assembly, freedom of religion, freedom of movement, right of free elections, 
governmental attitudes on human rights investigations, abuses of women and children, 
treatment of ethnic groups, trafficking in persons, and workers’ rights, including forced 
labor. A separate section reviewing human rights conditions in Tibet includes credible 
reports that government authorities continued to repress Tibetan Buddhists and 
nationalists, applying means such as torture, arbitrary arrest, and lengthy imprisonment 
of persons for expressing their political or religious views. 

0463 China’s Food and Agriculture: Issues for the 21st Century. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. Fred Gale. April 2002. 64pp. 
The author of this report reviews issues affecting the Chinese agriculture sector and 
speculates about future developments. The issues include the impact of rising incomes 
on consumer food demand, the pressures for increasing food imports, the rising demand 
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for meat, the inequalities among China’s regions, transportation and distribution 
problems, agricultural trade and the impacts of WTO accession, biotechnology, land 
tenure and allocation, water scarcity, agricultural labor supply, rural income, and the 
reliability of China’s statistics. The report includes supporting statistical data. 

0527 China and Strategic Culture. 
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 
Andrew Scobell. May 2002. 46pp. 
The author of this paper criticizes current depictions of China’s strategic orientation as 
either pacifist or bellicose. The author argues that the country has a dualistic strategic 
culture. The two main strands are a Confucian world view that is conflict averse and 
defensive, and a realpolitik view that favors offensive military solutions. The author 
believes that the Chinese elite combine the two views dialectically to form a “Chinese 
cult of defense.” The author examines China’s views of Japanese and U.S. strategic 
cultures. From China’s viewpoint, Japan’s culture is “warped, violent, and militaristic,” 
while the United States has an expansionist, conflict-prone culture that is obsessed with 
technology. 

0573 China: En Route to a New Role in Global Agriculture. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. Fred Gale and Bryan Lohmar. May 
2002. 4pp. 
The authors of this article discuss China’s growing agricultural sector, with an emphasis 
on the impacts of the changing food preferences of increasingly affluent Chinese 
consumers. The authors note that while most of China’s economy is now market 
focused, agricultural markets are weak, highly regulated, or nonexistent. 

0577 HIV/AIDS: China’s Titanic Peril; 2001 Update of the AIDS Situation and Needs 
Assessment Report. 
UNAIDS China Office. June 2002. 91pp. 
The UNAIDS China Office describes the current status of AIDS in China. The office 
presents information on the transmission of AIDS, as well as the lack of knowledge 
about the disease among much of the country’s population, especially people in rural 
areas, and examines specific population subgroups in China that are particularly 
vulnerable to contracting the disease. The office also assesses China’s civil response to 
the growing epidemic. The office notes that the government has not been sufficiently 
open about the prevalence of AIDS, nor has it demonstrated a strong political 
commitment or devoted sufficient resources, especially trained health professionals, to 
its prevention and control or to proper care for persons living with AIDS. 

0668 Democratic Values, Political Structures, and Alternative Politics in Greater China. 
United States Institute of Peace, Washington, D.C. David Zweig. July 2002. 55pp. 
The author of this study examines political attitudes, institutions, public participation, and 
their interrelationships in three Chinese societies: Taiwan, Hong Kong, and rural China. 
The author finds that although citizens in all three cultures possess a strong democratic 
consciousness, the political structures of their societies vary markedly, with the 
consequence that citizens resort to different means to solve political problems. Villagers 
in rural China, for example, often bypass elected village committees, which have limited 
power, and instead petition local Communist Party officers or higher level government 
officials. They also increasingly engage in nonviolent or violent protests. The report 
includes tables presenting the results of the author’s attitude surveys. 
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0723 China’s Trade Opening: Implications for Regional Stability. 
National Defense University, Washington, D.C. Howard M. Krawitz. August 2002. 6pp. 
The author of this paper expresses concern that China’s leaders are likely to encounter 
serious domestic resistance to its implementation of the trade-related and other reforms 
it is required to make upon accession to the WTO, including reductions in tariffs, 
elimination of subsidies, and the dismantling of other trade barriers that protect Chinese 
business and industry. Under these conditions, the country could become unstable and 
the current regime might resort to cultivating patriotic nationalism in order to remain in 
power. 

0729 The Impact of China’s Accession to the WTO on U.S. Agricultural Exports. 
U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. Jonathan R. Coleman, John T. 
Fry, and Devry S. Boughner. September 2002. 31pp. 
The authors of this report discuss the status of China’s implementation of its WTO 
commitments and trade concessions related to agriculture, as well as the range of 
probable impacts on U.S. producers and exporters. The authors also discuss the 
obstacles U.S. agricultural exporters will encounter as they try to take advantage of the 
greater trading opportunities that China’s WTO membership will offer. The obstacles 
include restrictive Chinese regulations covering agricultural and food imports, as well as 
strong competition from competitors in countries like Canada and Australia. 

0760 The Ongoing Reform of Land Tenure Policies in China. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. Bryan Lohmar, Agapi Somwaru, and 
Keith Wiebe. September 2002. 4pp. 
The authors of this paper describe changes during the past fifty years in the system by 
which village leaders allocate and reallocate land to households, with a focus on the 
evolution of the Household Responsibility System, in which households receive fifteen-
year contracts to their land and have the right to rent land and hire labor. 

0764 Dam Yangtze: Impact of the Three Gorges Dam on Sino-U.S. Economic Relations. 
National War College, National Defense University, Washington, D.C. David C. Johnson. 
September 27, 2002. 35pp. 
The author of this paper examines the costs and benefits of the dam—the world’s 
largest—that China plans to build on the Yangtze River. The author notes objections by 
U.S. leaders and groups as well as dissenters within China that the dam will have 
serious negative social and environmental impacts, including the relocation of over one 
million persons. The author argues, however, that the dam will be built and that the 
United States should work with China to incorporate more equitable relocation methods 
and stronger environmental safeguards in the construction of the dam. In this way, U.S. 
businesses can participate in the undertaking. 

0799 Dragon on Terrorism: Assessing China’s Tactical Gains and Strategic Losses 
Post–September 11. 
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 
Mohan Malik. October 2002. 69pp. 
The author of this paper, an Australian scholar, examines the impact of the U.S.-led 
international war on terrorism on China’s influence abroad. After reviewing the gains that 
China has made with its foreign policy during the past decade, the author argues that 
despite some short-term enhancements to China’s image that resulted from its support 
for the antiterrorist effort after September 11, 2001, China believes that the United 
States has emerged stronger, at the expense of China, Russia, and other major nations. 
Perhaps more significantly, China perceives the U.S. military expansion in central and 
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south Asia as part of a strategy to “encircle and contain China.” China also views the 
increasing U.S. penchant for unilateral action as a clear indication that the United States 
has not given up its demand for world hegemony. The author urges the United States to 
hold periodic consultations with China to allay its security concerns and misconceptions 
about the increased U.S. military presence in Asia. 

East Timor 
0868 The Role of Transition Assistance: The Case of East Timor. 

U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Jean DuRette and Glenn 
Slocum. November 2001. 22pp. 
The authors of this report evaluate the effectiveness of USAID reconstruction aid to East 
Timor in the critical period after the violence that followed its referendum for 
independence in 1999. The authors note that USAID initiated activities and procured and 
distributed commodities far more rapidly than other donors or funding organizations, 
which helped to prevent further political instability and economic deterioration. 

0890 East Timor: Final Project Report for the Period November 1, 1999–November 30, 
2001; SWIFT. 
Development Alternatives, Inc., Bethesda, Md. [2001.] 21pp. 
A USAID contractor describes the aid programs the agency implemented in East Timor 
shortly after the end of the massive violence that followed the UN-administered popular 
referendum vote for independence from Indonesia. The contractor notes that although 
the UN and international donors arrived quickly, they lacked the kind of rapid response 
mechanisms for postconflict recovery the country needed. The contractor observes that 
USAID assistance, in the form of community infrastructure, humanitarian, employment, 
and other projects, was delivered rapidly and in substantial amounts. 

0911 East Timor: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 14pp. 
The State Department describes the political and social conditions in East Timor and 
assesses the conformance of the UN Transitional Administration in East Timor 
(UNTAET) to or violations of international standards for human rights and civil liberties. 
The report covers homicide, disappearances, arbitrary arrest or detention, torture and 
other cruel punishment, denial of fair trial, interference with domestic life, freedom of 
speech and press, freedom of assembly, freedom of religion, freedom of movement, 
right of free elections, governmental attitudes on human rights investigations, abuses of 
women and children, treatment of indigenous peoples and ethnic groups, and workers’ 
rights, including forced labor. The department notes that the Australian-led International 
Force in East Timor (INTERFET) quelled the violence that erupted in 1999, repelled 
cross-border incursions by Indonesian militia, and later transferred its responsibility to 
the UNTAET peacekeeping forces. The department states that the arrival of INTERFET 
and the withdrawal of Indonesian forces in September 1999 largely brought to an end 
the decades-long pattern of serious human rights abuses by Indonesian authorities and 
their allies within East Timor.  

0925 Indonesia and East Timor Program Support Initiative Progress Report, December 
2001–May 2002. 
Development Alternatives, Inc., Bethesda, Md. 2002. 16pp. 
A USAID contractor assesses the progress of a USAID program in East Timor. The 
program includes activities in the areas of civil society strengthening, media 
development, rule of law establishment, economic recovery, community policing 
development, and civil-military relations enhancement. 
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0941 The Role of Transition Assistance: The Case of East Timor. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. September 2002. 8pp. 
USAID assesses the role of the agency’s Office of Transition Initiatives (OTI) in providing 
rapid reconstruction to postconflict East Timor, as well as strengthening the new 
country’s capacity to make the transition to independent democracy. USAID finds that 
OTI’s rapid-response initiatives played a major role in filling the gap between emergency 
relief and longer-term development programs. In particular, the Support Which 
Implements Fast Transitions (SWIFT) mechanism, an indefinite quantity contract, 
allowed fast program start-up, rapid procurement, and flexible programming. 

Reel 9 
Hong Kong 

0001 Country Commercial Guide FY 1999: Hong Kong. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. 1998. 95pp.  
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region’s commercial environment. The report 
includes sections on the country’s overall economic situation, principal growth sectors, 
government policies, balance of payments, infrastructure, political status and conditions, 
and U.S. relations. The report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and services, 
including recommended steps and practices, leading sectors for exports and investment, 
trade regulations and customs, investment climate, trade and project financing, and 
business travel. The report also includes summary economic and trade statistics, as well 
as listings of U.S. and Hong Kong contacts, market research reports, major trade show 
venues and events, and a brief review of economic and political conditions in Macau. 

0096 1998 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: Hong Kong. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. January 31, 1999. 9pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in Hong Kong, as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters 
in areas such as import regulations, other trade barriers, foreign investments, U.S. 
intellectual property protections, and workers’ rights. 

0105 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Hong Kong. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 2000. 116pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region’s commercial environment. The report 
includes sections on the country’s overall economic situation, principal growth sectors, 
government policies, balance of payments, infrastructure, political status and conditions, 
and U.S. relations. The report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and services, 
including recommended steps and practices, leading sectors for exports and investment, 
trade regulations and customs, investment climate, trade and project financing, and 
business travel. The report also includes summary economic and trade statistics, as well 
as listings of U.S. and Hong Kong contacts, market research reports, major trade show 
venues and events, and a brief review of economic and political conditions in Macau. 

0221 2001 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: Hong Kong. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. February 2002. 9pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in Hong Kong, as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters 
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in areas such as import regulations, other trade barriers, foreign investments, U.S. 
intellectual property protections, and workers’ rights. 

India 
0230 Time for a New Strategy for India. 

National War College, National Defense University, Washington, D.C. George N. 
Earnhart. [1999.] 15pp. 
The author of this thesis contends that U.S. efforts to entice India to stop nuclear testing 
and ballistic missile development through antiproliferation treaties and sanctions has not 
worked. The author recommends that the United States seek to engage India in 
economic, diplomatic, and military avenues, on the theory that incentives work better 
than sanctions. 

0245 The Tiruppur Area Development Program. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Chetan Vaidya. January 
1999. 4pp. 
USAID describes India’s first public limited company, formed to develop a water supply 
and sewer project in the industrial town of Tiruppur. 

0249 1998 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: India. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. January 31, 1999. 11pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in India, as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters in 
areas such as import regulations, other trade barriers, foreign investments, U.S. 
intellectual property protections, and workers’ rights. 

0260 Environmental Impact Assessment for Urban Environmental Infrastructure 
Projects. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. February 1999. 4pp. 
USAID reviews the current state of environmental impact assessment in India and 
describes efforts of an agency-supported program to help Indian institutions improve 
their ability to conduct impact assessments. 

0264 Developing the Capital Market in India. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. April 1999. 20pp. 
USAID asks the question why Bombay, India, has achieved far less economically than 
Singapore, which a century ago was nearly as undeveloped as Bombay. USAID 
suggests that the answer is found in the growth of Singapore’s private capital markets. 
The agency describes a project to help India’s government-directed capital allocation 
system transfer to private markets, which allocate capital much more efficiently than 
governments. USAID believes that the project has been successful. 

0284 Constraint to Developing Commercially Viable Urban Environmental Infrastructure 
Projects. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. November 1999. 4pp. 
USAID identifies and analyzes factors that have impeded the progress of Indian projects 
to build urban infrastructure projects such as water supply, sanitation, and solid waste 
facilities. The factors include inefficiencies and incompetence in project management, 
risk assessment, and private sector involvement. 
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0288 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: India. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 2000. 155pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
India’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s overall 
economic situation, principal growth sectors, government policies, infrastructure 
development, political conditions, political issues affecting business, and U.S. relations. 
The report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and services, including recommended 
steps and practices, use of local sales agents and representatives, leading sectors for 
exports and investment, trade regulations and barriers, intellectual property protection, 
investment climate, trade and project financing, and business travel. The report also 
includes summary economic and trade statistics and an extensive listing of U.S. and 
India contacts, as well as listings of market research reports and major trade show 
venues and events. 

0443 Advice Concerning Possible Modifications to the U.S. Generalized System of 
Preferences with Respect to Certain Products Imported from India. 
U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. February 2001. 73pp. 
The USITC presents findings of an investigation to determine the probable economic 
effects on U.S. industries of possible modifications to the U.S. Generalized System of 
Preferences that would eliminate duties on U.S. imports from India for selected 
categories of products. The categories include certain gold necklaces and neck chains, 
certain other jewelry, copper kitchenware coated with precious metal, and nonelectric 
brass lamps and lighting fittings.  

0516 2000 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: India. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 2001. 10pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in India, as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters in 
areas such as import regulations, other trade barriers, foreign investments, U.S. 
intellectual property protections, and workers’ rights. 

0526 Leapfrogging? India’s Information Technology Industry and the Internet. 
International Finance Corporation, World Bank, Washington, D.C. Robert R. Miller. May 
2001. 38pp. 
The author of this discussion paper examines the rapid growth of information technology 
in India in a climate of minimal governmental controls and explores the ways that 
information technology has enhanced productivity throughout the Indian economy. The 
author concludes that information technology adoption serves as an example of how 
growth can be fostered in other industries through the relaxation of unnecessary 
government regulation. 

0564 A Golden Opportunity: The Next Steps in U.S.-Indian Relations. 
National Defense University, Washington, D.C. John C. Holzman. July 2001. 6pp. 
The author of this paper suggests that if the United States wishes to lessen the risks of 
war and contain nuclear proliferation in South Asia, the first step should be the lifting of 
punitive sanctions against India and Pakistan. The United States should also strengthen 
bilateral relations and increase the number and importance of military-to-military 
contacts. 
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0570 India: Economic Growth and Poverty Reduction During the 1990s. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Catherine G. Corey. July 
2001. 25pp. 
The author of this working paper, a USAID intern, traces the evolution of the fiscal crisis 
that struck India in 1991, as well as the economic reforms that followed. These reforms 
included government spending reductions, privatization of state-owned industries, 
foreign investment promotion, and the liberalization of foreign trade policies. The author 
notes that the Indian states that have most fully embraced the reforms have achieved 
the highest economic growth rates as well as the most significant declines in poverty. 

0595 Reducing Urban and Industrial Pollution in India. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. August 2001. 16pp. 
USAID assesses the progress of several large-scale projects the agency designed to 
help large Indian cities reduce pollutant emissions through the use of U.S. abatement 
technologies. The agency finds that progress has been made on a number of fronts but 
also that the lack of baseline data prevents clear-cut conclusions that USAID projects 
provided the major stimulus for the environmental improvements. 

0611 USAID/India Agricultural Strategy. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. November 19, 2001. 
100pp. 
USAID reviews a range of options for its agricultural programs and investments in India 
during the period FY2003–FY2008. The agency identifies the following as the most 
promising projects or initiatives: agricultural policy reforms, agricultural markets 
development, India-U.S. collaborative biotechnology research, scientific exchange 
programs, improved farm water management, irrigation power pricing reforms, 
expansion of rural area access to information communication technology, and 
horticultural markets and enterprises development. 

0711 India: Sustainable Microfinance for the Informal Sector. 
Weidemann Associates, Inc., Arlington, Va. Girija Srinivasan and Roberto J. Castro. 
December 2001. 61pp. 
The authors of this report examine the lack of access to credit by poor people and small 
businesspersons in India and present recommendations for facilitating the development 
of microfinance institutions. These institutions include informal neighborhood self-help 
groups and women’s groups that provide savings and credit, federations of self-help 
groups, nongovernmental organizations that link self-help groups with commercial 
banks, nongovernmental organizations that act as financial intermediaries, cooperatives, 
and nonbank finance companies. The authors describe USAID’s technical, training, and 
financial assistance to the institutions. 

0772 Education Sector Review: Education Sector Assistance Options. USAID/India.  
The Mitchell Group, Inc., Washington, D.C. Norman Rifkin, Ranjana Srivastava, and 
Frank Method. December 7, 2001. 75pp. 
The authors of this report describe and assess various options for USAID programs and 
initiatives to support the reform and development of India’s education sector. The 
authors recommend that USAID establish U.S.-India professional exchanges and 
linkages among educational institutions, provide aid to local school systems to develop 
planning and assessment capacities, and contribute substantial financial aid to support 
education sector reforms. 
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0847 India: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001.  
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 51pp. 
The State Department describes the structure of India’s constitutional parliamentary 
democracy government and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of 
international standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, 
disappearances, arbitrary arrest or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, denial 
of fair trial, interference with domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of 
assembly, freedom of religion, freedom of movement, right of free elections, 
governmental attitudes on human rights investigations, abuses of women and children, 
treatment of persons with disabilities, treatment of indigenous peoples and minorities, 
intercaste conflicts, workers’ rights, and trafficking in persons. 

0898 Revitalizing Policies for Food Security and Poverty Alleviation in South Asia (India 
Component), Fourth Quarterly Report. 
International Food Policy Research Institute, Washington, D.C. November 2002. 3pp. 
The International Food Policy Research Institute summarizes accomplishments of a 
USAID-supported initiative to support Indian efforts to achieve food security and reform 
grain procurement, storage, and distribution policies. 

Indonesia 
0901 Bureaucratic Politics and the Spoiled F-16 Sale to Indonesia. 

National War College, National Defense University, Washington, D.C. Gary T. Rogers. 
[1998.] 13pp. 
The author of this thesis examines the alleged self-serving tactics used by various power 
groups who influenced the Clinton administration’s plan to sell nine U.S. F-16 fighter jets 
to Indonesia—a plan that ultimately failed. The power groups included the U.S. Air 
Force, the State Department, U.S. businesses, Congress, and the president. 

0914 Indonesia: An Environmental Security Assessment. 
Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Elizabeth B. Borrelli. April 1998. 66pp. 
The author of this thesis examines the state of the environment in Indonesia, including 
major problems such as too-rapid urbanization, species extinction, deforestation from 
clearing as well as forest fires, and marine resources degradation. The author believes 
that these environmental problems are causing instability in Southeast Asia, and could 
lead to internal or international conflict, as well as U.S. involvement. The major 1997 
Indonesian forest fire, for example, blanketed the entire region in smoke and haze for 
months. Potential long-term health effects of this disaster and the threat of future legal 
action by neighboring countries might cause the United States to intervene. The author 
quotes U.S. Secretary of State Madeline K. Albright: “Today, environmental issues are 
part of the mainstream of American foreign policy.” 

0980 1998 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: Indonesia. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. January 31, 1999. 11pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in Indonesia, as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters in 
areas such as import regulations, other trade barriers, foreign investments, U.S. 
intellectual property protections, and workers’ rights. 
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Reel 10 
Indonesia cont. 

0001 Impact Assessment of OTI/Indonesia FY1999 Program. 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Arlington, Va. Elizabeth Osborn. April 10, 2000. 54pp.  
The author of this report describes and assesses Indonesia programs of USAID’s Office 
of Transition Initiatives (OTI), an agency that provides rapid and flexible assistance to 
countries undergoing political transition. The author specifically examines three program 
categories: elections, media, and civil societies. The elections program, for example, 
included activities designed to train journalists to cover elections, as well as to educate 
voters through workshops and public service announcements. The author notes various 
positive impacts of the programs, as well as problems, with many beneficiaries reporting 
that the OTI’s activities were “rushed.” 

0055 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Indonesia. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 2000. 120pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Indonesia’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
overall economic situation and the degree to which it has recovered from the 1997–98 
Asian financial crisis, banking sector difficulties, principal growth sectors, government 
policies, infrastructure development, political conditions, political issues affecting 
business, and U.S. relations. The report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and 
services, including recommended steps and practices, use of local sales agents and 
representatives, leading sectors for exports and investment, trade regulations and 
barriers, intellectual property protection, investment climate, trade and project financing, 
and business travel. The report also includes summary economic and trade statistics 
and an extensive listing of U.S. and Indonesia contacts, as well as listings of market 
research reports and major trade show venues and events. 

0175 Indonesia: Establishing Democratic Civilian Control of the Military in Indonesia. 
National Democratic Institute for International Affairs, Washington, D.C. 2000. 8pp. 
A USAID contractor assesses the activities and achievements of an agency program to 
help the Indonesian government gain control of its military through steps including the 
development of a large group of civilians with expertise in defense and security affairs, 
as well as assistance in drafting legislation that more clearly defines civil-military 
relations. 

0183 Indonesia: Supporting Parties, Civil Society Organizations and the Democratic 
Transition Process. 
National Democratic Institute for International Affairs, Washington, D.C. 2000. 13pp. 
A USAID contractor describes a variety of programs the firm conducts to further the 
transition to democracy in Indonesia. USAID aims to strengthen the ability of political 
parties to participate in a democratic, multiparty political environment, as well as to 
support the constructive involvement of civil society organizations to work effectively 
within the new political environment. 

0196 Business Development Services for Small and Medium Enterprises and 
Cooperatives in Indonesia: Some Key Guidelines and Needs.  
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Eduardo Canela. April 
2001. 69pp. 
The author of this report describes and assesses the effectiveness of a short-term 
USAID project to facilitate the Indonesian government’s provision of services to small 
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and medium-sized businesses and cooperatives. The author asserts that the USAID 
program has enabled the Indonesian government to clarify its strategy for aiding small 
businesses. USAID provided the government with application forms and sample 
contracts, as well as suggested advertisements, promotional guides and brochures, and 
instructions for establishing fee-charging systems.  

0265 An Overview of Indonesia’s Trade Policy During the 1990s. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Stephen L. Magiera, 
Nathan Associates. May 2001. 6pp. 
The author of this paper assesses Indonesia’s trade policy. The country implemented 
trade reforms through a series of annual deregulation packages that converted nontariff 
barriers into tariffs, reduced tariffs, and removed restrictions on foreign investment. The 
author finds that the government “has made a tremendous effort to integrate Indonesia 
into the world economy.” 

0271 Regional Autonomy and the Business Climate: Three Kabupaten Case Studies 
from North Sumatra. 
SMERU Research Institute, Jakarta, Indonesia. May 2001. 47pp. 
The SMERU Research Institute examines the fiscal activities of three local governments 
in the Indonesian province of North Sumatra. The institute finds that all three 
governments have created many new regulations to increase revenues. The institute 
believes that the local governments are creating an excessive regulatory environment 
that will impede economic growth, reduce the competitiveness of local products, and 
perhaps lead to social unrest. 

0318 Pricing and Tariffing of Telecommunications Service in Indonesia: Principles and 
Practice.  
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Martin Taschdjian.  
August 21, 2001. 20pp. 
The author of this report describes the progress and key elements of Indonesia’s 
privatization of the country’s telecommunications sector. The author examines the 
benefits of competition, the unsustainability of monopoly tariffs and pricing, the 
achievement of universal service, the interconnection of competing networks, and the 
need for clear and consistent regulations. 

0338 Economic Development and Development Planning: A Short Note. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. William Wallace. 
August 27, 2001. 7pp. 
The author of this paper traces the evolution of economic development planning in 
Indonesia. The author argues that the country has moved toward plans that have shorter 
timeframes, are more issue oriented, and are evaluated according to explicit 
performance indicators. 

0345 Wage and Employment Effects of Minimum Wage Policy in the Indonesian Urban 
Labor Market. 
SMERU Research Institute, Jakarta, Indonesia. October 2001. 85pp. 
The SMERU Research Institute estimates the impact of minimum wage increases on the 
employment of lower paid, more vulnerable workers including women, youth, blue-collar, 
and less-educated workers. The institute has identified the types of employers who 
complied with the minimum wage laws, as well as the characteristics of workers who 
were more likely to be paid more than the minimum rate. The institute finds that 
minimum wage increases negatively impact urban employment generally, with 
employment falling approximately 2 percent for every 10 percent increase in the 
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minimum wage. Employment of white-collar workers, for example, has a positive 
correlation to the increases. 

0430 Fiscal Decentralization in Indonesia: The First Year in Review and the Challenges 
Ahead. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Roy Bahl. January 2002. 
5pp. 
The author of this report argues that Indonesia’s fiscal decentralization to subnational 
governments has not resulted in the breakdown of public services, as the International 
Monetary Fund had warned. The author contends, however, that the national 
government must effectively oversee the process to ensure its fairness, as well as 
enforce hard budget constraints on regional governments to hold them accountable for 
their budget practices. 

0435 Final Evaluation of the Clean Urban Project. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C., and Checchi and 
Company Consulting, Inc., Washington, D.C. Hugh Evans, Howard Edwards, Azwar 
Hasan, Lia Juliani, and Hal Sullivan. January 2002. 85pp. 
The authors of this report describe and evaluate a USAID program in Indonesia 
designed to facilitate community participation in local government decision-making, 
particularly in matters affecting the construction and operation of urban environmental 
infrastructure. The authors assess the progress of the program in improving the 
regulatory framework and administrative and financial management of local 
governments providing urban services. The authors note that the program has had 
several key achievements, including the successful application for a major loan from the 
World Bank, as well as increased citizen participation in the planning process. 

0520 Factors Affecting the Competitiveness of, and Impact of the 1997–99 Monetary 
Crisis on, Selected Small and Medium Manufacturing Industries in Central and 
West Java. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Robert C. Rice, Herustiati, 
and A. Junaidi. January 24, 2002. 72pp. 
The authors of this report describe the results of a survey of small and medium-sized 
manufacturing firms in Central and West Java. The researchers asked the firms to 
identify and rank the three factors that most inhibited the competitiveness of their 
companies, as well as the perceived impact of the Asian financial crisis on these factors. 
Among the factors widely reported were capital availability and increased prices for raw 
materials. The authors note that half of the responding firms reported that their 
competitiveness had suffered because of the financial crisis. The authors also observe 
that the factors inhibiting competitiveness vary widely among industries. 

0592 2001 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: Indonesia. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. February 2002. 10pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in Indonesia, as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters in 
areas such as import regulations, other trade barriers, foreign investments, U.S. 
intellectual property protections, and workers’ rights. 

0602 The Role of Transition Assistance: The Case of Indonesia. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Jean DuRette and Glenn 
Slocum. March 2002. 39pp. 
The authors of this working paper evaluate the effectiveness of USAID programs 
providing flexible, short-term assistance to help conflict-prone countries such as 
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Indonesia achieve peaceful progress toward democracy. The authors conclude that, on 
the one hand, USAID delivered transition aid quickly and, in many cases, effectively. The 
agency’s election project, for example, informed the public on political issues and 
provided aid to peace committees. On the other hand, transition aid needs to be 
coordinated with sustainable development programs, not to compete with them. 

0641 Indonesia: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001.  
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 44pp. 
The State Department describes the character of Indonesia’s government and political 
conditions and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of international 
standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, 
disappearances, arbitrary arrest or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, denial 
of fair trial, interference with domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of 
assembly, freedom of religion, freedom of movement, right of free elections, other 
political rights, governmental attitudes on human rights investigations, abuses of women 
and children, treatment of indigenous peoples and ethnic groups, workers’ rights 
including forced labor, and trafficking in persons. The department notes that although the 
Indonesian government is making progress in some areas, serious human rights abuses 
continue in the country, often committed by security forces, which are not totally under 
civilian control. These offenses often occur in areas where separatist movements are 
active, such as Aceh, Papua, and the former East Timor. 

0685 The Competitiveness of Indonesian Non-Oil Products in Major Markets: Market 
Shares in the United States and Japan. 
Partnership for Economic Growth, Jakarta, Indonesia. William E. James. March 11, 
2002. 173pp. 
The author of this report presents an assessment with detailed statistical data of the 
relative competitive position of Indonesian exports in the two largest markets for its non-
oil exports, the United States and Japan. The author focuses on the market shares for 
Indonesian products versus those of competing countries, using import statistics of the 
United States and Japan. The author identifies several significant developments. First, 
the recessions in the two countries negatively impacted their imports from Indonesia and 
elsewhere. Second, Indonesia’s export market share rose in more commodity groups 
than those in which it declined, and Indonesian products often fared better than 
comparable exports from other ASEAN nations. Third, China appears to be a major and 
successful competitor in a large number of categories. Other countries, including 
Mexico, Canada, and Caribbean states, present formidable competition in the U.S. 
market. The author also examines the likely future influence of changes in the 
international trading system such as the Uruguay Round Agreement on Textiles and 
Textile Products, as well as the entry of China into the WTO. 

0858 Kemana: Indonesia’s Financial Sector? 
Partnership for Economic Growth, Jakarta, Indonesia. Lloyd R. Kenward. July 2002. 
38pp. 
This document contains two reports: one covering the current conditions in Indonesia’s 
banking sector and the other covering developments in Indonesia’s capital markets. The 
author of these reports examines the outlook for and key issues affecting each sector. 
The author observes that the recent Asian financial crisis severely damaged the banking 
sector but also that it is now recapitalizing, consolidating, and recovering. The bond 
market is also recovering, after suffering major setbacks during and after the crisis. The 
stock market, however, appears to be experiencing a period of volatile swings. 
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0896 The Role of Regional Assembly in Achieving the Objective of Decentralization and 
Regional Perspectives in the Implementation of Decentralization. 
Center for Institutional Reform and the Informal Sector, University of Maryland, College 
Park, Md. H. Syahruddin and Werry Darta Taifur. July 2002. 17pp. 
The authors of this report describe the changing relationships among Indonesia’s 
national, regional, and local governments. The authors focus on the actions and 
responsibilities of the Regional Assembly in achieving its mandate to decentralize 
authority from the national to local governments. The authors emphasize that the 
Regional Assembly is no longer merely an instrument of the central government but is 
more representative of the citizenry. 

0913 “Building Institutions for Good Governance.” 
International City/County Management Association, Jakarta, Indonesia. July 9, 2002. 
49pp. 
The International City/County Management Association, working for USAID, describes 
the activities and accomplishments of various collaborative projects in which USAID 
partners experts from selected Indonesian cities or provinces with counterparts in the 
United States in order to initiate and manage programs in areas such as forest 
conservation, port and harbor development, leadership training, new town development, 
and information systems development. 

Japan 
0962 Japanese Banking Problems: Implications for Southeast Asia. 

Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Mass. Joe Peek and Eric S. Rosengren. October 23, 
1998. 50pp. 
The authors of this paper examine problems affecting the Japanese banking sector, in 
light of both domestic problems and the Asian financial crisis. The authors first document 
the expansion and the initial stage of retrenchment of lending by Japanese banks in 
Southeast Asia. Next, the authors examine the response of Japanese banks to their 
problems at home, as exemplified by their lending behavior in Southeast Asia, as well as 
in Japan and in the United States. Finally, the authors compare the Japanese response 
to that of their U.S. and European competitors. 

Reel 11 
Japan cont. 

0001 Japan-U.S. Business Report. 
Japan Economic Institute, Washington, D.C. December 1998. 34pp. 
The Japan Economic Institute summarizes recent developments involving Japanese 
companies in the United States and U.S. companies in Japan. The summaries cover 
topics such as equity investments, capital investments, acquisitions and mergers, other 
financing activities, capacity expansions, product introductions, major contracts, joint 
ventures, and marketing and distribution arrangements. The institute organizes the 
summaries according to major industries: chemicals, computers, construction, 
machinery, financial services, food and agricultural products, metals and products, 
photographic equipment, instruments and medical equipment, semiconductors, software, 
telecommunications, and transportation equipment. 
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0035 Japan-U.S. Business Report. 
Japan Economic Institute, Washington, D.C. January 1999. 36pp. 
The Japan Economic Institute summarizes recent developments involving Japanese 
companies in the United States, and U.S. companies in Japan. The summaries cover 
topics such as equity investments, capital investments, acquisitions and mergers, other 
financing activities, capacity expansions, product introductions, major contracts, joint 
ventures, and marketing and distribution arrangements. The institute organizes the 
summaries according to major industries: chemicals, computers, construction, 
machinery, financial services, food and agricultural products, metals and products, 
photographic equipment, instruments and medical equipment, semiconductors, software, 
telecommunications, and transportation equipment. 

0071 Are All Banking Crises Alike? The Japanese Experience in International 
Comparison. 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Michael Hutchison and Kathleen McDill. 
April 1999. 44pp. 
The authors of this paper compare the causes, depth, duration, and consequences of 
the Japanese financial crisis with those experienced by other Asian countries. The 
authors use an econometric model to analyze the impact that certain factors have on the 
likelihood of a financial crisis. These factors include asset prices and institutional 
characteristics including financial liberalization status, presence of explicit deposit 
insurance, moral hazard, and central bank stance. The authors find that Japan’s crisis is 
unusual in its long duration, as well as the length of the coincident recession and the 
slow government response. 

0115 Report to President William Jefferson Clinton of the Interagency Enforcement 
Team Regarding the U.S.-Japan Agreement on Autos and Auto Parts. 
U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C., and Office of the U.S. Trade 
Representative, Washington, D.C. June 3, 1999. 43pp. 
The U.S. Commerce Department and the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative review 
the implementation of a Japan-U.S. agreement designed to improve the access of U.S. 
automobile and parts manufacturers to the Japan market by eliminating restrictive trade 
practices, including Japan’s exclusionary vehicle distribution systems and parts 
purchasing practices. The agencies find that although Japan has taken some positive 
steps to implement the agreement, the country needs to do more to deregulate the 
automotive sector and facilitate the growth of a more open competitive environment. 

0158 Japanese Management Views on Overseas Exchange Listings: Survey Results. 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Nobuyoshi Yamori and Taija Baba. 
October 1999. 29pp. 
The authors of this paper present the results of a survey in which Japanese corporate 
managers were asked whether they list their stocks on overseas stock exchanges and, if 
not, why not. The study reveals that Japanese executives tend to view information 
disclosure and financial reporting requirements as the primary obstacles to overseas 
listing, despite the acknowledged beneficial effects of listing. 

0187 Japan-U.S. Business Report. 
Japan Economic Institute, Washington, D.C. December 1999. 50pp. 
The Japan Economic Institute summarizes recent developments involving Japanese 
companies in the United States and U.S. companies in Japan. The summaries cover 
topics such as equity investments, capital investments, acquisitions and mergers, other 
financing activities, capacity expansions, product introductions, major contracts, joint 
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ventures, and marketing and distribution arrangements. The institute organizes the 
summaries according to major industries: chemicals, computers, construction, 
machinery, financial services, food and agricultural products, metals and products, 
photographic equipment, instruments and medical equipment, semiconductors, software, 
telecommunications, and transportation equipment. 

0237 Credible Nuclear Deterrence for Japan. 
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif. David C. Rasmussen. March 2000. 98pp. 
The author of this thesis expresses concern that the U.S. nuclear deterrent intended to 
protect Japan has lost credibility in recent years because of the declining importance of 
nuclear weapons in U.S. defense strategy. The author argues that the United States 
should take certain steps to demonstrate its resolve to defend Japan with nuclear 
weapons, especially increased U.S.-Japan government-to-government and military-to-
military discussions in which the United States reassures Japan of its commitment. At 
the same time, the United States should develop missile defense systems and pursue 
modest nuclear arms reductions.  

0335 The Evolution of “Too-Big-To-Fail” Policy in Japan: Evidence from Market Equity 
Values.  
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Mark M. Spiegel and Nobuyoshi Yamori. 
April 2000. 36pp. 
The authors of this paper examine the impact of bank regulatory policies on bank equity 
values in Japan during the years 1995–98. The results indicate that investors grouped 
banks according to regulatory status in guessing whether a bank was considered by the 
government as “too big to fail.” On learning of the closure of a bank, the market placed 
greater discipline on banks of equal and lesser regulatory status. In particular, the equity 
values of banks of equal or lesser regulatory status exhibit greater sensitivity to future 
bank closure announcements, and the excess returns of banks can be related to 
indicators of bank asset risk. 

0371 Japan-U.S. Business Report. 
Japan Economic Institute, Washington, D.C. June 2000. 50pp. 
The Japan Economic Institute summarizes recent developments involving Japanese 
companies in the United States and U.S. companies in Japan. The summaries cover 
topics such as equity investments, capital investments, acquisitions and mergers, other 
financing activities, capacity expansions, product introductions, major contracts, joint 
ventures, and marketing and distribution arrangements. The institute organizes the 
summaries according to major industries: chemicals, computers, construction, 
machinery, financial services, food and agricultural products, metals and products, 
photographic equipment, instruments and medical equipment, semiconductors, software, 
telecommunications, and transportation equipment. 

0421 The Changing Application of Norms to Foreign Policy in U.S.-Japan Relations: An 
Alliance Based on “Shared Values and Interests.” 
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif. Jon R. Gabrielson. June 2000. 212pp. 
The author of this thesis starts by asserting that the United States and Japan share the 
ideals of the protection of freedom, the pursuit of democracy, and respect for human 
rights but that these ideals mean different things in the two countries. The author uses a 
theoretical model to compare and contrast the two governments’ application of the 
ideals, or “norms,” to practical decisions involving important matters of national defense, 
economic policy, world order, and ideology. Examining key events in U.S.-Japanese 
historical relations as case studies, the author attempts to assess the blending of 
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pragmatism and idealism in the key foreign policy decisions of the United States and 
Japan. One such event was President Nixon’s visit to China, which “blindsided” Japan 
and led it to wonder about the depth of the U.S. commitment to Japan’s security. The 
author recommends U.S.-Japanese cooperation to slowly wean Japan away from 
dependence on the United States for security. 

0633 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Japan. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 2000. 115pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Japan’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s overall 
economic situation, principal growth sectors, government policies, infrastructure 
development, regional conditions and business climates, political conditions, and U.S. 
relations. The report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and services, including 
recommended steps and practices, leading sectors for exports and investment, trade 
regulations and customs, investment climate, trade and project financing, and business 
travel. The report also includes summary economic and trade statistics, as well as 
listings of U.S. and Japan contacts, market research reports, and major trade show 
venues and events. 

0748 Theater Missile Defense in Japan: Implications for the U.S.-China-Japan Strategic 
Relationship. 
Strategic Studies Institute, U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. 
Patrick M. O’Donogue. September 2000. 36pp. 
The author of this thesis explores the potential effects of the U.S.-Japan program to 
develop and deploy a sea-based theater missile defense (TMD) system on the two 
countries’ strategic relations with China and with each other. TMD development, the 
author believes, will change the role of Japan’s self-defense forces. The author notes 
that China objects to the deployment, in part because it fears that the missiles may be 
used to defend Taiwan in the case of a conflict with the mainland. The Chinese predict 
that U.S.-Japanese TMD cooperation will lead to Japan’s eventual remilitarization. 

0784 The United States and Japan: Advancing Toward a Mature Partnership. 
Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense University, Washington, D.C. 
October 11, 2000. 7pp. 
The Institute for National Strategic Studies presents the consensus view of the members 
of a bipartisan study group on the future strategic and economic relationship between 
the United States and Japan. The group argues that in the aftermath of the cold war, the 
relationship has lost its focus and coherence. The group recommends that the United 
States and Japan resume more active dialogues on areas of shared interests such as 
Japan’s quest for a permanent seat on the UN Security Council, the need for China to 
become a “positive force” in regional affairs, and support for Russia’s stability. 

0791 The Use of Cyclical Indicators in Estimating the Output Gap in Japan. 
Federal Reserve Board, Washington, D.C. Jane Haltmaier. April 2001. 30pp. 
The author of this paper lays out a problem: the gap between actual and potential output 
growth is a key determinant of inflationary pressures in an economy. The gap has 
important implications for macroeconomic policy but is difficult to estimate with precision. 
The key task is to separate the cyclical component from the underlying trend. The author 
presents a methodology that accomplishes the separation, in order to estimate the 
output gap for Japan, in which a decade of slack growth has introduced much 
uncertainty.  
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0821 Japan’s Constitution, Prospects for Change: Impact on U.S. Presence in Japan. 
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif. Stephen E. Duke. June 2001. 108pp. 
The author of this thesis argues that Japan should become an equal partner in the U.S.-
Japan strategic alliance and assume its share of the defense burden. The author 
believes that “it is not a matter of if but when” Japan will revise its constitution and 
remove the section that prohibits Japanese forces from participating in collective 
defense arrangements, including joint military operations with U.S. forces and collective 
security activities like UN peacekeeping operations. The author predicts that Japan will 
then require a significant U.S. force withdrawal from Japan and that the first units to go 
will probably be the marine forces stationed on Okinawa. The author insists, however, 
that the United States must maintain certain bases in Japan, as well as that the marines 
should be relocated elsewhere in East or Southeast Asia to help maintain stability in the 
region. 

0929 The Impact of Japan’s Financial Stabilization Laws on Bank Equity Values. 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Mark M. Spiegel and Nobuyoshi Yamori. 
September 2001. 22pp. 
The authors of this paper examine the expectations of equity markets in Japan regarding 
the impacts of financial regulatory reform acts passed in Japan in the fall of 1998 to 
assist troubled banks. Examining evidence in the equity markets, the authors find that 
the anticipated impact of some of the reforms was mixed, while the impact of the Rapid 
Revitalization Act was expected to disproportionately favor weaker banks, indicating the 
market’s skepticism about whether the acts would lead to true banking reform. 

0951 Great Leaps in Japan’s Security Policy in an International Context: The Way 
Ahead. 
U.S. Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Hisakazu Kakegawa. April 4, 
2002. 31pp. 
The author of this paper, a Japanese military officer, examines the evolution of Japan’s 
defense forces and security policy since the end of World War II. The author argues that 
the prohibition on Japan’s right of collective self-defense should be lifted, because it 
constrains the country from cooperating with the U.S.-led international coalition fighting 
world terrorism. Only through this step can Japan fully participate in future coalition 
efforts. 

0982 U.S.-Japan Industry and Technology Management Training Program. 
U.S.-Japan Technology Management Center, Palo Alto, Calif. James S. Harris and 
Richard B. Dasher. January 7, 2002. 66pp. 
The authors of this report describe the activities and accomplishments of the U.S.-Japan 
Industry and Technology Management Training Program (USJTMC) in Stanford 
University’s School of Engineering. The USJTMC is an ongoing center for the study of 
Japanese advanced technology, focusing on both research trends and technology 
management practices. The authors note that the center has produced analyses of 
Japanese research as well as industry trends in cutting-edge fields such as 
optoelectronics, flat-panel displays, nanotechnologies, and system-on-chip integration. 
In addition, USJTMC seminars and conferences have become popular venues in which 
U.S. industry and laboratory researchers and technology managers come together with 
Stanford University experts to examine Japanese and East Asian high technology 
developments. The authors conclude that the USJTMC has successfully achieved the 
major goals in its mandate. 
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Reel 12 
Japan cont. 

0001 U.S. Food Exporter’s Guide to Japan. 
U.S. Agricultural Trade Offices, Tokyo and Osaka, Japan. 2002. 45pp. 
U.S. agricultural trade offices review the structure of the food marketing sector in Japan, 
as well as consumer preferences and buying habits and the market for imported foods. 
The offices also offer advice to U.S. exporters who wish to market high-value food 
products in the country, summarize regulations and certification requirements, and list 
key contacts. 

0046 Nanotechnology in Japan. 
National Science Foundation Regional Office, Tokyo, Japan. Rajinder P. Khosla. 
June 12, 2002. 14pp. 
The author of this report examines the status and directions of nanotechnology research 
in Japan. Nanotechnology is a branch of materials science in which electronic devices 
and other products are engineered from single molecules. 

0060 Annual Reform Recommendations from the Government of the United States to 
the Government of Japan under the U.S.-Japan Regulatory Reform and 
Competition Policy Initiative. 
Washington, D.C. October 23, 2002. 49pp. 
This report covers efforts made by the government of Japan to promote competition in 
various industry sectors through regulatory reform. The industry sectors include 
telecommunications, information technology, energy, medical devices and 
pharmaceuticals, and financial services. The report includes discussions of competition 
policy, legal services and judicial reform, commercial law, and the distribution sector. 

Korea 
0109 Korea and U.S. Security Strategy: A Time for Change. 

Air War College, Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Carl W. Baker. April 1998. 90pp. 
The author of this thesis reviews U.S. security policies toward the two Koreas since the 
1953 armistice, as well as the evolution of North-South peace initiatives and the 
obstacles that have so far prevented a final peace agreement. The author specifically 
examines issues affecting U.S.–South Korea military relations, the U.S. military’s interest 
in maintaining the armistice, the fitful movements toward North-South reunification, the 
implementation of the 1994 Agreed Framework with North Korea, the prospects for the 
Four Party Peace Talks, and the impact of all the foregoing on the U.S.–South Korea 
security alliance. The author argues that the United States should work to evolve the 
existing bilateral security arrangement into a multilateral one involving other powers, 
while ensuring that U.S. economic interests are protected. 

0199 Mistrust and the Korean Peninsula: Dangers of Miscalculation. 
United States Institute of Peace, Washington, D.C. October 1998. 9pp. 
The U.S. Institute of Peace argues that there is evidence suggesting that North Korea 
may be pursuing a clandestine underground nuclear weapons development program at 
the same time that the country appears to be cooperating with the United States in 
dismantling its overt nuclear program. 
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0208 Korean Futures Project. International Simulation. 
U.S. Naval War College, Newport, R.I. C. Dale Walton. 2000. 26pp. 
The author of this thesis reports findings of a simulation that predicted the responses of 
the governments of South Korea, the United States, China, Russia, Japan, and other 
countries to plausible developments in the Korean peninsula, including political change 
in North Korea, a military confrontation between the North and South, and the unification 
of the two Koreas. The simulation participants, who were important officials or experts 
from a number of countries, appeared to agree that maintenance of the status quo, 
perhaps even for decades, might be the optimal policy. The report includes a detailed 
Korea chronology dating from 57 B.C. 

0234 Maintaining Stability in Northeast Asia Throughout the Reunification of Korea. 
Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Chuji Ando. April 2000. 53pp. 
The author of this thesis, a Japanese self-defense force officer, examines security 
issues related to the possible reunification of North and South Korea. The author argues 
that reunification will not automatically remove destabilizing conditions in the region but 
will create another struggle for preeminence among China, Russia, Japan, the United 
States, and Korea. The author proposes a strategy for minimizing unfavorable outcomes 
such as a Japan-Korea confrontation, domestic disorder in a unified Korea, and 
controversy over U.S. forces in Korea. 

0287 Planning for a Peaceful Korea. 
Strategic Studies Institute, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania. Edited by Henry D. Sokolski. 
February 2001. 348pp. 
The Strategic Studies Institute presents a compilation of research monographs that were 
written by national security experts to help develop strategies to curb the threat posed by 
North Korea’s strategic weapons programs. The monograph authors use the method of 
“competitive strategies” to compare the relative costs, risks, and rewards of alternative 
strategies for accomplishing the same end. Instead of focusing on how the United States 
and its allies might cooperate with North Korea, the authors identify and assess the 
competing strategies that the North might have regarding the Korean peninsula’s future. 
This process would identify those “peaceful competitions” the United States and its allies 
might engage in and win, in order to undermine the North’s “most offensive behavior.” As 
a group, the authors in this compilation argue that the United States must retain a strong 
force projection in Northeast Asia. They contrast their views to those of “engagement 
theorists,” who contend that certain recent events such as the cordial summit between 
the presidents of North and South Korea indicate a sincere intention by the North to 
achieve peaceful reconciliation with the South. The compilation authors argue to the 
contrary that North Korea’s weapons proliferation, military intimidation, human rights 
abuses, and “strategic deception” in dealing with the United States, South Korea, and 
Japan require the United States and its allies to view apparently conciliatory gestures by 
North Korea with skepticism, as well as to maintain “a good deal of vigilance.” 
Specifically, the group recommends that the allies develop their advantages in advanced 
conventional arms against North Korea, that the allies must oppose more vigorously 
Pyongyang’s egregious violations of its citizens’ rights, and finally, that the allies should 
attempt to modify the 1994 Agreed Framework’s provision under which they promise to 
construct nuclear reactors in North Korea, in exchange for a commitment by the North to 
dismantle nuclear weapons and allow international nuclear inspections. 
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0635 Anticipating Strategic Surprise on the Korean Peninsula. 
National Defense University, Washington, D.C. James J. Przystup. March 2002. 6pp. 
The author of this report examines the volatility and unpredictability of North Korea and 
its president, Kim Jong Il. The author recommends that in dealing with this regime, U.S. 
policy makers should employ an “activist” diplomatic and security strategy that exploits 
the regime’s concerns with its own survival and a rapidly failing economy. 

0641 Countering North Korean Special Purpose Forces. 
Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Troy P. Krause. April 1999. 55pp. 
The author of this thesis reviews information on the composition and capabilities of North 
Korea’s special purpose forces. The author outlines airborne forces, reconnaissance 
brigades, light infantry, maritime special forces, stealth ships, submarines, and 
amphibious light infantry brigades, as well as the extensive tunnel network the forces 
could use to infiltrate South Korea. The author then evaluates countermeasures 
available to the United States and South Korea, including fighters, gunships, and 
antiship missiles, and recommends the AH-64 attack helicopter as the primary vehicle 
for attacking the North Korean forces. 

0696 The Politics of Famine in North Korea. 
United States Institute of Peace, Washington, D.C. Andrew Natsios. August 2, 1999. 
16pp. 
The author of this report analyzes the extent and effects of North Korea’s famine, 
including the starvation of several million people, as well as responses to it by the 
government and the international community. The author argues that international 
humanitarian aid has stimulated private markets, reduced food prices, and undermined 
central government propaganda attacks on South Korea and the United States. 

0712 Korea, Democratic People’s Republic of: Country Reports on Human Rights 
Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 15pp. 
The State Department describes the character of North Korea’s absolute dictatorship 
government and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of international 
standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, 
disappearances, arbitrary arrest or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, denial 
of fair trial, interference with domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of 
assembly, freedom of religion, freedom of movement, right of free elections, 
governmental prohibition of human rights investigations, abuses of women and children, 
workers’ rights, and working conditions. The department concludes that the government, 
especially the security forces, have continued to commit serious and widespread human 
rights abuses. 

0727 Overcoming Humanitarian Dilemmas in the DPRK (North Korea). 
United States Institute of Peace, Washington, D.C. Hazel Smith. July 2002. 16pp. 
The author of this report examines the challenges faced by international humanitarian 
aid agencies that have conducted operations in North Korea since the mid-1990s. The 
author notes that while a few organizations have decided to terminate their Korean 
operations, most bodies report that they, as well as the Korean government itself, have 
gradually begun to adapt to and accommodate each other. 
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0743 Korean Banks’ Responses to the Strengthening of Capital Adequacy 
Requirements. 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Inwon Song. March 1998. 51pp. 
The author of this paper examines responses by Korean banks to risk-weighted capital 
adequacy requirements set by the Basle Committee of the Bank for International 
Settlements. The author finds that Korean banks generally did not utilize “cosmetic” 
adjustments to increase their capital ratios, nor did they typically resort to using capital 
gains, revaluation of reserves, or securities revaluation gains to boost capital ratios. 
Rather, banks seem to have made serious efforts to increase their effective capital by 
issuing new shares, subordinated debt, and depository receipts. 

0794 1998 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: Republic of 
Korea. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. January 31, 1999. 12pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in South Korea, an assessment of the effects of the 1997–98 financial crisis, and 
a review of specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters in areas such as tariff 
and nontariff trade barriers, U.S. intellectual property protections, and workers’ rights. 

0806 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Korea. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 2000. 130pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
South Korea’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
overall economic situation, principal growth sectors, government policies, balance of 
payments, infrastructure development, political conditions, and political issues affecting 
business. The report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and services, including 
recommended steps and practices, establishing an office, use of local sales agents and 
representatives, leading sectors for exports and investment, trade regulations and 
barriers, intellectual property protection, investment climate, trade and project financing, 
and business travel. The report also includes summary economic and trade statistics, an 
extensive listing of U.S. and South Korea contacts, and listings of market research 
reports and major trade show venues and events. 

0936 Structural Changes and the Scope of Inflation Targeting in Korea. 
Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Calif. Gongpil Choi. July 2001. 26pp. 
The author of this paper employs econometric analysis to compare various forms of 
inflation targeting using a model that emphasizes long-term inflation expectations, output 
changes, and the asset price channels. The simulations suggest that using inflation 
targeting, as well as following forward-looking rules rather than backward-looking policy 
rules, can contribute to price as well as output stability by helping to keep the credit or 
capital supply shocks from being activated.  

Reel 13 
Korea cont. 

0001 U.S.-Korea FTA: The Economic Impact of Establishing a Free Trade Agreement 
(FTA) Between the United States and the Republic of Korea. 
U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. September 2001. 188pp. 
The USITC analyzes the economic effects of a free trade agreement between the United 
States and the Republic of Korea. The commission provides an overview of South 
Korea’s economy, as well as its current economic relations with the United States and 
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important industry sectors in the two countries. The commission then describes the main 
tariff and nontariff barriers to U.S.-Korea trade. The commission estimates the effects of 
eliminating all quantifiable tariff and nontariff trade barriers on the volume of trade in 
goods (especially agricultural commodities) and services between the two countries, as 
well as the effects of free trade on the two countries’ gross domestic product and sector 
output, wages, employment, and consumer prices. The commission provides a 
qualitative assessment of the effects of removing nonquantifiable trade barriers such as 
testing standards and labeling requirements. The commission finds, among other things, 
that U.S. exports to Korea as well as Korea’s exports to the United States would 
increase substantially as a result of trade liberalization, with the export gains for each 
country coming in sectors in which the country enjoys comparative advantage, such as 
agriculture for the United States and textiles for Korea. 

0189 2001 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: Republic of 
Korea. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. February 2002. 10pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic, fiscal, and monetary 
policies in South Korea, as well as a review of specific policies and practices affecting 
U.S. exporters in areas such as tariff and nontariff trade barriers, U.S. intellectual 
property protections, and workers’ rights. 

0199 Structural Change and Agricultural Protection: Costs of Korean Agricultural 
Policy, 1975 and 1990. 
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C. Xinshen Diao, John Dyck, David 
Skully, Agapi Somwaru, and Chinkook Lee. March 2002. 29pp. 
The authors of this report use econometric techniques to estimate the opportunity costs 
of South Korea’s agricultural trade protection policies. The authors argue that the 
protection policies have impeded Korea’s development of an internationally competitive 
agricultural sector. To cite one factor, protective policies that support agriculture may 
have reduced the incentives for rural households to switch to nonagricultural work or 
unsubsidized agricultural activities, while maintaining the incentive to remain in less 
productive subsidized activities. 

0228 Korea, Republic of: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 15pp. 
The State Department describes the structure of South Korea’s constitutional democracy 
government and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of international 
standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, arbitrary arrest 
or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, denial of fair trial, interference with 
domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of assembly, freedom of religion, 
freedom of movement, right of free elections, governmental attitudes on human rights 
investigations, abuses of women and children, treatment of ethnic minorities, workers’ 
rights, and trafficking in persons. 

Laos 
0243 Grant Assistance (Financed from the Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction) to the 

Lao People’s Democratic Republic for Supporting the Community-Managed 
Livelihood Improvement Project. 
Asian Development Bank, Washington, D.C. December 2001. 20pp. 
The Asian Development Bank describes the implementation and effectiveness of a 
project designed to create sustainable, area-based, and community-owned alternative 
sources of income for targeted poor populations in rural Laos. The income support 
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program takes the form of water resource development projects for families who live on 
poor quality land, especially land that cannot be irrigated or is otherwise unproductive.  

Malaysia 
0263 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Malaysia. 

U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 2000. 65pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Malaysia’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
overall economic conditions, principal growth sectors, government policies, infrastructure 
including the Multimedia Super Corridor, political conditions, and U.S. relations. The 
report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and services, including recommended steps 
and practices, leading sectors for exports and investment, trade regulations and 
customs, investment climate, trade and project financing, and business travel. The report 
also includes summary economic and trade statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and 
Malaysia contacts, market research reports, and major trade show venues and events. 

0328 Malaysia: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 35pp. 
The State Department describes the structure of Malaysia’s parliamentary democracy 
government and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of international 
standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, arbitrary arrest 
or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, denial of fair trial, interference with 
domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of assembly, freedom of religion, 
freedom of movement, right of free elections, governmental attitudes on human rights 
investigations, abuses of women and children, treatment of indigenous peoples, workers’ 
rights, and trafficking of persons, especially women. The department describes a mixed, 
but improving, record on human rights. 

Mongolia 
0363 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Mongolia. 

U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 2000. 35pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Mongolia’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
overall economic conditions, principal growth sectors, government policies, political 
conditions, and U.S. relations. The report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and 
services, including recommended steps and practices, leading sectors for exports and 
investment, trade regulations and customs, investment climate, trade and project 
financing, and business travel. The report also includes summary economic and trade 
statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and Mongolia contacts and market research reports. 

Nepal 
0398 Country Commercial Guide Nepal. 

U.S. Embassy, Kathmandu, Nepal. 1999. 57pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Nepal’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s overall 
economic conditions, principal growth sectors, government policies, infrastructure, 
political conditions, and U.S. relations. The report covers the marketing of U.S. goods 
and services, including recommended steps and practices, leading sectors for exports 
and investment, trade regulations and customs, investment climate, trade and project 
financing, and business travel. The report also includes summary economic and trade 
statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and Nepal contacts and market research reports. 
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0455 Quarterly Report Nepal: Civic and Voter Education. 
National Democratic Institute for International Affairs, Washington, D.C. [2000.] 12pp. 
The National Democratic Institute for International Affairs describes and assesses the 
organization’s activities to facilitate civic and voter education in Nepal by informing 
Nepalis about how their government and electoral systems work and encouraging them 
to become involved in their country’s political process. 

New Zealand 
0467 FY 2000 Country Commercial Guide: New Zealand. 

U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 1999. 49pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
New Zealand’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
overall economic conditions, principal growth sectors, government policies, 
infrastructure, political conditions, and U.S. relations. The report covers the marketing of 
U.S. goods and services, including recommended steps and practices, leading sectors 
for exports and investment, trade regulations and customs, investment climate, trade 
and project financing, and business travel. The report also includes summary economic 
and trade statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and New Zealand contacts, market 
research reports, and major trade show venues and events. 

Pakistan 
0516 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Pakistan. 

U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 2000. 86pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Pakistan’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
overall economic situation, agriculture and industry, energy sector, government fiscal 
and economic policies, infrastructure, political conditions, and U.S. relations. The report 
covers the marketing of U.S. goods and services, including recommended steps and 
practices, leading sectors for exports and investment, trade regulations and customs, 
investment climate, trade and project financing, and business travel. The report also 
includes summary economic and trade statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and Pakistani 
contacts, market research reports, and major trade show venues and events. 

0602 Pakistan: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 48pp. 
The State Department describes the structure of Pakistan’s military transitional 
government and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of international 
standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, 
disappearances, arbitrary arrest or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, denial 
of fair trial, interference with domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of 
assembly, freedom of religion, freedom of movement, right of free elections, 
governmental attitudes on human rights investigations, abuses of women and children, 
treatment of religious minorities, workers’ rights, forced labor, child labor, and trafficking 
of persons, especially women. 

0650 PHNIP Country Health Statistical Report: Pakistan. 
Population, Health and Nutrition Information Project, Washington, D.C. September 2002. 
15pp. 
USAID presents statistical data on current health conditions including maternal and child 
health indicators, infectious disease indicators, population dynamics and socioeconomic 
indicators, and health and family planning behavior in Pakistan.  
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Philippines 
0665 The Values of Philippine Coastal Resources: Why Protection and Management are 

Critical. 
Coastal Resource Management Project, Department of Environment and Natural 
Resources, Cebu City, Philippines, and U.S. Agency for International Development, 
Washington, D.C. Alan T. White and Annabelle Cruz-Trinidad. 1998. 90pp. 
The authors of this report present a valuation of coastal resources to Philippine society, 
as well as a comparison of common valuation methods and a selection of a preferred 
method. The authors use the method to estimate the values of coral reefs, mangrove 
forests and habitats, fisheries, and water of specified degrees of quality. The authors 
also estimate the net losses resulting from current destructive activities such as human 
overexploitation, physical disturbance, pollution, and sedimentation. The authors 
conclude with a discussion of a proposed system for the integrated management of 
coastal resources.  

0755 Country Commercial Guide FY 1999: Philippines. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. 1998. 123pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
the Philippines’ commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
overall economic conditions, principal growth sectors, government policies, 
infrastructure, political conditions, and U.S. relations. The report covers the marketing of 
U.S. goods and services, including recommended steps and practices, leading sectors 
for exports and investment, trade regulations and customs, investment climate, trade 
and project financing, and business travel. The report also includes summary economic 
and trade statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and Philippine contacts, market research 
reports, and major trade show venues and events. 

0878 Developing the Philippines’ Capital Market: Impact Evaluation. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. June 1999. 16pp. 
USAID assesses the implementation and effectiveness of a program designed to help 
the Philippine government strengthen its regulatory oversight of the country’s stock 
market. USAID also provides a review of the post–World War II political and economic 
history of the country, as well as a description of the evolution of capital markets and 
their regulation. USAID argues that the agency’s program helped to promote greater 
efficiency in the operation of the Philippine stock market. 

Reel 14 
Philippines cont. 

0001 FY 2000 Country Commercial Guide: Philippines. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 1999. 179pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
the Philippines’ commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
overall economic conditions, principal growth sectors, government policies, 
infrastructure, political conditions, and U.S. relations. The report covers the marketing of 
U.S. goods and services, including recommended steps and practices, leading sectors 
for exports and investment, trade regulations and customs, investment climate, trade 
and project financing, and business travel. The report also includes summary economic 
and trade statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and Philippine contacts, market research 
reports, and major trade show venues and events. 
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0180 Democracy and Governance and Cross-Sectoral Linkages. Philippines. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. Hal Lippman and Richard 
Blue. March 2000. 22pp. 
The authors of this report examine the extent to which the Demography and Governance 
branch of USAID has been able to link its operations effectively with other agency 
operating programs. The authors use agency programs in the Philippines as a case 
study and note the major impact on democracy and governance of the Local 
Government Code, which the Philippines enacted upon the restoration of democracy 
after the ouster of President Ferdinand Marcos. 

0202 Reducing Urban and Industrial Pollution in the Philippines. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. September 2000. 16pp. 
USAID evaluates the short- and long-term effectiveness of a program in which the 
agency introduced pollution prevention strategies to 143 industrial companies in the 
Philippines during the period 1992–97. USAID finds that the companies lowered 
pollutant emissions at the same time that they increased revenues. For a variety of 
reasons, however, few of the companies have sustained the pollution prevention 
strategies. 

0218 Proposal for Administering a Grant from the Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction to 
the Republic of the Philippines for Supporting the Sustainable Livelihood for the 
Poor in Southern Philippines Project. 
Asian Development Bank, Washington, D.C. October 2000. 16pp.  
The Asian Development Bank describes a proposed grant to stimulate agricultural 
development, and consequently to raise rural incomes and lift households from poverty. 
The bank proposes infrastructure improvements such as communal irrigation and 
potable water supply projects, as well as projects to help poor persons engage in 
sustainable livelihoods. 

0234 Philippines: Country Program Update for 2002. 
Asian Development Bank, Washington, D.C. July 2002. 7pp.  
The Asian Development Bank outlines funding for projects under the bank-supported 
Power Sector Restructuring Program in the Philippines. 

0241 PHNIP Country Health Statistical Report: Philippines. 
Population, Health and Nutrition Information Project, Washington, D.C. September 2002. 
15pp. 
USAID presents statistical data on current health conditions including maternal and child 
health indicators, infectious disease indicators, population dynamics, socioeconomic 
indicators, and health and family planning behavior in the Philippines.  

Singapore 
0256 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Singapore. 

U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 2000. 92pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Singapore’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
overall economic conditions, principal growth sectors, government policies and 
government-linked companies, infrastructure, political conditions, and U.S. relations. The 
report covers the marketing of U.S. goods and services, including leading sectors for 
exports and investment, trade regulations and customs, investment climate, intellectual 
property protection, trade and project financing, and business travel. The report also 
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includes summary economic and trade statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and 
Singapore contacts, market research reports, and major trade show venues and events. 

0348 2001 Country Reports on Economic Policy and Trade Practices: Singapore. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. February 2002. 7pp. 
The State Department presents a summary of general economic policies in Singapore, 
as well as specific policies and practices affecting U.S. exporters, firms setting up 
business operations in Singapore, and foreign investment incentives. 

0355 Singapore: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001.  
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 17pp. 
The State Department describes the structure of Singapore’s parliamentary republic 
government and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of international 
standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, arbitrary arrest 
or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, denial of fair trial, interference with 
domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of assembly, freedom of religion, 
freedom of movement, right of free elections, governmental attitudes on human rights 
investigations, abuses of women and children, treatment of indigenous peoples, workers’ 
rights, and trafficking of persons, especially women. 

Taiwan 
0372 Chinese Defense Modernization and the Defense of Taiwan: Implications for the 

USAF. 
Air University, Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Jerry D. Harris Jr. June 1998. 81pp. 
The author of this thesis forecasts the current ability of Taiwan to defend itself from an 
invasion by the People’s Republic of China, both currently and twenty years in the future, 
as well as the effects on the forecasts of China’s ambitious defense modernization 
program. The author argues that many or most countries in which the United States 
currently has air basing rights will not permit U.S. air operations against China from 
these bases to defend Taiwan from a Chinese invasion. The author presents a strategy 
by which the U.S. Air Force could project forces from Taiwan as well as from U.S. 
possessions in the Pacific and elsewhere. 

0453 FY 2000 Country Commercial Guide: Taiwan. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 1999. 66pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Taiwan’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s overall 
economic conditions, principal growth sectors, government policies, infrastructure, 
political conditions, and relations with the United States and mainland China. The report 
covers the marketing of U.S. goods and services, including leading sectors for exports 
and investment, trade regulations and customs, investment climate, trade and project 
financing, and business customs and travel. The report also includes summary 
economic and trade statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and Taiwan contacts, market 
research reports, and trade show venues and events. 

0519 U.S.-Taiwan FTA: Likely Economic Impact of a Free Trade Agreement Between the 
United States and Taiwan. 
U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. October 2002. 199pp. 
The USITC analyzes the economic effects of a free trade agreement between the United 
States and Taiwan. The commission provides an overview of Taiwan’s economy, as well 
as its current economic relations with the United States and the important industry 
sectors in the two countries. The commission then describes the main tariff and nontariff 
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barriers to U.S.-Taiwan trade. The commission estimates the effects of eliminating all 
quantifiable tariff and nontariff trade barriers on the volume of trade in goods (especially 
agricultural commodities) and services between the two countries, as well as the effects 
of free trade on the two countries’ gross domestic product and sector output, wages, 
employment, and consumer prices. The commission provides a qualitative assessment 
of the effects of removing nonquantifiable trade barriers such as testing standards and 
labeling requirements. The commission finds, among other things, that trade flows in 
some industry sectors would increase substantially, although the overall effects of free 
trade would be relatively small. 

Thailand 
0718 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Thailand. 

U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 2000. 128pp.  
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Thailand’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s 
overall economic conditions, principal growth sectors, government policies, 
infrastructure, political conditions, and U.S. relations. The report covers the marketing of 
U.S. goods and services, including recommended steps and practices, pricing, finding a 
local agent or distributor, leading sectors for exports and investment, trade regulations 
and customs, investment climate, trade and project financing, and business travel. The 
report also includes summary economic and trade statistics, as well as listings of U.S. 
and Thailand contacts, market research reports, and major trade show venues and 
events. 

0846 Thailand: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 18pp. 
The State Department describes the character of Thailand’s constitutional monarchy 
government and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of international 
standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, arbitrary arrest 
or detention, disappearance, torture and other cruel punishment, right of fair trial, 
interference with domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of assembly, 
freedom of religion, freedom of movement, right of free elections, governmental attitudes 
on human rights investigations, abuses of women and children, treatment of ethnic and 
minority groups, workers’ rights, including forced and child labor, and trafficking in 
persons. 

Vietnam 
0864 Displaced Children & Orphans Fund. Vietnam. 

U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. [1999.] 4pp. 
USAID reviews the initiatives of the Vietnamese government to provide care for children 
who are disadvantaged, homeless, or working and for children with disabilities. The 
agency assesses the accomplishments of its programs to help in this effort. 

0868 Patrick J. Leahy War Victims Fund: Vietnam. 
U.S. Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C. [1999.] 4pp. 
USAID notes the various accomplishments of a fund that grants funds to U.S. private 
organizations to provide prosthetics and rehabilitation services to civilian victims of war 
and civil strife.  
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0872 FY 2001 Country Commercial Guide: Vietnam. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. July 2000. 118pp. 
The State Department and U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service present an overview of 
Vietnam’s commercial environment. The report includes sections on the country’s overall 
economic conditions, principal growth sectors, government policies including foreign 
investment, political conditions, U.S. relations. The report covers the likely effects of the 
recently concluded bilateral trade agreement, as well as the marketing of U.S. goods 
and services, including recommended steps and practices, leading sectors for exports 
and investment, trade regulations and customs, investment climate, trade and project 
financing, and business customs and travel. The report also includes summary 
economic and trade statistics, as well as listings of U.S. and Vietnam contacts, market 
research reports, and major trade show venues and events. 

0990 Drug Intelligence Brief: The Drug Situation in Vietnam. 
Drug Enforcement Administration, Washington, D.C. November 2001. 6pp. 
The Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) examines aspects of illegal drugs in 
Vietnam, including cultivation and processing, trafficking, money laundering, abuse and 
treatment, enforcement and legislation, and treaties. The DEA concludes that although 
Vietnam is a transit country for international drug trafficking, it is strengthening its 
antidrug operations. 

0996 Vietnam: Country Reports on Human Rights Practices—2001. 
U.S. Department of State, Washington, D.C. March 4, 2002. 24pp. 
The State Department describes the character of Vietnam’s Communist-controlled one-
party government and assesses the country’s conformance to or violations of 
international standards for human rights and civil liberties. The report covers homicide, 
arbitrary arrest or detention, torture and other cruel punishment, right of fair trial, 
interference with domestic life, freedom of speech and press, freedom of assembly, 
freedom of religion, freedom of movement, right of free elections, governmental attitudes 
on human rights investigations, abuses of women and children, treatment of ethnic and 
minority groups, workers’ rights, including forced and child labor, and trafficking in 
persons. 
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SUBJECT INDEX 
 
The following index is a guide to the major subjects in this microform publication. The first 

number after each entry refers to the reel, while the four-digit number following the colon refers 
to the frame number at which a particular file folder containing information on the subject 
begins. Hence, 5: 0687 directs the researcher to the document that begins at Frame 0687 of 
Reel 5. By referring to the Reel Index, which constitutes the initial section of this guide, the 
researcher will find the document title, author, issuing agency, publication date, and a brief 
abstract for the document. 
 
Abortion 

5: 0687 
Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome 
(AIDS) 

Bangladesh 3: 0814; 4: 0213 
Burma 4: 0763, 0775 
Cambodia 5: 0005, 0183 
China 7: 0001; 8: 0577 
general 1: 0351 
mother-child 2: 0475 

Agricultural exports and imports 
Bangladesh 3: 0722 
China 5: 0961; 7: 0096, 0849 
China barriers 8: 0001 
China-U.S. 8: 0729 
Japan 12: 0001 
Korea, U.S. exports 13: 0001 
Taiwan, U.S. exports 14: 0519 

Agriculture 
Bangladesh 3: 0598 
Cambodia 5: 0240, 0324 
China 5: 0961; 7: 0096, 0849; 8: 0463, 

0573 
fertilizers 1: 0769 
India 9: 0611 
investment 2: 0001 
irrigation 9: 0611 
Korea, South 13: 0199 
Philippines 14: 0218 
South Asia 2: 0951 
see also Agricultural exports and 

imports  
see also Animal feed and forage  
see also Grains and grain products  

AIDS 
see Acquired immunodeficiency 

syndrome  
Air pollution 

India 9: 0595 
Philippines 14: 0202 

Anemia 
Bangladesh 3: 1002; 4: 0274 
Cambodia 5: 0001 

Animal feed and forage 
6: 0667; 7: 0096 

Armed services 
China 5: 0857; 6: 0001, 0215, 0432, 

0671; 7: 0316, 0366 
and financial crisis 2: 1000 
Korea, North 12: 0641 
U.S. 1: 0277, 0602 
see also International military 

cooperation  
see also International military forces  
see also Military bases, posts, and 

reservations  
see also Military strategy  
see also Military weapons  

Arms control and disarmament 
India-Pakistan 2: 0870, 0916 
Southeast Asia 2: 0977 

Arms trade 
India-U.S. 9: 0901 

Arrest 
Australia 3: 0284 
Bangladesh 4: 0278 
Burma 4: 0779 
Cambodia 5: 0563 
China 8: 0383 
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Arrest cont. 
East Timor 8: 0911 
India 9: 0847 
Indonesia 10: 0641 
Korea, North 12: 0712 
Korea, South 13: 0228 
Malaysia 13: 0328 
Pakistan 13: 0602; 14: 0846 
Singapore 14: 0355 
Tibet 8: 0383 
Vietnam 14: 0996 

Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
(ASEAN) 

1: 0865; 2: 0977 
Associations 

Cambodian women 5: 0021 
development networks 1: 0024 
India microfinance 9: 0711 
Indonesia 10: 0001, 0183 

Australia 
California comparison 3: 0243 
and China conflict 7: 0604 
commercial environment 3: 0084 
economic/trade policies 3: 0075, 0276; 

6: 0064; 7: 0086 
human rights 3: 0284 

Bangladesh 
agribusiness 3: 0598, 0722 
anemia 3: 1002; 4: 0274 
child nutrition 4: 0152, 0193 
commercial environment 3: 0873 
corruption 4: 0539 
economic/trade policies 3: 0586 
elections 3: 0937 
electronic commerce 3: 0826 
family planning 3: 0324, 1006 
flood impacts 4: 0018 
health 3: 0300; 4: 0217, 0524 
HIV/AIDS 4: 0213 
human rights 4: 0278 
immunization 3: 0373 
infant feeding 4: 0205 
malnutrition 3: 0457 
poverty 4: 0270 
rickets 4: 0197 
sexually transmitted diseases 3: 0814 
trafficking of women 4: 0315 

Bangladesh Rural Advancement 
Committee 

3: 0533 

Bank for Agriculture and Agricultural 
Cooperatives 

5: 0240 
Bank for International Settlements 

12: 0743 
Bankruptcy 

1: 0891 
Banks and banking 

Japan 10: 0962; 11: 0335, 0929 
Korea, South 12: 0743 
savings institutions 9: 0711 

Biotechnology 
9: 0611 

Borders 
4: 0807 

Burma 
AIDS and drugs 1: 0351 
China relations 8: 0056 
commercial environment 4: 0559 
human rights 4: 0779 
labor 4: 0622 
sexually transmitted diseases 4: 0763 
USAID refugee aid 4: 0807 

Business and industry 
electronic commerce 3: 0826 
feed manufacturing 7: 0096 
fisheries 13: 0665 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 
Philippines pollution control 14: 0202 
see also Agriculture  
see also Business management  
see also Construction industry  
see also Financial institutions 
see also Food and food industry  
see also Government and business  
see also Information industries  
see also Machines and machinery 

industry  
see also Metals and metal industries 
see also Small business  
see also Textile industry and fabrics  

Business management 
1: 0001; 11: 0158 

California 
3: 0243 

Cambodia 
agricultural credit 5: 0240 
anemia 5: 0001 
child health 5: 0472, 0615 
disabilities, persons with 5: 0201, 0265 
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environment 5: 0324 
garden program 5: 0058 
health 5: 0600 
HIV/AIDS 5: 0183 
housing finance 5: 0107 
human rights 5: 0563 
Mayaguez affair 4: 0851 
nutrition 5: 0017, 0138 
public opinion survey 4: 0908 
reproductive health 5: 0579 
sexually transmitted diseases 5: 0005 
vaccination 5: 0099 
vocational education 5: 0066 
women’s issues 5: 0021 

Canada 
10: 0685 

Caribbean area 
10: 0685 

Center for Pacific Basin Studies 
1: 0735 

Chemicals and chemistry 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 

Child health and welfare 
Bangladesh 3: 0300, 1002; 4: 0152, 

0193, 0197, 0205, 0524 
Cambodia 5: 0183, 0472, 0600, 0615 
HIV transmission 2: 0475 
infant feeding 4: 0205 
nutrition 4: 0152, 0193 
Pakistan 13: 0650 
Philippines 14: 0241 
slum children 2: 0164 
Vietnam 14: 0864 

Child labor 
Burma 4: 0622 
Vietnam 14: 0864 

China, People’s Republic of 
agriculture 5: 0961; 7: 0096, 0849 
AIDS 1: 0351; 8: 0577 
commercial environment 6: 0270 
crisis impacts 2: 0781 
economic/trade policies 8: 0367 
family planning 5: 0687 
feed industry 6: 0667 
foreign relations 7: 0447 
grain 6: 0266; 7: 0292 
growth and inequality 7: 0973 
human rights 8: 0383 
information warfare 7: 0924 
Japan defense 11: 0748 

Japan-U.S. policy 11: 0784 
and Korean reunification 12: 0234 
Korea relations 12: 0208 
land reform 8: 0760 
military development 5: 0857; 6: 0001, 

0215, 0432, 0671; 7: 0316, 0366 
missile defense 7: 0187, 0503 
most favored nation status 5: 0672 
power role 1: 0600; 7: 0150; 8: 0056 
regional security 1: 0213; 6: 0163; 

7: 0370 
sexually transmitted diseases 7: 0001 
stock market 5: 1029 
strategic dualism 8: 0527 
Taiwan conflict 1: 0916; 7: 0604; 

14: 0372 
Taiwan economic relations 14: 0453 
U.S. relations 2: 0560, 0741; 5: 0912; 

7: 0237 
WTO accession 6: 0410; 8: 0001, 0723, 

0729; 10: 0685 
Yangtze dam 8: 0764 
Yellow River project 7: 0831 

Cholera 
3: 0451 

Chronologies 
financial crisis 1: 0236 
Korea 12: 0208 

City and town planning 
10: 0913 

Civil liberties 
Australia 3: 0284 
Bangladesh 4: 0278, 0315 
Burma 4: 0779 
Cambodia 4: 0908; 5: 0563 
China 8: 0383 
East Timor 8: 0911 
India 9: 0847 
Indonesia 10: 0641 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0421 
Korea, North 12: 0287, 0712 
Korea, South 13: 0228 
Malaysia 13: 0328 
Pakistan 13: 0602; 14: 0846 
Singapore 14: 0355 
Tibet 8: 0383 
Vietnam 14: 0996 
see also Freedom of the press  
see also Religious liberty  
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Civil-military relations 
China 6: 0432, 0671 
Indonesia 10: 0175 
Taiwan 6: 0671 

Civil organizations 
see Associations  

Clinton, William J. 
5: 0672 

Competition 
Indonesia 10: 0520 
Japan industry 12: 0060 

Computers 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 

Construction industry 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 

Cooperatives 
10: 0196 

Copyright 
see Intellectual property protection  

Corruption and bribery 
4: 0539 

Cotton 
7: 0096 

Credit 
Bangladesh 3: 0598; 4: 0001 
crisis role 2: 0629, 0721 

Defense research 
China 6: 0215, 0432, 0671 

Developing countries 
commodity specialization 1: 0968 

Disabilities 
Cambodia 5: 0201, 0265 
Vietnam 14: 0868 

Disability Action Council 
5: 0201 

Disasters 
2: 0557; 4: 0018 

Diseases and disorders 
cholera 3: 0451 
rickets 4: 0197 
see also Anemia 
see also Infectious and parasitic 

diseases 
see also Sexually transmitted diseases 

Drug abuse and treatment 
and AIDS 1: 0351 
Vietnam 14: 0990 

Drug offenses and trafficking 
East Asia 2: 0560, 0741 
Southeast Asia 2: 1031; 3: 0070 
Vietnam 14: 0990 

Due process of law 
Australia 3: 0284 
Bangladesh 4: 0278 
Burma 4: 0779 
Cambodia 5: 0563 
China 8: 0383 
East Timor 8: 0911 
India 9: 0847 
Indonesia 10: 0641 
Korea, North 12: 0712 
Korea, South 13: 0228 
Malaysia 13: 0328 
Pakistan 13: 0602; 14: 0846 
Singapore 14: 0355 
Tibet 8: 0383 
Vietnam 14: 0996 

Earnings 
free trade impacts 13: 0001; 14: 0519 
minimum wage 10: 0345 

East Asia 
financial crisis 2: 0664 
inflation 2: 0822 
security 2: 0560, 0721, 0781 
U.S. military 11: 0821 

East Timor 
human rights 8: 0911; 10: 0641 
USAID reconstruction 8: 0868, 0890, 

0925, 0941 
Economic development 

Australia-California 3: 0243 
Bombay-Singapore 9: 0264 
Cambodia 5: 0058, 0066 
China 8: 0056 
networks 1: 0024 
Philippines 14: 0218 

Economic indicators 
Australia 3: 0084 
Bangladesh 3: 0873 
Burma 4: 0559 
China 6: 0270 
Hong Kong 9: 0001, 0105 
India 9: 0288 
Indonesia 10: 0055 
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Japan 11: 0633, 0791 
Korea, South 12: 0806 
Malaysia 13: 0263 
Mongolia 13: 0363 
Nepal 13: 0398 
New Zealand 13: 0467 
Pakistan 13: 0516 
Philippines 13: 0755; 14: 0001 
Singapore 14: 0256 
Taiwan 14: 0453 
Thailand 14: 0718 
Vietnam 14: 0872 

Economic policy 
Australia 3: 0075, 0276; 6: 0064; 

7: 0086 
Bangladesh 3: 0586 
China 6: 0077; 8: 0367 
Hong Kong 9: 0096, 0221 
India 9: 0249, 0516, 0570 
Indonesia 9: 0980; 10: 0338, 0592 
Korea, South 12: 0794, 0936; 13: 0189 
Singapore 14: 0348 

Education 
agricultural 1: 0769 
Bangladesh 3: 0533 
China 7: 0973 
development networks 1: 0024 
India 9: 0772 
vocational 5: 0066 

Egypt 
2: 0164 

Elections 
Bangladesh 3: 0937 
Cambodia 4: 0908 
Indonesia 10: 0001 
Nepal voter education 13: 0455 

Electronic commerce 
3: 0826 

Employment 
Bangladesh 4: 0315 
Burma 4: 0622 
China 8: 0463 
free trade impacts 13: 0001; 14: 0519 
Indonesia 10: 0345 
see also Forced labor  
see also Work conditions 

Endangered and threatened species 
9: 0914 

Energy resources and consumption 
12: 0060; 14: 0234 

Environmental pollution and control 
agriculture 1: 0769 
Cambodia 5: 0324 
citizen participation 10: 0435 
East Asia 2: 0560, 0741 
India 9: 0260, 0595 
Indonesia 9: 0914 
Philippines 14: 0202 

Ethnic and minority groups 
Australia 3: 0284 
Bangladesh 4: 0278 
Burma 4: 0779 
Cambodia 5: 0563 
China 8: 0383 
East Timor 8: 0911 
India 9: 0847 
Indonesia 10: 0641 
Korea, North 12: 0712 
Korea, South 13: 0228 
Malaysia 13: 0328 
Pakistan 13: 0602; 14: 0846 
Singapore 14: 0355 
Tibet 8: 0383 
Vietnam 14: 0996 

Family planning 
Bangladesh 3: 0300, 0324, 1006; 

4: 0524 
Cambodia 5: 0579, 0600 
China 5: 0687 
Pakistan 13: 0650 
Philippines 14: 0241 

Fertilizers 
1: 0769 

Finance 
see Credit 
see Fiscal policy 
see Inflation 
see International finance 
see Monetary policy 
see Money supply 
see Prices 
see Securities 
see Stock exchanges 

Financial crises 
India, 1991 9: 0570 
see also Financial crisis, 1997–98  

Financial crisis, 1997–98 
causes 1: 0001, 0040, 0132, 0236; 

2: 0629, 0664, 0721 
China impact 5: 0961; 6: 0077; 7: 0096 
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Financial crisis, 1997–98 cont. 
Indonesia 10: 0055 
Indonesia impact 10: 0520, 0858 
Japan impact 10: 0962; 11: 0071, 0929 
liquidity role 1: 0072 
military impacts 2: 1000 
security impacts 2: 0781 
spillover effects 1: 0166 

Financial institutions 
Cambodia housing 5: 0107 
crisis role 1: 0001, 0040, 0132; 2: 0629 
India microfinance 9: 0711 
Indonesia 10: 0858 
Japan deregulation 12: 0060 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 
Southeast Asia 2: 0989 
see also Banks and banking 

Fiscal policy 
crisis role 1: 0040 
Indonesia 10: 0430, 0896 

Fish and fishing industry 
13: 0665 

Flood control 
7: 0831 

Food and food industry 
China 8: 0463, 0573 
Japan 12: 0001 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 
see also Food assistance  
see also Food consumption  

Food assistance 
Bangladesh 4: 0201 
Korea, North 12: 0696 

Food consumption 
China 8: 0463, 0573 
Japan 12: 0001 

Food supply 
general 2: 0951 
India 9: 0898 
Korea, North 12: 0696 

Forced labor 
Bangladesh 4: 0315 
Burma 4: 0622 
East Timor 8: 0911 

Foreign economic relations 
Australia 3: 0084 
Bangladesh 3: 0873 
Burma 4: 0559 
China 6: 0270; 8: 0723 
Hong Kong 9: 0001, 0105 

India 9: 0288 
Indonesia 10: 0055 
Japan 11: 0633 
Korea, South 12: 0806 
Malaysia 13: 0263 
Mongolia 13: 0363 
Nepal 13: 0398 
New Zealand 13: 0467 
Pakistan 13: 0516 
Philippines 13: 0755; 14: 0001 
Singapore 14: 0256 
Taiwan 14: 0453 
Taiwan-China 7: 0604 
Thailand 14: 0718 
Vietnam 14: 0872 

Foreign exchange 
crisis role 1: 0072 

Foreign investments 
agriculture 2: 0001 
Australia 3: 0084 
Bangladesh 3: 0873 
Burma 4: 0559 
China 5: 1029; 6: 0270 
Hong Kong 9: 0001, 0105 
India 9: 0288 
Indonesia 10: 0055, 0265 
Japan 1: 0968; 11: 0633 
Korea, South 12: 0806 
Malaysia 13: 0263 
Mongolia 13: 0363 
Nepal 13: 0398 
New Zealand 13: 0467 
Pakistan 13: 0516 
Philippines 13: 0755; 14: 0001 
Singapore 14: 0256 
Taiwan 14: 0453 
Thailand 14: 0718 
Vietnam 14: 0872 

Foreign relations 
China 7: 0150, 0447; 8: 0056 
China-U.S. 5: 0912; 7: 0187 
exchange, crisis role 1: 0072 
general 1: 0602; 2: 0560, 0741 
India-U.S. 9: 0564 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0421, 0784 
Korea, North, “deception” 12: 0287 
Korea, North and South 12: 0208, 0234, 

0287 
Korea-U.S. 1: 0308; 12: 0635 
Pakistan-U.S. 9: 0564 
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see also Foreign economic relations 
see also Foreign trade 
see also International assistance  
see also Regional security 
see also Treaties and conventions  

Foreign trade 
Australia 3: 0084 
Australia policies 3: 0075, 0276; 

6: 0064; 7: 0086 
Bangladesh 3: 0873 
Bangladesh policies 3: 0586 
Burma 4: 0559 
China 6: 0270 
China policies 8: 0367 
China-U.S. 1: 0968 
Hong Kong 9: 0001, 0105 
Hong Kong policies 9: 0096, 0221 
India 9: 0288 
India policies 9: 0249, 0516 
Indonesia 10: 0055, 0685 
Indonesia policies 9: 0980; 10: 0592 
Japan 11: 0633 
Korea, South 12: 0806 
Korea, South, policies 12: 0794; 

13: 0189 
Korea-U.S. 13: 0001 
Malaysia 13: 0263 
Mongolia 13: 0363 
Nepal 13: 0398 
New Zealand 13: 0467 
Pakistan 13: 0516 
Philippines 13: 0755; 14: 0001 
Singapore 14: 0256, 0348 
Southeast Asia 2: 0989 
Taiwan 14: 0453 
Taiwan-U.S. 14: 0519 
Thailand 14: 0718 
Vietnam 14: 0872 
see also Foreign trade controls 
see also Trade agreements  

Foreign trade controls 
China 6: 0410; 8: 0729 
India, U.S. preferences 9: 0443 
Indonesia 10: 0265 
Japan vehicles 11: 0115 
Korea, South 13: 0199 
see also Tariffs 

Forests and forestry 
Cambodia 5: 0324 
Indonesia 9: 0914; 10: 0913 

Fraud 
4: 0315 

Freedom of the press 
Australia 3: 0284 
Bangladesh 4: 0278 
Burma 4: 0779 
Cambodia 5: 0563 
China 8: 0383 
East Timor 8: 0911 
Indonesia 10: 0641 
Korea, North 12: 0712 
Korea, South 13: 0228 
Malaysia 13: 0328 
Pakistan 13: 0602; 14: 0846 
Singapore 14: 0355 
Vietnam 14: 0996 

Gardens 
see Horticulture 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
3: 0722 

Generalized System of Preferences 
9: 0443 

Government and business 
Cambodia 5: 0324 
development networks 1: 0024 
Indonesia 10: 0196 
military aircraft sale 9: 0901 

Government corporations and 
enterprises 

China 6: 0266 
India 9: 0245 
Singapore 14: 0256 

Government forms and paperwork 
10: 0196 

Government regulation 
Australia 3: 0084 
Bangladesh 3: 0826, 0873 
Burma 4: 0559 
China 5: 0687; 6: 0270 
Hong Kong 9: 0001, 0105 
India 9: 0288, 0526 
Indonesia 10: 0055, 0271 
Japan 11: 0633; 12: 0001 
Japan banks 11: 0335, 0929 
Japan business 12: 0060 
Korea, South 12: 0806 
Malaysia 13: 0263 
Mongolia 13: 0363 
Nepal 13: 0398 
New Zealand 13: 0467 
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Government regulation cont. 
Pakistan 13: 0516 
Philippines 13: 0755, 0878; 14: 0001 
Singapore 14: 0256 
Taiwan 14: 0453 
Thailand 14: 0718 
Vietnam 14: 0872 

Government spending 
China 7: 0973 
India 9: 0570 

Grains and grain products 
China 6: 0266; 7: 0096, 0292 
India 9: 0898 

Gross Domestic Product 
13: 0001; 14: 0519 

Harbors and ports 
10: 0913 

Health condition 
Bangladesh 4: 0524 
Cambodia 5: 0600 
Pakistan 13: 0650 
Philippines 14: 0241 
see also Child health and welfare  
see also Nutrition and malnutrition  

Health facilities and services 
Bangladesh 3: 0300, 0324; 4: 0217 
Cambodia 5: 0201, 0265, 0579, 0615 
China AIDS 8: 0668 
HIV/AIDS 2: 0475 
Southeast Asia 3: 0001 
see also Vaccination and vaccines 

Helicopters 
12: 0641 

Homeless population 
children 2: 0164 
Vietnam 14: 0864 

Homicide 
Australia 3: 0284 
Bangladesh 4: 0278 
Burma 4: 0779 
Cambodia 5: 0563 
China 8: 0383 
East Timor 8: 0911 
India 9: 0847 
Indonesia 10: 0641 
Korea, North 12: 0712 
Korea, South 13: 0228 
Malaysia 13: 0328 
Pakistan 13: 0602; 14: 0846 

Singapore 14: 0355 
Vietnam 14: 0996 

Hong Kong 
commercial environment 9: 0001, 0105 
economic/trade policies 9: 0096, 0221 

Horticulture 
India 9: 0611 

Housing costs and financing 
Cambodia 5: 0107 

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 
see Acquired immunodeficiency 

syndrome (AIDS) 
Human rights 

see Civil liberties 
Immunization 

see Vaccination and vaccines  
India 

agriculture 9: 0611 
AIDS and drugs 1: 0351 
Bombay 9: 0264 
China relations 8: 0056 
commercial environment 9: 0288 
economic/trade policies 9: 0249, 0516 
education 9: 0772 
environment 9: 0260 
financial crisis 1: 0166 
food security 9: 0898 
as great power 1: 0600 
human rights 9: 0847 
infrastructure 9: 0284 
microfinance 9: 0711 
nuclear testing 9: 0230 
Pakistan dispute 1: 0916; 2: 0845, 0857, 

0870, 0916 
pollution control 9: 0595 
sanctions 9: 0564 
slum children 2: 0164 
Tiruppur project 9: 0245 
U.S. aircraft 9: 0901 
U.S. imports 9: 0443 

Indonesia 
citizen participation 10: 0435 
commercial environment 10: 0055 
control of military 10: 0175 
crisis impact 2: 0781; 10: 0858 
decentralization 10: 0430, 0896 
economic policy 10: 0338 
economic/trade policies 9: 0980; 

10: 0592 
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environment 9: 0914 
foreign trade 10: 0685 
human rights 10: 0641 
minimum wage 10: 0345 
political activities 10: 0001, 0183 
Sumatra finances 10: 0271 
telecommunications 10: 0318 
trade liberalization 10: 0265 
transition aid 10: 0602 

Infant mortality 
3: 0001 

Infectious and parasitic diseases 
Bangladesh 4: 0524 
Cambodia 5: 0600 
East Asia 2: 0560, 0741 
Pakistan 13: 0650 
Philippines 14: 0241 

Inflation 
2: 0822; 12: 0936 

Information industries 
India 9: 0526 
Japan 12: 0060 

Information warfare 
China 6: 0001, 0432, 0671; 7: 0924 

Instruments and measuring devices 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 

Intellectual property protection 
Australia 3: 0084 
Bangladesh 3: 0873 
China 6: 0270; 8: 0001 
Hong Kong 9: 0001 
India 9: 0288 
Indonesia 10: 0055 
Japan 11: 0633 
Korea, South 12: 0806 
Malaysia 13: 0263 
New Zealand 13: 0467 
Pakistan 13: 0516 
Philippines 13: 0755; 14: 0001 
Singapore 14: 0256 
Taiwan 14: 0453 
Thailand 14: 0718 
Vietnam 14: 0872 

Intergovernmental relations 
Indonesia 10: 0896 

International assistance 
agriculture 1: 0769 
AIDS 1: 0351 
Bangladesh 4: 0018, 0152 
Burma 4: 0807 

Cambodia 4: 0866; 5: 0021 
East Timor 8: 0868, 0890, 0925, 0941 
India 9: 0595, 0611, 0711, 0772, 0898 
Indonesia 10: 0001, 0175, 0183, 0196, 

0435, 0602, 0913 
Korea, North 12: 0727 
Laos 13: 0243 
Philippines 13: 0878; 14: 0180, 0202, 

0218 
Vietnam 14: 0864 

International Centre for Diarrhoeal 
Disease Research 

3: 0300 
International cooperation in science and 
technology 

9: 0611 
International finance 

1: 0735 
see also Multinational corporations 

International Force in East Timor 
(INTERFET) 

8: 0911 
International military cooperation 

China-U.S. 6: 0671; 7: 0597 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0748 
Korea-U.S. 12: 0109 
Southeast Asia 2: 1000 
see also International military forces  

International military forces 
Japan participation 11: 0821, 0951 

International Monetary Fund 
10: 0430 

International organizations 
Korea, North, operations 12: 0727 
slum programs 2: 0164 

International Rescue Committee  
4: 0807 

International sanctions 
9: 0564 

Internet 
9: 0526 

Irrigation 
9: 0611 

Japan 
Asian leadership 1: 0602 
banking 10: 0962; 11: 0335 
China relations 6: 0671; 7: 0604; 

8: 0056 
Chinese view 8: 0527 
commercial environment 11: 0633 
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Japan cont. 
crisis role 2: 0781; 11: 0071 
defense forces 11: 0951 
deregulation 12: 0060 
financial regulation 11: 0929 
food exports, U.S. 12: 0046 
foreign investment 1: 0968 
Indonesia competition 10: 0685  
and Korean reunification 12: 0234 
Korea relations 12: 0208 
military expansion 11: 0821 
missile defense 11: 0748 
motor vehicle agreement 11: 0115 
nanotechnology 12: 0046 
nuclear deterrence 11: 0237 
output gap 11: 0791 
technology 11: 0982 
trade policies 11: 0633 
U.S. business relations 11: 0001, 0035, 

0187, 0371 
U.S. relations 11: 0784 

Japan Fund for Poverty Reduction 
7: 0831; 13: 0243; 14: 0218 

Jewelry 
9: 0443 

Jiang Zemin 
7: 0316 

Kashmir 
2: 0845, 0857 

Kim Jong Il 
12: 0635 

Korea, Democratic People’s Republic of 
(North Korea) 

Agreed Framework, 1994 12: 0109 
China relations 8: 0056 
conflict 1: 0916 
famine 12: 0696 
financial crisis 1: 0166 
human rights 12: 0712 
international aid 12: 0727 
nuclear development 12: 0199, 0287 
South relations 12: 0208, 0287 
special forces 12: 0641 
U.S. strategy 1: 0308; 12: 0287, 0635 
see also Korean reunification 

Korea, Republic of (South Korea) 
agriculture 13: 0199 
banks 12: 0743 
China relations 7: 0604; 8: 0056 
commercial environment 12: 0806 

economic/trade policies 12: 0794; 
13: 0189 

human rights 13: 0228 
inflation policy 12: 0936 
infrastructure 12: 0806 
North relations 12: 0208, 0287 
U.S. relations 1: 0308; 12: 0109; 

13: 0001 
see also Korean reunification  

Korean reunification 
general 12: 0109, 0208, 0287 
regional impacts 12: 0234 

Land ownership and rights 
Cambodia 4: 0908 
China 8: 0463, 0760 

Land use 
see Reclamation of land 

Laos 
13: 0243 

Law 
4: 0001 

Livestock and livestock industry 
China 7: 0096 

Local government 
Cambodia 4: 0908; 5: 0324 
Indonesia 10: 0430 
Sumatra 10: 0271 

Macau 
9: 0001, 0105 

Machines and machinery industry 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 

Malaysia 
AIDS and drugs 1: 0351 
commercial environment 13: 0263 
financial crisis 1: 0166 
human rights 13: 0328 

Malnutrition 
see Nutrition and malnutrition 

Marine resources conservation 
Cambodia 5: 0324 
Indonesia 9: 0914 
Philippines 13: 0665 

Mass media 
10: 0001 

Maternity 
Bangladesh 4: 0209 
HIV transmission 2: 0475 

Mayaguez (ship) 
4: 0851 
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Medical supplies and equipment 
Japan deregulation 12: 0060 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 

Men 
3: 0324 

Metals and metal industries 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 

Mexico 
10: 0685 

Middle East 
2: 0268 

Military aircraft 
9: 0901; 12: 0641 

Military bases, posts, and reservations 
1: 0277; 11: 0821; 14: 0372 

Military strategy 
China 6: 0113; 8: 0527, 0799 
Japan, U.S. protection 11: 0237 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0421 
Korea, U.S. strategy 12: 0287, 0635, 

0641 
U.S. 1: 0277, 0602; 2: 0560, 0741 

Military-to-military cooperation 
see International military cooperation 

Military weapons 
China 5: 0857; 6: 0432, 0671; 8: 0056 
see also Missile defense systems  
see also Missiles and rockets  
see also Nuclear weapons 

Minimum wage 
Indonesia 10: 0345 

Missile defense systems 
China views 8: 0056 
general 7: 0503 
Japan 11: 0748 
U.S. 7: 0187, 0366; 11: 0237 

Missiles and rockets 
China 6: 0432; 7: 0366 
India 9: 0230 
see also Missile defense systems  

Monetary policy 
2: 0664 

Money supply 
2: 0822 

Mongolia 
13: 0363 

Motor vehicle industry 
Japan-U.S. agreement 11: 0115 

Multimedia Super Corridor 
13: 0263 

Multinational corporations 
agribusiness 2: 0001 

Myanmar 
see Burma  

Nanotechnology 
Japan 12: 0046 

National defense 
see Armed services  
see Defense research  
see Regional security  

National Missile Defense Act of 1969 
7: 0503 

Naval vessels 
Mayaguez affair 4: 0851 

Nepal 
AIDS and drugs 1: 0351 
civic education 13: 0455 
commercial environment 13: 0398 

New Zealand 
13: 0467 

Nixon, Richard M. 
11: 0421 

Nuclear testing and test sites 
India 9: 0230 

Nuclear weapons 
East Asia 2: 0560, 0741 
India-Pakistan 2: 0870, 0916 
Japan, U.S. protection 11: 0237 
Korea, North 12: 0199, 0287 
Southeast Asia 2: 0977 

Nutrition and malnutrition 
agriculture 1: 0769 
Bangladesh 3: 0457; 4: 0152, 0193, 

0201, 0205, 0209, 0266 
Cambodia 5: 0017, 0138, 0615 
Korea, North 12: 0696 

Opinion and attitude surveys 
Cambodia 4: 0908 
China 5: 0687; 8: 0668 

Pakistan 
China relations 8: 0056 
commercial environment 13: 0516 
health 13: 0650 
human rights 13: 0602; 14: 0846 
India dispute 1: 0916; 2: 0845, 0857, 

0870, 0916 
sanctions 9: 0564 

Patents 
see Intellectual property protection 
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People’s Liberation Army (PLA) 
6: 0215, 0671; 7: 0316, 0597 

Personal and household income 
China 7: 0973; 8: 0463 
Philippines 14: 0218 

Pesticides 
1: 0769 

Pharmaceutical industry 
Japan deregulation 12: 0060 

Philippines 
commercial environment 13: 0755; 

14: 0001 
financial crisis 1: 0166 
health 14: 0241 
marine resources 13: 0665 
pollution control 14: 0202 
rural poverty 14: 0218 
securities regulation 13: 0878 
slum children 2: 0164 
USAID programs 14: 0180 

Policy Analysis and Advisory Network 
for South Asia 

2: 0951 
Political activities 

Australia 3: 0284 
Bangladesh 4: 0278 
Burma 4: 0779 
Cambodia 4: 0908; 5: 0563 
China 8: 0383, 0668 
East Timor 8: 0911 
Hong Kong 8: 0668 
Indonesia 10: 0001, 0435, 0641 
Korea, North 12: 0712 
Korea, South 13: 0228 
Malaysia 13: 0328 
Nepal 13: 0455 
Pakistan 13: 0602; 14: 0846 
Singapore 14: 0355 
Taiwan 8: 0668 
Vietnam 14: 0996 
see also Political parties  

Political conditions 
Australia 3: 0084 
Bangladesh 3: 0873 
Burma 4: 0559 
China 6: 0270 
East Timor 8: 0868, 0911, 0925, 0941 
Hong Kong 9: 0001, 0105 
India 9: 0288 
Indonesia 10: 0055 

Japan 11: 0633 
Korea, South 12: 0806 
Malaysia 13: 0263 
Mongolia 13: 0363 
Nepal 13: 0398 
New Zealand 13: 0467 
Pakistan 13: 0516 
Philippines 13: 0755; 14: 0001 
Singapore 14: 0256 
Taiwan 14: 0453 
Thailand 14: 0718 
Vietnam 14: 0872 
see also Political activities 

Political ethics 
China-Clinton relationship 5: 0672 

Political parties 
Cambodia 4: 0908 
Indonesia 10: 0183 

Pollution 
see Air pollution 

Poverty 
Bangladesh 4: 0270 
Cambodia 5: 0324 
children 2: 0164 
Laos 13: 0243 
Philippines 14: 0218 

Power Sector Restructuring Program  
14: 0234 

Pregnancy 
5: 0687 

Prices 
free trade impacts 13: 0001; 14: 0519 

Privatization 
India 9: 0264, 0570 
Indonesia telecommunications 10: 0318 

Property 
see Land ownership and rights 
see Land use 
see Real estate business 

Prostitution 
4: 0315 

Public welfare programs 
Vietnam 14: 0864 
see also Food assistance 

Public works 
India 9: 0284 
Korea, South 12: 0806 

Qian Xuesen 
6: 0432 
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Rapid Revitalization Act 
11: 0929 

Real estate business 
2: 0629 

Reclamation of land 
China 7: 0831 

Refugees 
4: 0807 

Regional security 
China role 6: 0671; 7: 0014, 0150, 0370, 

0447; 8: 0056, 0799 
crisis impacts 2: 0781 
East Asia 2: 0560, 0741 
general 1: 0213, 0277, 0308, 0602; 

6: 0163; 7: 0597 
Japan role 11: 0821 
and Korean reunification 12: 0234 
South Asia 2: 0845, 0857 
Southeast Asia 2: 0977 
U.S. strategy 7: 0237 

Religious liberty 
Australia 3: 0284 
Bangladesh 4: 0278 
Burma 4: 0779 
Cambodia 5: 0563 
China 8: 0383 
East Timor 8: 0911 
Indonesia 10: 0641, 0685 
Korea, North 12: 0712 
Korea, South 13: 0228 
Malaysia 13: 0328 
Pakistan 13: 0602; 14: 0846 
Singapore 14: 0355 
Tibet 8: 0383 
Vietnam 14: 0996 

Reproductive Health Association of 
Cambodia 

5: 0579 
Research 

agriculture 1: 0769; 2: 0001 
Rickets 

4: 0197 
Rural areas 

Bangladesh 3: 0300, 0533, 1006; 
4: 0193, 0274 

Cambodia 5: 0001, 0324, 0472, 0615 
China AIDS 8: 0577 
India 9: 0611 
Laos 13: 0243 

Russia 
China relations 8: 0056 
crisis impacts 2: 0781 
Japan-U.S. policy 11: 0784 
and Korean reunification 12: 0234 
Korea relations 12: 0208 
missile defense 7: 0503 
U.S. relations 2: 0560, 0741 

Savings institutions 
9: 0711 

Science and technology 
agriculture 2: 0001 
Bangladesh 3: 0598 
China 6: 0215 
Japan 11: 0982; 12: 0001 
nanotechnology 12: 0046 
see also Space programs 

Securities 
crisis impact 1: 0166, 0236 
India 9: 0264 
Indonesia 10: 0858 
Japan banks 11: 0335, 0929 

Sentences, criminal procedure 
Australia 3: 0284 
Bangladesh 4: 0278 
Burma 4: 0779 
Cambodia 5: 0563 
China 8: 0383 
India 9: 0847 
Indonesia 10: 0641 
Korea, North 12: 0712 
Korea, South 13: 0228 
Malaysia 13: 0328 
Pakistan 13: 0602; 14: 0846 
Singapore 14: 0355 
Vietnam 14: 0996 

Sewage and wastewater systems 
India 9: 0245 

Sex discrimination 
China son preference 5: 0687 

Sexually transmitted diseases 
Bangladesh 3: 0814 
Burma 4: 0763 
Cambodia 5: 0005 
China 7: 0001 

Shantytowns 
see Slums and shantytowns 

Ships and shipping 
7: 0237 
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Singapore 
commercial environment 14: 0256 
economic development 9: 0264 
economic/trade policies 14: 0348 
financial crisis 1: 0166 
human rights 14: 0348 

Slums and shantytowns 
Bangladesh 3: 1002; 4: 0270 
children 2: 0164 

Small business 
Indonesia 10: 0196, 0520 

South Asia 
China relations 8: 0056 
food security 2: 0951 
U.S. strategy 2: 0845, 0857 

South China Sea 
China sovereignty 7: 0370 
territorial disputes 7: 0014; 8: 0056 
U.S. strategy 7: 0237 

Southeast Asia 
China conflict 7: 0604 
defense 2: 1000 
infant health 3: 0001 
narcotics 2: 1031; 3: 0070 
security 2: 0977 
trade 2: 0989 
U.S. military 11: 0821 

Soviet Union 
disintegration 8: 0056 

Soybeans 
7: 0096 

Space programs 
China 6: 0432, 0671 

Spratly Islands 
7: 0237 

Stock exchanges 
China 5: 1029 
Indonesia 10: 0858 
Japanese securities 11: 0158 
Philippines 13: 0878 

Taiwan 
China economic relations 14: 0453 
China relations 1: 0916; 6: 0163; 

7: 0604; 8: 0056 
China sovereignty 7: 0370 
China-U.S. relations 5: 0912 
commercial environment 14: 0453 
defense 14: 0372 
military forces 6: 0671 
U.S. strategy 7: 0503 

Tariffs 
China 6: 0410; 8: 0001, 0729 
Indonesia 10: 0265 
Korea-U.S. 13: 0001 
Taiwan-U.S. 14: 0519 

Technology 
see Science and technology 

Telecommunications 
China 6: 0432, 0671 
Indonesia 10: 0318 
Japan deregulation 12: 0060 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 

Terrorism 
China antiterrorism 8: 0799 
East Asia 2: 0560, 0741 
international combat 11: 0951 

Textile industry and fabrics 
Indonesia 10: 0685 
Korea exports 13: 0001; 14: 0519 

Thailand 
AIDS and drugs 1: 0351 
commercial environment 14: 0718 
financial crisis 1: 0166 

Tibet 
8: 0056, 0383 

Torture 
Bangladesh 4: 0278 
Burma 4: 0779 
Cambodia 5: 0563 
China 8: 0383 
East Timor 8: 0911 
Indonesia 10: 0641 
Korea, North 12: 0712 
Korea, South 13: 0228 
Malaysia 13: 0328 
Pakistan 13: 0602; 14: 0846 
Singapore 14: 0355 
Tibet 8: 0383 
Vietnam 14: 0996 

Trade agreements 
Bangladesh 3: 0722 
China-U.S. 5: 0672 
general 1: 0865 
Japan-U.S. 11: 0115 
Korea-U.S. 13: 0001 
Southeast Asia 2: 0977 
Taiwan-U.S. 14: 0519 
textiles 10: 0685 
Vietnam-U.S. 14: 0872 
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Trafficking of persons 
Bangladesh 4: 0278, 0315 
Burma 4: 0779 
Cambodia 5: 0563 
China 8: 0383 
India 9: 0847 
Indonesia 10: 0641 
Korea, South 13: 0228 
Malaysia 13: 0328 
Pakistan 13: 0602; 14: 0846 
Singapore 14: 0355 
Vietnam 14: 0996 

Transportation and transportation 
equipment 

Japan-U.S. 11: 0001, 0035, 0187, 0371 
see also Motor vehicle industry 

Treaties and conventions 
Korea, North, Agreed Framework 

12: 0109, 0287 
Korea armistice 12: 0109 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
disintegration 8: 0056 

United Cambodian Community 
Development Foundation 

5: 0066 
United Nations (UN) 

6: 0671; 8: 0911 
UN Transitional Administration in East 
Timor (UNTAET) 

8: 0911 
Urban areas 

development networks 1: 0024 
India pollution 9: 0595 
Indonesia urbanization 9: 0914 
slum children 2: 0164 
USAID programs 2: 0268 

Urban Family Health Partnership 
4: 0217 

U.S. Agency for International 
Development (USAID) 

Bangladesh programs 3: 0598; 4: 0213 
Burma programs 4: 0775, 0807 
Cambodia programs 5: 0021, 0138, 

0201, 0472, 0615 
disaster preparedness 2: 0557 
East Timor reconstruction 8: 0868, 

0890, 0925, 0941 
India programs 9: 0595, 0611, 0711, 

0772, 0898 

Indonesia programs 10: 0001, 0175, 
0183, 0196, 0435, 0602, 0913 

Philippines programs 13: 0878; 
14: 0180, 0202 

urban programs 2: 0268 
Vietnam programs 14: 0864 

U.S.-Japan Industry and Technology 
Management Training Program 

11: 0982 
Vaccination and vaccines 

Bangladesh 3: 0373 
Cambodia 5: 0099, 0138 

Veterans International 
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